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Chapter 1

The electron swarm in
materials (DC response)

A very useful approximation for understanding some electronic properties
of materials is to assume that the materials are hosts for a ”swarm” of
free electrons, charged particles which can move in response to an applied
field. This picture, articulated by Drude, is used universally to understand
the essentials of electrical conductivity and some of the optical properties
of metals. Until the 1920’s, this model was all that was available. The
quantum theory of solids, which will be detailed in the second part of the
course, encompasses the Drude model and fills in many of the features it
leaves unexplained.

1.1 Basic particle quantities

Electrons can be considered as charged particles, posessing a mass me, a
charge qe, and zero spatial extent. The charge on an electron is always the
same, and in fact all charged entities possess charge in integer multiples of
this value:

qe = −1.602× 10−19 C (1.1)

Where C is the SI unit of charge, the Coulomb. Protons, on the other
hand, possess positive charge in negative integer multiples of qe. For the
remainder of the course and consistency with other references, we can ab-
breviate the electronic charge as e

e = qe = − | qe | (1.2)

7



8 THE ELECTRON SWARM IN MATERIALS (DC RESPONSE)

The mass of the electron is not defined quite as well. For isolated elec-
trons in vacuum, moving much more slowly than light speed, the mass (”rest
mass”) is

me = 9.109× 10−31 kg (1.3)

and the mass creeps up as its speed approaches c. For an electron inside
a material, the mass can take any value:

m∗ = m
′
me (1.4)

where m∗ is the effective mass of the electron, a factor m
′

that of the
rest mass. More on this subject later.

1.2 The Lorenz Force

So electrons exist–what can we do with them? We can use electric and
magnetic fields E and B to exert vector forces E on electrons:

F = e(E + v ×B) (1.5)

where v is the velocity of the electron. We can consider two limiting
cases.

Electric fields only In the absence of a magnetic field (B = 0), the
electron’s speed doesn’t matter:

F = eE (B = 0) (1.6)

This is most relevant for simple electrical conductivity, as will be de-
scribed. Recall though that since the electronic charge e is negative, there
is a positive force on the electron for a negative E, so electrons are pushed
up electric field lines (towards positive charges).

Magnetic fields only In the absence of electric fields (E = 0),

F = ev ×B (E = 0) (1.7)

the Lorenz force acts at right angles to the electron motion. For this
reason, magnetic forces do no work, and the electron’s energy is conserved.
Consider an electron which is injected with initial velocity v at right angles to
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a uniform magnetic field B. The Lorenz force on the electron acts orthogonal
to both the field and the velocity of the electron:

Flor = ev ×B = evB r̂ (1.8)

which is the radial direction (r̂) for circular motion. The centrifugal force
for circular motion is then

Fcent =
mv2

r
r̂ (1.9)

Balancing the Lorenz force and the centrifugal force

Flor = Fcent (1.10)

we have

mv2

r
= evB (1.11)

mv = erB (1.12)

mrω = erB (since v = rω) (1.13)

ωc =
eB

m∗
(1.14)

The frequency ωc is known as the cyclotron frequency, and its measure-
ment determines m (or m∗) in a material.

1.3 The Drude model of conductivity

The electrical conductivity of metals and semiconductors can be understood
through the simple model of Drude (1900). We assume that the solid metal
or semiconductor serves as a host for free electrons. The net motion of the
electrons gives electrical currents.

For metallic conduction, electrons need to be weakly bound to the parent
atoms. How might this come about? Consider the simplest metal of all,
Lithium (Li). The Li atom (1s22s1) has three electrons, two of which make
up the He core, and the third of which is easily ionized, leaving Li+. The Li
crystal can then be considered as an array of Li+ ion cores, surrounded by a
”sea” of free electrons with mostly uniform negative charge, spatial density
given by n.

Consider a uniform electric field E applied to this Li crystal in the x̂
direction. We then have
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F = qE (1.15)

Fxx̂ = eExx̂ (1.16)

Dropping the vector notation, and introducing Newton’s law for accel-
eration a

a =
F

m
(1.17)

∆v

∆t
=
eE

m
(1.18)

we can then introduce a new parameter τ
′

to characterize the mean
scattering time in conduction. Assume that directly after time t = 0, any
given conduction electron has collided with something–Drude hypothesized
the ion cores–which randomizes its momentum. This process is called diffuse
scattering, and it is one of the central assumptions in even the most advanced
treatments of metallic conductivity. The electron’s average x velocity< vx >
at t = 0 is then zero.

Over the time τ
′

until the next scattering event, the electron is acceler-
ated by the applied electric field, acquiring a final velocity vf

vf = a∆t (1.19)

vf =
eEτ

′

m∗
(1.20)

and the average velocity, or drift velocity of the electrons, is given by

vD =
eEτ

′

2m∗
(1.21)

A current flux J is defined as electrical current passing through a unit
area. The flux ([=] A cm−2) can result from a uniform electron particle
density n ([=] cm−3), creating a charge density qn ([=] C cm−3), travelling
with net drift velocity v ([=] cm s−1):

J = envD (1.22)

with units of A cm−2. Substituting in for vD,

J =
e2Enτ

′

2m∗
(1.23)

Ohm’s law, on the other hand, is given by the following form:
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J = σE (1.24)

where E is the electric field in V cm−1, and σ is the electrical conductivity
in Ω−1 cm−1.

This means that the conductivity σ is given by

σ =
e2τ

′
n

2m∗
(1.25)

the factor of two is conventionally dropped and lumped into τ , so we
have

σ =
e2τn

m∗
(1.26)

Why is this expression useful? Drude showed if we would like high-
conductivity material–desirable for many applications–there are essentially
two materials parameters to control. A higher carrier concentration n is
needed. For a metal, n can be of order 1022 cm−3–but not much higher, since
this value approaches the density of atoms in a solid. In semiconductors, the
ability to manipulate n is highly developed and will be discussed in some
detail in the second half of the course. Secondly, the existing electrons need
to be able to move easily under an applied field. This ability is expressed in
the mobility

µ =
eτ

m∗
(1.27)

with units of cm2 V−1 s−1, so that conductivity is expressed as:

σ = enµ (1.28)

High mobility requires two properties. First, the relaxation time τ should
be long. τ as high as 100 µs has been attained in metals, but is more
often on the order of fs. As we will discuss later on, the relaxation time
is extrinsic, depending almost completely on the level of impurities and
crystalline defects in the sample. Secondly, a light effective mass m∗ is
desirable, although this is often difficult to control independently from τ .

Resistivity and Ohm’s law It is easy enough to recognize the more
familiar form for Ohm’s law,

V = IR (1.29)
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from the expression 1.24. (Recall that Ohm’s law is not really a physical
law, merely a rule of thumb that is usually true.) The resistivity ρ is the
inverse of the conductivity σ,

ρ =
1

σ
(1.30)

and ρ is a material-specific quantity, whereas the resistance R depends
on sample geometry. R increases with the length l and decreases with the
cross-sectional area wt of the sample, as is intuitively clear from a fluid
analogy,

R =
l

wt
ρ (1.31)

so that the resistivity has to be given in units of ohm - m, usually (for
metals) µΩcm. The voltage V across the bar is proportional to its length
for a fixed electric field E,

E =
V

l
(1.32)

and since

I = Jwt (1.33)

J =
1

ρ

V

l
(1.34)

I

wt
=

1

ρ

V

l
(1.35)

which can be rearranged to

Iρ
l

wt
= V (1.36)

IR = V (1.37)

Real materials What are the resistivities of real metals? Note that I
cannot say that a given metal will generally have a particular resistivity–it
depends completely on temperature and sample quality. In fact, all metals
become perfect conductors at zero temperature and crystalline perfection! So
when we consult this table, remember that it is for single crystals at room
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Metal Resistivity (µΩ cm)

Ag 1.61

Cu 1.70

Au 2.20

Al 2.74

Be 3.25

Na 4.75

Co 5.80

Li 9.32

Fe 9.80

Ta 13.10

Mn 139.00

Si (Al-doped, 1021 cm−3) 150

Si (undoped) 108

Figure 1.1: Electrical resistivities for metallic single crystals at 300 K. Bot-
tom: comparison with semiconducting Si at different doping levels (see Kit-
tel, p. 160).

temperature (300 K), representing about the best that one can hope to do
in applications.

As you might have expected, the noble metals Ag, Cu, and Au have
the lowest electrical resistivities. Cu wire carries nearly all the current used
around the world, with minimal power dissipation. This is especially true
now, since IBM introduced Cu interconnects, the tiny thin-film wires which
hook up transistors in integrated circuits, in 1997.1 Starting in 2000, IBM
offered the first Cu-metallized Si chip, supplanting Al; the upside is a po-
tential factor-of-two reduction in power dissipation. Au connectors are used
in high-end audio due to their excellent corrosion resistance.

There are several surprising features to the data, however. Ag actually
conducts a bit better than Cu, but is too expensive to be used widely. The
alkali metals (Na, Li) are quite good conductors. Some transition metals
can have very high resistivities, such as Mn. All of these features will be
explained when we develop the band theory.

Finally, notice Si, a semiconductor, given for comparison. All the metals
listed have carrier concentrations n on the order of 1-20 1022 cm–several
electrons per atom! The variation in ρ comes mostly from µ. In Silicon, a

1Why didn’t they do this before? The diffusivity of Cu into Si is incredibly fast, and
needs to be controlled through the use of a diffusion barrier, which took years to develop.
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Figure 1.2: Copper interconnects on the IBM Cu-11 chip, linking the tran-
sistors. SEM image.

semiconductor, the opposite is true. We can tune the resistivity by six orders
of magnitude by adding ”dopants,” or impurities, such as Al, which change
n! Heavily doped material is good enough to be used as an interconnect in
some cases, but undoped material is virtually insulating. We will say more
about this topic further along.

1.4 The Hall effect

Assume now that current is passed orthogonal to a B field: B = Bzẑ,
electrons travel in the x direction v = vxx̂. We have for Fyŷ

Fy = e(Ey + vxBz) (1.38)

In the steady state, no current can build up in the transverse (y) direc-
tion, so the net force on electrons along y must be zero. This implies that
an electric field builds up along y:

(Ey + vxBz) = 0 (1.39)

Ey = −vxBz (1.40)

Ey = RHJxBz (RH = − 1

ne
) (1.41)
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Metal Normalized Hall Coef. ( −1
RHne

)

Li 0.8

Na 1.2

K 1.1

Rb 1.0

Cs 0.9

Cu 1.5

Ag 1.3

Au 1.5

Be -0.2

Mg -0.4

In -0.3

Al -0.3

Figure 1.3: RH , experiment vs. theory (see Ashcroft and Mermin, p. 15).

So a voltage, called the Hall voltage, is generated in the direction or-
thogonal to the current. The Hall coefficient RH determines its magnitude.
By inspection, it is clear that the Hall coefficient also determines the carrier
concentration n.

The Hall effect measurement is used heavily in semiconductor materials
research to determine carrier concentration n, characterizing the dopants
used. In industry, the resistivity measurement is more typical, since ρ(n)
is well known for typical materials such as Si, and one doesn’t need the
magnetic field.

Furthermore, the Hall effect has been very important in the historical
development our understanding of metals. The free-electron theory predicts
that the enRH product should always be -1. This relationship is obeyed very
well for alkali metals (Li-Cs), quite well for noble metals (Cu-Au), but fails
utterly for divalent and trivalent metals (Be-Al)–RH becomes negative! The
alkali metal result is the main claim for success of the free-electron (particle)
model; the triumph of the band theory is to explain the negative sign.

What I would like to show next is how electronic conductivity influences
the optical properties of metals–why they reflect visible light. We’ll need
to spend some time reviewing the basics of electricity and magnetism to
understand this.
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Exercises

1.1 ”CPP” pillar resistance. Consider a rectangular stack of nanoscale
metallic films, as pictured in Figure. Such a structure has been pro-
posed as an advanced sensor in high density magnetic recording.

The pillar consists of alternating layers of 20 Å Co and 20 Å Cu,
repeated 10 times in the vertical direction. Assume that the resistance
of the structure comes simply from the bulk resistivities of the layers,
which are ρCo = 15µΩ cm and ρCu = 2µΩ cm, and that the currents
are passed perpendicular to planes, vertically in the figure (”CPP”
geometry.)

Figure 1.4: CPP geometry. Light and dark are alternating planes of Co and
Cu. The pillar has a square cross section (W x W) viewed from the top.

What is the resistance contributed by each layer of Co, expressed
in terms of the width W?

What pillar width W is required to reach a total resistance of 1
Ω for the structure (a minimum to measure easily?) If the minimum
lithographic dimension attainable is 0.1 µm, can this resistance be
achieved?

What is the mean time between scattering events τ experienced by
electrons in Cu? Assume free electron values and an electron density
n of 1022 cm−3.

1.2 A strip of Cu 150µm thick, 3 mm wide, and 1 cm long is placed in
a magnetic field B = 0.65T oriented out of the plane of the strip. A
current of 100 mA is passed along the length of the strip. What po-
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tential difference V will appear across the width of the strip? Assume
an electron density of 8.47×1022cm−3 for Cu.

1.3 An electromagnetic wave of free space wavelength 0.5 mm propagates
through a piece of InSb that is placed in an axial magnetic field. There
is resonant absorption of the electromagnetic wave at a magnetic field
B = 0.323T.

What is the effective mass of the particle in question?

Assume that the collision time is 4 ps (true for electrons around
LN2 temperatures). Calculate the mobility.

1.4 You are in charge of a project to build a Hall sensor for magnetic
field measurement. The goal is to optimize the sensitivity factor
Vy/(VxBz), for fixed length L and width W .

What single materials parameter do you need to optimize? Derive an
expression for the sensitivity factor. As a hint, check www.lakeshore.com,
the manufacturer of the Hall probe demonstrated in class, and see what
semiconductor the sensor is made out of. What is special about this
one?

1.5 Very pure semiconductors can have electron mobilities µ = 106cm2/V/s.
Assuming a carrier concentration of 1018 cm−3

(a) What resistance would a bar of this semiconductor have if it has
length, width, height of 100, 10, and 0.1 µm, respectively, and
current is passed along its length.

(b) The sample absorbs ν =10 Ghz microwaves most strongly in an
applied field of Bres=47.8 mT. What is the mean time between
scattering events?
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Chapter 2

Maxwell’s equations,
reintroduced

Unlike the electronic properties of materials, electricity and magnetism is
a complete theory. Everything you could hope to say about the topic is
described in Maxwell’s equations; the trick is to understand how to apply
them. In vacuum, the four equations take the form:

∇ ·E =
ρ

ε0
(2.1)

∇ ·B = 0 (2.2)

∇×E = −∂B

∂t
(2.3)

∇×B = µ0J + µ0ε0
∂E

∂t
(2.4)

E and B are the electric and magnetic fields, respectively; ρ is the charge
density (per unit volume), and J is the current flux. The constants µ0 and ε0
are the (magnetic) permeability and (dielectric) permittivity of free space,
respectively:

ε0 = 8.85× 10−12 C2N−1m−2 (2.5)

µ0 = 4π × 10−7 NA−2 (2.6)

For some of you, the differential form for Maxwell’s equations looks fa-
miliar. However, probably for most of you, this form is new. I would like to
show how this form reduces to some E+M formulae that you already know.
First we need to spend a bit of time on the mathematical representation.
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2.1 Mathematical tools

2.1.1 The ”del” operator

The ∇ operator represents

∇ =
∂

∂x
x̂ +

∂

∂y
ŷ +

∂

∂z
ẑ (2.7)

and it is a convenient shorthand for forming several vector quantities:
gradients, divergences, and curls.

2.1.2 Gradients

A gradient can be represented by this operator acting on a scalar quantity.
If t(x, y, z) represents temperature at any point in space, the gradient

∇t =
∂t

∂x
x̂ +

∂t

∂y
ŷ +

∂t

∂z
ẑ (2.8)

will point you in the direction in which the temperature increases most
sharply. Example: take t(x, y, z) = t(x) only; t = x2. The gradient becomes

∇t(x) =
∂t

∂x
x̂ (2.9)

∇t(x) = 2x x̂ (2.10)

So the gradient always points you in the positive x direction; all other
terms are zero. Due to the x2 dependence, the gradient becomes larger at
higher and higher x.

2.1.3 Laplacian

The Laplacian is similar to a divergence, except we take the second derivative
rather than the first:

∇2t =
∂2t

∂x2
+
∂2t

∂y2
+
∂2t

∂z2
(2.11)

Notice that the Laplacian is a scalar, and is taken of a scalar quantity.
It is possible also to take the Laplacian of a vector quantity,

∇2v =
∂2vx
∂x2

+
∂2vx
∂y2

+
∂2vx
∂z2

x̂ + ... (2.12)
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2.1.4 Divergences

If we have a vector quantity which varies over space, such as v = v(x, y, z),
the divergence is given by

∇ · v =
∂vx
∂x

+
∂vy
∂y

+
∂vz
∂z

(2.13)

or, in spherical coordinates,

∇ · v =
1

r2

∂

∂r
(r2vr) +

1

r sin θ

∂

∂θ
(sin θvθ) +

1

r sin θ

∂vφ
∂φ

(2.14)

The name is appropriate, since the divergence quantifies the degree to
which the vectors ”spread out” at any point. If v represents a velocity for
particles distributed over space–think about smoke in the wind (3D), or
sawdust on a stream (2D)–the divergence is large where the particles are
separated, negative where they are pushed together, and zero where they all
move along together.

Example 1 : If we think about a point where all the velocity lines flow
out, defining r with respect to its center, v could take the form

v = k r̂

where k is the constant velocity away from the center. The divergence
then becomes

∇ · v =
1

r2

∂

∂r
(kr2) r̂ (2.15)

=
2k

r
r̂ (2.16)

which makes sense intuitively–the flow spreads out less and less the fur-
ther away we go from the point.

Example 2 : assume now the flow is constant, with a single direction
(laminar). This could take the form

v = k x̂

where k is the constant velocity in the x direction. The divergence then
zero, since all components but vx are zero, and its derivative is zero.
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2.1.5 Curls

The curl is also aptly named. Given the same vector v, the curl is given by

∇× v =

∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
x̂ ŷ ẑ
∂
∂x

∂
∂y

∂
∂z

vx vy vz

∣∣∣∣∣∣∣ (2.17)

=

(
∂vz
∂y
− ∂vy

∂z

)
x̂−

(
∂vz
∂x
− ∂vx

∂z

)
ŷ +

(
∂vy
∂x
− ∂vx

∂y

)
ẑ(2.18)

The expression in straight braces is a determinant, which I’ll describe in
the following section.

To visualize the curl, imagine that we place a tiny pinwheel in our
medium with velocity v. The curl will tell us the local magnitude, and (since
it is a vector) the axis of ”twist” on the pinwheel. In the two-dimensional
pond, the axis will always point out of plane, but will be largest where eddy
currents are present.

Example: think about a medium with velocity given by

v = yx̂− xŷ

which would be true if the origin is taken around an eddy in the pond.
The curl evaluates to

∇× v =

∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
x̂ ŷ ẑ
∂
∂x

∂
∂y

∂
∂z

y −x 0

∣∣∣∣∣∣∣ (2.19)

= −2 ẑ (2.20)

so the twist of the flow points ”down” through the ”right-hand rule,”
and the curl is negative in z.

2.1.6 Determinants

The determinant is often a useful quantity for looking at square matrices.
For a 2x2 matrix A, [

A11 A12

A21 A22

]
(2.21)
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the determinant is evaluated as

detA =

∣∣∣∣ A11 A12

A21 A22

∣∣∣∣ = A11A22 −A21A12 (2.22)

For a 3x3 matrix A, the determinant takes the form

∣∣∣∣∣∣
A11 A12 A13

A21 A22 A23

A31 A32 A33

∣∣∣∣∣∣ = A11

∣∣∣∣ A22 A23

A32 A33

∣∣∣∣−A12

∣∣∣∣ A21 A23

A31 A33

∣∣∣∣+A13

∣∣∣∣ A21 A22

A31 A32

∣∣∣∣
(2.23)

For this course (luckily), a 3x3 matrix is as far as we need to go. The
extension to a 4x4 or higher is straightforward but tedious.

2.2 Familiar results of the four Maxwell’s equa-
tions

2.2.1 Eq. 1, a.k.a. Gauss’s law

Starting from the first equation (4.30), we can derive some equations you
already know: the electric field from a point charge, and the electric field
between two parallel plates.

First, we integrate Eq. 4.30 over some unspecified volume V

∇ ·E =
ρ

ε0
(2.24)∫

V
∇ ·E ∂τ =

∫
V

ρ

ε0
∂τ (2.25)

where ∂τ is the volume element. We can use now a useful identity, the
divergence theorem, or Gauss’s theorem,∫

V
∇ · v dτ =

∮
S

v · da (2.26)

where the closed integral is over the surface of the integration volume,
taking the component of v normal to the surface.

If we think about v representing the direction of fluid flow, the divergence
theorem can be rationalized by considering that the total spreading of the
fluid over some volume (integrated divergence) has to leak out over the
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volume’s boundary–it has nowhere else to go. In the context of the electric
field, application of Gauss’s theorem gives∮

S
E · da =

∫
V

ρ

ε0
∂τ (2.27)

Point charge For the case of the point charge, we can take the integration
volume as a sphere with radius R. We know ahead of time that the field
from the point charge points away from the charge, so E · da = Er da: the
field is always constant, and normal to the boundary. This fact makes the
divergence theorem useful.

Taking the volume around the charge to be a sphere with radius R,

E(4πR2) =
Q

ε0
(2.28)

E =
Q

4πε0R2
r̂ (2.29)

If we are thinking about the force on an electron around this point charge,
application of the Lorenz force yields

F = eE (2.30)

F =
Qq

4πε0R2
r̂ (2.31)

telling us, as we know, that two like charges are repelled.

Parallel plate capacitors Consider instead that we have two parallel
plates, separated by a distance d, charged with charge Q. We know again
that the electric field is constant between the plates, so we choose an ap-
propriate volume (the ”gaussian pillbox”) to take advantage of this fact.
Application of Equation 2.27 now gives

EA =
Q

ε0
(2.32)

V

d
A =

Q

ε0
(2.33)

C

A
=

Q

V A
=
ε0
d

(2.34)

the capacitance per unit area of parallel plates.
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2.2.2 Eq. 2: no monopoles

A brief look at the second Maxwell equation (eq. 4.31),

∇ ·B = 0 (2.35)

points out a major difference between electric and magnetic fields. Mag-
netic fields B are divergenceless, implying that there is no such thing as
magnetic ”charge.” As far as we know, there are no magnetic monopoles;
every magnetic field line forms a closed loop.

What about ”free poles?” People in the magnetic recording industry
often mention magnetic charge as if it were a real entity, and in a certain
sense, it is: a magnetized object serves as a source for a magnetic field at
its boundary; this is the basis for magnetic recording. Why is there not
”magnetic charge,” like static electric charge?

This is getting a bit ahead of ourselves, but inside materials, rather than
in vacuum, we have

B = µ0(M + H) (2.36)

where M is the magnetization of the material, and H is the magnetic
field in vacuum, in the absence of M. H is the field one can control using a
wireloop. Applying the divergence to both sides tells us

∇ ·H = −∇ ·M (2.37)

which looks like ∇ · H = 1
µ0
ρm if we can identify ρm = −µ0∇ ·M.

”Magnetic charge” is present at the boundary of a uniformly magnetized
object because M drops off to zero there. I will talk about this more in the
context of magnetic recording.

2.2.3 Eq. 3: Faraday’s law

The third Maxwell equation reads

∇×E = −∂B

∂t
(2.38)

Let’s consider a wire loop, area A, with a uniform magnetic field B
orthogonal to it. Faraday found that some change in the magnetic flux
Φ = BA through the loop generates an electromotive force (voltage) around
the loop:
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ε = −
(
∂Φ

∂t

)
(2.39)

It’s not immediately clear how we get from one to the other. Enter
Stokes’s theorem, which plays the same role for curls as Gauss’s theorem
does for divergences. If we consider a patch of a surface P , which does not
need to be closed or any particular shape, bounded by the closed line L, the
theorem tells us that ∫

P
(∇× v) · da =

∮
L

v · dl (2.40)

This expression is not quite as easy to understand intuitively. In terms
of the fluid flow analogy on a stream, it says that if we would like to total
the ”swirl” in an area, we can just follow the flow around the boundary.
Graphically, this makes some sense because the rotation of adjacent loops
could tend to cancel each other out except on the boundary.

We can take the surface defined by the wire loop as the patch P to be
treated. Integrating Eq 2.38 over the loop area gives us

∫
loop

(∇×E) · da = −
∫
loop

(
∂B

∂t

)
· da (2.41)∮

loopboundary
E · dl = −

(
∂Φ

∂t

)
(2.42)

ε = −
(
∂Φ

∂t

)
(2.43)

since the integrated electric field around the loop (V cm−1), integrated
over cm, gives us the voltage drop around the loop.

2.2.4 Eq. 4: Ampere’s law

Finally we can examine the fourth Maxwell equation,

∇×B = µ0J + µ0ε0
∂E

∂t
(2.44)

which in the steady state becomes

∇×B = µ0J (2.45)

application of the Stokes theorem, as carried out before, gives us
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∮
L

B · dl = µ0

∫
P

J · da (2.46)

Example: the solenoid This equation predicts the magnetic field inside
a solenoid, a (hollow) tube wound circumferentially with wire. As with the
previous examples, equation 2.47 becomes useful where geometry simplifies
the problem. We choose a rectangular surface patch (or Amperean loop) with
plane including the radius of the tube, so that the current will be normal to
the patch surface.

We can then rewrite the right hand side as∮
L

B · dl = µ0Ienc (2.47)

where Ienc is the current enclosed by the patch boundary.

If the loop is drawn far enough away from the ends of the solenoid, B
will point only along the solenoid axis. B ·dl will be zero everywhere except
within the loop: outside, the field is zero1, and along the sides, B and l are
orthogonal. Over the patch area, Ienc = Ni, where N is the number of turns
along length s and i is the current through the solenoid coils. We then have

B = µ0ni (2.48)

where n is the number of turns per unit length. µ0 [=] N A−2; n [=]
m−1; i [=] A. The magnetic field B thus has units of N A−1 m−1, called
Tesla (T).

Exercises

2.1 Unit exercises:

Carry out a dimensional check on Gauss’s law in differential form
(i.e. substitute in units for quantities on either side and show that
they are equivalent).

Show that a Wb / s is equivalent to a Volt.

Carry out a dimensional check on the fourth Maxwell equation.

1To verify this, draw the loop outside of the solenoid; since no field is enclosed, the top
and bottom contributions must be equal, and since the field goes to zero far away from
the solenoid, equal must be zero
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2.2 Show that ρ = 0 inside a conductor. (Note: ρ in Gauss’s law refers to
charge density, equivalent to en, not resistivity ρ in the Drude model.)
Where does that leave for the charge to go? In a sample of Li, does
this have implications for the positions of the electrons?

2.3 Using the continuity equation for free charge,

∇ · J = −∂ρ
∂t

where ρ is the charge density of the material and J is the current flux,

i) derive an expression for the time dependence of total charge
inside a uniformly charged conducting sphere with conductivity σ.
(Where does all the charge go?)

ii) Using the table of electrical conductivities given in the notes,
evaluate and compare the characteristic times of charge decay for Cu
and undoped Si. Assuming that the charge motion can be observed
through ultrafast optical measurements, with maximum time resolu-
tion of 1 fs, is there any chance to resolve different dynamics in the
two systems?

2.4 Derive the magnetic field B at a distance r from a straight, infinitely
long single wire carrying current i. (Hint: draw an Amperean loop
around the wire, going into the page, according to Section 4.4 of notes)

2.5 A single-turn wire loop, with radius r, is spun, at angular frequency
ω, about an axis orthogonal to a uniform magnetic field B.

i) Considering the potential difference V or ε around the wire loop,
measured in the open-circuit condition, derive an expression for the
waveform V (t).

ii) At what frequency ω would a 10 cm radius coil need to be
rotated to generate a peak-to-peak voltage of 1 mV, if B = 1 T?

2.6 A B-H looper magnetometer operates on the principle that the mag-
netic moment of a sample can be detected by reversing the magnetiza-
tion and picking up an inductive voltage generated in a wire wrapped
around the sample. If our minimum detection voltage in 1000 turns of
1 cm diameter pick-up coils is 1 mV, at what frequency will a 50 nm
thick film of Fe, filling the coils, need to be driven? Assume that the
signal from the empty parts of the coils is nulled out.
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2.7 Integrated inductor: meander line

The inductance L of a device is defined as

V = −L∂i
∂t

(2.49)

where L is given in Henries, H; V is the voltage across its two ter-
minals, and i is the current through the two terminals. Achievement
of high values of L on an integrated circuit is an important goal for
telecommunications.

One strategy which has been proposed is to create a meander line on
the surface of a chip, made of a thin ( 1µm) film of Cu, as shown (top
view) in Figure2.1. The horizontal length of the line is given as l, the
width is w, and center-to-center spacing between horizontal lengths is
d.

Figure 2.1: Schematic of a meander line inductor

i) What are the base SI units of H? Hint: the permeability of free
space is sometimes given as H/m.
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ii) For simplicity, approximate each length of the conductor as an
infinitely thin wire. What is the magnetic field created in the region
between lines, due to a single line, as a function of distance r from the
line? Derive this expression from Maxwell’s equationss. You will need
to use cylindrical coordinates.

iii) Determine the voltage (or EMF ε) induced in the line, per
turn, due to a changing current ∂i/∂t through the whole line. You
may approximate each turn as a closed loop, and neglect any inductive
contribution inside the Cu (i.e. integrate starting at a distance w/2).

iv) What is the inductance per unit area L/ld of the structure?

v) What is the inductance, in H, of a 10 µm x 10 µm square device,
w = 1µm, d = 2µm.

2.8 Characteristic impedance of a coaxial cable.

Consider an infinitely long and straight coaxial cable. It consists of
the following parts: Cu signal conductor of radius a, dielectric shield
with inner radius a, outer radius b and dielectric constant ε, and outer
Cu ground cable with inner radius b. You can assume that there is no
special magnetic response of the cable (µr = 1).

i) Derive, from Maxwell’s equations, that the signal-to-ground ca-
pacitance per unit length of the cable C

′
is

C
′

=
2πε0εr
ln b/a

(2.50)

.

ii) Derive, from Maxwell’s equations, that the signal-to-ground
inductance per unit length of the cable L

′
is

L
′

=
µ0µr
2π

ln
b

a
(2.51)

Hint: consider a pie-shaped differential element, taken through the
center axis, with angular width δθ, thus carrying current (δθ/2π)i.
Calculate the differential induced voltage δε as for parallel wires, and
multiply by 2π. Inductance L can be recognized as V = L (∆i/∆t),
in units of H.

iii) For a lossless transmission line, the characteristic impedance is
Z0 =

√
L′/C ′. Show that to good approximation, for a lossless coaxial

cable,
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Z0 '
60Ω
√
εr

ln
b

a
(2.52)

Derive this expression from your expressions in a) and b), being sure
to show unit equivalences.

2.9 Derive, starting from Maxwell’s equations, the self-inductance from
a solenoid of length l with N turns. Neglect edge effects. Recall
V = −L∂i

∂t .

(a) Derive first the magnetic field through the solenoid at current i

(b) derive, starting from Maxwell’s equations, the induced voltage V
per turn from i(t) = i0 cosωt,

(c) calculate the inductance L for the whole coil, N = 1000, l =
10 cm

(d) calculate the peak back-EMF for i0 = 1 A, ν = 1 kHz.
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Chapter 3

Electromagnetic waves

Maxwell’s equations predict that E and B waves can propagate, and EM
energy or information can be transported through materials or vacuum. We
experience these electromagnetic (EM) waves as light, radio waves, x-rays,
cosmic rays.

Before exploring EM waves we should review some basics of propagating
monochromatic waves. These features will be common to EM waves, sound
waves, or quantum-mechanical matter waves.

3.1 General properties of waves

3.1.1 Basic description

A wave is a disturbance of a continuous medium which retains a fixed shape
and moves with a constant velocity. In the case of ocean waves or sound
waves, the disturbance represents the displacement of particles (water or air)
from their rest positions. If we describe the magnitude of the disturbance
by f , moving along direction z over time t, the behavior can be expressed
mathematically as:

f(z, t) = f(z − vt, 0) (3.1)

= g(z − vt) (3.2)

which states that any value of f , taken at point z, can be found at z+vt
at a time t later. So, the wave can be seen to move with velocity v.

A couple of examples of wave disturbances are

33
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f(z, t) = cos(z − vt+ δ) (3.3)

f(z, t) =
A

b(z − vt)2 + 1
(3.4)

The wave does not need to be sinusoidal or periodic; the second example
is a peak in f , Lorentzian in form, moving with velocity v.

3.1.2 The wave equation

All waves, that is, functions of the form f(z, t) = g(z − vt), are solutions of
the wave equation: (

∂2f

∂z2

)
=

1

v2

(
∂2f

∂t2

)
(3.5)

This can be verified through the chain rule. Introducing u = z − vt,

(
∂f

∂z

)
=

(
∂f

∂u

)(
∂u

∂z

)
(3.6)(

∂f

∂z

)
=

(
∂f

∂u

)
(3.7)(

∂2f

∂z2

)
=

∂

∂z

(
∂f

∂u

)
(3.8)

=

(
∂2f

∂u2

)(
∂u

∂z

)
(3.9)

(3.10)

so on the LHS we have (
∂2f

∂z2

)
=

(
∂2f

∂u2

)
(3.11)

and similarly on the RHS we have(
∂2f

∂t2

)
= v2

(
∂2f

∂u2

)
(3.12)
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3.1.3 Sinusoidal waves

A sinusoidal wave can be represented in its most general form as

f(z, t) = A cos(kz − ωt+ δ) (3.13)

where k is the wavenumber, ω is the angular frequency, and δ is the phase
angle.

Important quantities The wavenumber k is a measure of the spatial
frequency of the wave; the wave repeats at positions given by the wavelength
λ, where

k(nλ) = n2π (3.14)

Thus the wavenumber is given by

k =
2π

λ
(3.15)

The temporal frequency is given by ω. If the period is τ ,

ω(nτ) = n2π (3.16)

and the angular frequency is given by

ω =
2π

τ
(3.17)

so named since it changes by 2π radians over a period; the frequency ν
is instead

ν = 1/τ (3.18)

Wave velocity How quickly does the wave move? We have the argument
of the cosine as kz − ωt + δ; this remains constant for z = ω

k t. Thus the
velocity of the sinusoidal wave, the phase velocity vp, is given by

vp =
ω

k
=
λ

τ
(3.19)
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Complex representation Taking advantage of Euler’s formula,

eiθ = cos(θ) + i sin(θ) (3.20)

we can rewrite equation 3.13 as

f(z, t) = Re
[
Aei(kz−ωt+δ)

]
(3.21)

and introducing the complex prefactor Ã,

Ã = Aeiδ (3.22)

which subsumes the phase angle, we can represent the sinusoid in terms
of the complex wave f̃(z, t)

f̃(z, t) = Ãei(kz−ωt) (3.23)

of which we only need to take the real part

f(z, t) = Re
[
f̃(z, t)

]
(3.24)

to get back to the physical disturbance. We haven’t introduced any new
physical behavior in the complex representation; it is merely convenient for
carrying out calculations.

3.1.4 Polarization

So far we have not said anything about the direction of the disturbance.
In fact, the disturbance can be of two forms. In longitudnal waves, the
disturbance is parallel to the direction of propagation, which we convention-
ally take to be along the ẑ-direction. You could see longitudinal waves in a
Slinky shaken on one end. These are also called compression waves, and are
the form that sound waves take in air.

The form which is relevant for EM waves is transverse. For the trans-
verse case, we could have displacement vertical...

f̃v = Ãei(kz−ωt)x̂ (3.25)

or horizontal...

f̃h = Ãei(kz−ωt)ŷ (3.26)

or in any unit direction n̂ which is perpendicular to the propagation
direction.
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n̂ · ẑ = 0 (3.27)

and which can be given in terms of a polarization angle θ

n̂ = cos θx̂ + sin θŷ (3.28)

as

f̃h = Ãei(kz−ωt)ŷ (3.29)

3.2 Waves from Maxwell’s equations

With the aid of a vector identity, it is relatively easy to show how Maxwell’s
equations lead to wave solutions in vacuum. Taking the curl of Maxwell no.
3, we have

∇× (∇× E) = −∇×
(
∂B

∂t

)
(3.30)

∇×∇× E = − ∂

∂t
∇×B (3.31)

= −µ0ε0

(
∂2E

∂t2

)
(3.32)

where we used Maxwell no. 4, ∇×B = µ0J +µ0ε0
∂E
∂t . To go further we

need a vector calculus identity,

∇× (∇× v) = ∇ (∇ · v)−∇2v (3.33)

which I won’t attempt to motivate. This leaves us with

∇ (∇ ·E)−∇2E = −µ0ε0

(
∂2E

∂t2

)
(3.34)

and using Maxwell no. 1,

∇ ·E =
ρ

ε
(3.35)

where there is no charge ρ (in vacuum), we are left with

∇2E = µ0ε0

(
∂2E

∂t2

)
(3.36)
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This is the three-dimensional wave equation for E, the electric field. In
fact it represents three separate equations for each cartesian component of E,
remembering the discussion of the Laplacian in Section 2.1.3. An analogous
equation exists for the magnetic field B.

Plane waves Let’s consider propagation along ẑ, and polarization, de-
fined as the direction of E, along x̂ (vertical). Taking the Laplacian gives
us

∇2E =
∂2Ex
∂x2

+
∂2Ex
∂y2

+
∂2Ex
∂z2

x̂ (3.37)

all other cartesian components being zero. Since the propagation direc-
tion is along ẑ, there is no variation over the other terms and we have

∇2E =
∂2Ex
∂z2

x̂ (3.38)

(
∂2Ex
∂z2

)
= µ0ε0

(
∂2Ex
∂t2

)
(3.39)

One can immediately recognize this expression as the wave equation for
EM waves if the velocity v is given by

1

v2
= µ0ε0 (3.40)

and indeed it is:

c =
1

√
µ0ε0

(3.41)

is the speed of light, 3.00×108 m/s. The equation can be solved by the
complex form

Ẽ(z, t) = Ãei(kz−ωt)x̂ (3.42)

Exercises

3.1 Derive the wave equation for B fields of light propagating in vacuum.
(See section 5.2 of the notes).
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3.2 Electromagnetic radiation loses intensity when it reflects from surfaces
with roughness greater than the wavelength λ. Assuming you would
like to use the lowest energy source possible, determine the frequencies
ν of EM waves which would be appropriate to characterize

(a) cars on a road

(b) the presence of mountains

(c) micron-size voids in insulators

(d) atomic steps on a single crystal

and identify the types of EM waves present in each case (e.g. cosmic
waves, UV, visible, etc.)

3.3 The effective mass m∗ of semiconductors can be determined through
cyclotron resonance experiments, as described in the first lecture. In
these experiments, microwaves with circular frequency ω are absorbed
by semiconductor materials, satisfying ω = e B/m∗.

(a) Perform a dimensional check on the cyclotron resonance equation.

(b) Assuming the free-electron effective mass, determine the static
(not microwave) magnetic field needed to produce cyclotron res-
onance in a microwave cavity fixed at 10 Ghz. Is this an experi-
mentally attainable field?

(c) Estimate the magnitude of the microwave magnetic field at 1O
Ghz and 1 mW power, distributed over a 2 cm2 waveguide.

3.4 Eq. 3.28 describes the most general linearly polarized wave on a string.
Linear or plane polarization (so called because the displacement is par-
allel to a fixed vector n) results from the combination of horizontally
and vertically polarized waves of the same phase. If the two componet-
nts are of equal amplitude, but out of phase by 90 deg., the result is a
circularly polarized wave. In that case:

(a) at a fixed point z, show that the string moves in a circle about the
z axis. Does it go counterclockwise or clockwise, as you look down
the axis towards the origin? How would you construct a wave
circling the other way? (In optics, the clockwise case is called
right circular polarization, or RCP, and the counterclockwise,
left circular polarization, or LCP.)
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(b) Sketch the string at time t = 0.

(c) How would you shake the string in order to produce a circularly
polarized wave?



Chapter 4

Optical properties:
reflectivity

4.1 The electron swarm (AC): metallic reflectivity

In this section, we’ll see the effect of free electrons on the optical properties
of materials (metals and semiconductors). Recall Maxwell’s equations in
materials (SI units):

∇ ·B = 0 (4.1)

∇ ·E =
ρ

ε
(4.2)

∇×B = µJ + µε
∂E

∂t
(4.3)

∇×E = −∂B

∂t
(4.4)

where µ is the (magnetic) permeability, and ε is the (dielectric) permit-
tivity. The last two equations are those responsible for electromagnetic wave
propagation in solids. A propagating wave takes the form

A(r, t) = A0 exp(i(k · r− ωt)) (4.5)

where k is the propagation direction; the wave varies only along this
axis. A propagating EM wave has this functional variation of E and B
fields. Let’s take the propagation direction for the EM wave to be k = kzẑ.
It is true (though we won’t prove it) that E and B must be orthogonal both
to each other and to k. So we can take E = Exx̂ and B = Byŷ:

41
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E(z, t) = Ex0e
i(kzz−ωt)x̂ (4.6)

B(z, t) = By0e
i(kzz−ωt)ŷ (4.7)

∇×E =

∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
x̂ ŷ ẑ
∂
∂x

∂
∂y

∂
∂z

Ex Ey Ez

∣∣∣∣∣∣∣ =

∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
x̂ ŷ ẑ

0 0 ∂
∂z

Ex 0 0

∣∣∣∣∣∣∣ =
∂Ex
∂z

ŷ

∇×B =

∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
x̂ ŷ ẑ
∂
∂x

∂
∂y

∂
∂z

Bx By Bz

∣∣∣∣∣∣∣ =

∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
x̂ ŷ ẑ

0 0 ∂
∂z

0 By 0

∣∣∣∣∣∣∣ = −∂By
∂z

x̂

Equations 4.32 and 4.33 then take the form:

−∂By
∂z

= µσEx + µε
∂Ex
∂t

(4.8)

∂Ex
∂z

= −∂By
∂t

(4.9)

We can attempt solutions for the propagating EM wave in the solid:

Ex = Ex0e
−i(ωt−kz) (4.10)

By = By0e
−i(ωt−kz) (4.11)

which means that we can make the following substitutions in Equations
4.8 and 4.9:

∂

∂z
→ ik;

∂

∂t
→ −iω (4.12)

So, substituting our trial solutions into Equations 4.8 and 4.9, we have

−ikBy0 = µσEx0 − iωµεEx0 (4.13)

ikEx0 = iωBy0 (4.14)

which can be simplified, in matrix form, as[
ik µ(σ − iωε)
iω ik

] [
By0

Ex0

]
= 0 (4.15)
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Trick: These are two linear, homogeneous (= 0) equations–two lines
in the E vs B plane, going through (0,0). To make sure that the two
equations have a nontrivial solution, it’s necessary that the equations are
not independent: they need to have the same slope. This is assured through
a zero determinant1; as in the system[

A11 A12

A21 A22

] [
x
y

]
= 0 (4.16)

we need

A11A22 −A21A12 = 0 (4.17)

to get a solution. If one equation is just a constant (k) multiple of the
other, [

A11 A12

kA11 kA12

] [
x
y

]
= 0 (4.18)

the criterion

kA11A12 − kA11A12 = 0 (4.19)

is definitely satisfied.
Our condition for allowed electromagnetic wave propagation in the ma-

terial becomes

k2 = iωµ(σ − iωε) (4.20)

Case 1: Insulator If the material is an insulator, σ = 0, and the
solution is easy:

k2 = µεω2 (4.21)

ω =
1√
µε(k)

k (4.22)

where I have written ε(k) as a reminder that the dielectric constant, in
general, depends noticeably on wavenumber k.

Case 2: Conductor If σ is finite, k is a complex number:

k = ±
√
µεω2 + iµσω (4.23)

1One could generalize this method to a 3x3 matrix or higher...
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What could this possibly mean? A complex wavenumber for E creates a
decaying wave. Assuming that k = kR+ ikI , upon substituting for Equation
4.6,

E(z, t) = Ex0e
−i(ωt−kz)x̂ (4.24)

E(z, t) = Ex0e
−iωteikRze−kIzx̂ (4.25)

So the electric field inside the material decays exponentially with pene-
tration depth. How far can it get? If we assume large conductivity,

k '
√
iωµσ (4.26)

= ± i+ 1√
2

√
ωµσ (4.27)

where we used the relationship2
√
i = ± 1√

2
(i+ 1).

The quantity

δ =

√
2

ωµσ
(4.28)

is the skin depth, and it tells us the penetration depth of EM waves (light)
into conductors. Further than this the wave will not go, and since energy
must be conserved, the wave is reflected.

4.2 A few tools

First, we would like to consider the reflectivity of a solid surface for light
impinging normally, at 90 degrees. We will need to develop a few concepts
first: the index of refraction n, a relationship between E and B fields, and
the boundary conditions for two waves meeting at the junction between two
materials.

4.2.1 The index of refraction, defined

For EM waves in vacuum, we derived the velocity as

c =
1

√
µ0ε0

(4.29)

2which you can verify from the representation of complex numbers x̃ = Re(x)+iIm(x),
x̃ = reiθ = r cos(θ) + ir sin(θ)
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which is the speed of light, 3.00×108 m/s. Recall again the form of
Maxwell’s equations in linear media,

∇ ·B = 0 (4.30)

∇ ·E = 0 (4.31)

∇×B = µJ + µε
∂E

∂t
(4.32)

∇×E = −∂B

∂t
(4.33)

where we are assuming no free charge or current. By following the same
derivation of the wave equation, we would come to the speed of light within
linear media as

vp =
1
√
µε

(4.34)

=
1

√
µrεr

1
√
µoεo

(4.35)

(4.36)

Defining n, the index of refraction, as

n =
√
µrεr (4.37)

'
√
εr (4.38)

since the relative magnetic permeability of most materials (which are
non- or weakly magnetic) is unity, we have for the speed of light:

vp =
c

n
(4.39)

Since n ≥ 1, light travels more slowly in materials than it does in vacuum.

4.2.2 Transversality of E and B fields

Electromagnetic waves are always transverse in media, with the electric and
magnetic fields E,B and propagation vector k forming an orthonormal set.
In general, an EM wave propagating in the ẑ direction can be represented
as
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Ẽ(z, t) = Ẽoe
i(kz−ωt) (4.40)

B̃(z, t) = B̃oe
i(kz−ωt) (4.41)

where we haven’t yet said anything about the direction of the vectors;
recall that the notations Ẽ, B̃ denote complex constants, and that three
cartesian components are hiding in these equations. Application of Faraday’s
law, ∇ × E = − (∂B/∂t), produces a relationship between the constants
Ẽo, B̃o. Taking the propagation to be (arbitrarily) along ẑ, k = kẑ, with no
loss of generality,

∇×E =

∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
x̂ ŷ ẑ

0 0 ∂
∂z

Ex Ey Ez

∣∣∣∣∣∣∣ = −∂Ey
∂z

x̂ +
∂Ex
∂z

ŷ = (−ikEy,0x̂ + ikEx,0ŷ) e−iωt

− ∂B

∂t
= (iω Bx,0x̂ + iω By,0ŷ) e−iωt (4.42)

−k Ey,0 = ω Bx,0 (4.43)

k Ex,0 = ω By,0 (4.44)

which can be expressed more compactly as

B̃o =
k̃

ω
(k̂× Ẽo) (4.45)

where we can equivalently write

k̃

ω
=

1

ṽp
=
ñ

c
(4.46)

So E,B, and k for EM waves in any medium are all mutually perpendic-
ular.

Longitudinal E-wave (electrostatic wave) There is one solution left
out of this discussion. In the curl relation for the plane wave, a longitudinally
polarized E−wave, with both k and E along ẑ,

E(z, t) = Eze
i(kzz−ωt)ẑ (4.47)
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will not contribute. For this wave, ∇ × E = 0. Therefore the only
possibility is B = 0 for this solution. In order to satisfy the fourth Maxwell
equation,

∇×B = µ (σ − iεω) E (4.48)

it can happen that B = 0 and E 6= 0 only in the case where

µ (σ − iεω) = 0 (4.49)

We will see later on that dispersion allows the second term in the product
to be zero, so Eq 4.49 can be satisfied. Metals (and plasmas) satisfy this
condition at their plasma frequency, ω = ωp.

4.2.3 Boundary conditions

For EM waves which are transmitted across the boundary between dissimilar
materials, the following restrictions apply.

ε1E
⊥
1 = ε2E

⊥
2 (4.50)

B⊥1 = B⊥2 (4.51)

E‖1 = E‖2 (4.52)

1

µ1
B‖1 =

1

µ2
B‖2 (4.53)

Each of these boundary conditions can be derived from Maxwell’s equa-
tions. For example, Eq 4.51 follows simply from the divergencelessness
of magnetic fields, ∇ · B = 0. Thus across a boundary with normal ẑ,
∂Bz/∂z = 0, and Bz

1 = Bz
2 (where ẑ is the perpendicular direction ⊥).

Application of these boundary conditions and the transversality relation
property, will allow us to calculate the reflectivity of the material using only
the indices of refraction n as input.

4.3 Reflection at normal incidence

Imagine now that we have light propagating in the ẑ direction, crossing the
boundary between materials 1 and 2, formed by the xy plane. Material 1
is present for negative z, material 2 is present for positive z. The light is
vertically x polaraized, so Ẽ = Ẽxx̂.
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We know that some light will be transmitted and some light will be
reflected. That means that there will be three waves total: the incident
wave I, the reflected wave R, and the transmitted wave T. The velocity
is positive for I and T, but negative for R, since it travels back towards
negative z.

For the incident wave, we have assumed vertical polarization,

Ẽo
(I) = EI x̂ (4.54)

although this definition is somewhat arbitary – any direction in the plane
of the 1-2 boundary can be x̂. In the notation EI we have dropped some of
the subscripts and superscripts, but it should be understood as a complex
quantity in the general case. The same is true for the amplitudes of the
reflected and transmitted waves ER and ET . (We will see that they are
real-valued if there is no power absorption in the sample.) For the reflected
and transmitted waves, similarly

Ẽ(I)(z, t) = EI e
i(k1z−ωt) x̂ (4.55)

Ẽ(R)(z, t) = ER e
i(−k1z−ωt) x̂ (4.56)

Ẽ(T )(z, t) = ET e
i(k2z−ωt) x̂ (4.57)

where the vector amplitudes Ei can be considered to be complex in the
general case. Notice that in Eq 4.56 we have assumed that |kI | = |kR|
and changed the sign because of the backwards propagation. Transversality
dictates that the magnetic field amplitudes

Bi =
ni
c

(
k̂i ×Ei

)
(4.58)

Let’s now look at the boundary conditions, which act on the total Ẽ and B
fields at z = 0. These are the sum of all waves on either side: Ẽ(I) + Ẽ(R)

and B̃(I) + B̃(R) on the left, and Ẽ(T ) and B̃(T ) on the right.

Since there are no components of Ẽ or B̃ perpendicular to the surface,
the first two boundary conditions are not important. However, the third,
E‖1 = E‖2 tells us

Ẽx0
(I) + Ẽx0

(R) = Ẽx0
(T ) (4.59)

and the fourth, B‖1/µ1 = B‖2/µ2, can be evaluated from the electric
fields of each wave from Eq 4.58, here Bi = n1,2Ei/c :
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1

µ1

(n1

c
EI −

n1

c
ER

)
=

1

µ2

(n2

c
ET

)
(4.60)

If we define a new constant β̃ such that

β̃ =
µ1v1

µ2v2
=
µ1n2

µ2n1
(4.61)

the constant β̃ is not necessarily pure real since there can be imaginary
permeabilities and permittivities ε

′′
and µ

′′
. Nevertheless for many cases

relevant for optics, for nonmagnetic materials and real-valued dielectric per-
mittivities, we can write

β ' n2

n1
(µ1,2 = µ0) (4.62)

we have with Eq 4.59 a system of two equations and three unknowns

EI + ER = ET (4.63)

EI − ER = βET (4.64)

Since the incident wave is under experimental control, we can divide
the system through by EI express all waves amplitudes proportional to the
incident wave, with reflection and transmission amplitudes r and t

t ≡ ET
EI

r ≡ ER
EI

(4.65)

so

1 + r = t (4.66)

1− r = βt (4.67)

The difference and sum of Eqs 4.67 give us

2r = (1− β) t (4.68)

and finally

t =
2

1 + β
r =

1− β
1 + β

(4.69)
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Intensities of reflected and transmitted light Usually we are less
interested in the amplitude of the electromagnetic waves which are reflected
and transmitted across a boundary than we are in their intensity, or energy
flux. The intensity S can be evaluated through the Poynting Equation,

S =
1

µ
(E×B) (4.70)

which I won’t derive. S is the instantaneous transmitted power, in watts
(W[=]J/s) per unit area. To see the units, recall that E is given in V/m, B
in N/A/m, and µ in N/A2. This leaves us with VA/m2, or W/m2.

In a product of time-varying fields like that in Eq 4.70, only the real parts
are included in the components. The imaginary parts of Ẽ and B̃ have no
physical meaning. This fact is important when we take the time average.
Each term is sinusoidal, and if the electric and magnetic fields are in phase
(Ẽ = E0 exp−iωtx̂, B̃ = B0 exp−iωtŷ, E0, B0 pure real), their product will
go as cos2 kz − ωt, which has a time-averaged value of 1/2.

To see this, remember that the real part <Ã of a complex quantity Ã
can be found by taking half of its sum with its complex conjugate:

<[E] =
1

2
(E + E∗) (4.71)

<[B] =
1

2
(B +B∗) (4.72)

so the product is

<[E] <[B] =
1

4
(E + E∗) (B +B∗) (4.73)

Grouping terms,

<[E] <[B] =
1

2
<[E B + E B∗] (4.74)

now breaking out the sinusoids to see the time dependence,

<[E] <[B] =
1

2
<
[
E0 B0 e

−2i(kz−ωt) + E0 B
∗
0

]
(4.75)

The time-average of the first term, which varies as cos 2ωt, is clearly
zero. The second term is time-independent, so its average will be E0 B

∗
0/2.

So in the general case, the time-averaged intensity < S > is

< S >=
1

2µ∗
(Ẽ0 × B̃∗0) (4.76)
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where again only the real parts of both sides are relevant. Substituting
in for B̃0,

B̃0 =
n

c
Ẽ0 (4.77)

To evaluate < S > for a plane wave with electric field E0, we have

< S >=
1

2c
<
[
n

µ

]
|E0|2 ẑ (4.78)

For the ratio of intensity of the reflected light to incident light, the
material factors drop out, since n, µ are the same for both I and R waves.
We then have

R ≡ SR
SI

= |r|2 R =

∣∣∣∣1− β1 + β

∣∣∣∣2 (4.79)

The transmitted intensity ratio T is a little more complicated because
the ratio of n/µ for the two materials is not equal to 1. Here we have

T ≡ ST
SI

=
<[n2/µ2]

<[n1/µ1]
|t|2 (4.80)

Only in the limit where n1,2 and µ1,2 are pure real can we write the ratio
of real values equal to β. Then we can simplify,

T =
4β

|1 + β|2
(µ
′′

= ε
′′

= 0) (4.81)

and since β is real-valued,

R =

(
1− β
1 + β

)2

T =
4β

(1 + β)2 → R+ T = 1 (4.82)

Here, in the limiting case of zero imaginary dielectric or magnetic sus-
ceptibility – =µ = =ε = 0 – all the energy in the incident wave is conserved,
converted to reflected and transmitted waves, and none is lost. No power is
absorbed by the media.

Power absorption and the perception of color To illustrate the role of
imaginary dielectric or magnetic susceptibility in power absorption, we can
consider an interface without magnetic response, µ1,2 = µ0, where the elec-
tromagnetic wave is incident from vacuum, n1 = 1, ε1 = 1. The right-hand
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medium has both real and imaginary components of dielectric susceptibility,
n2 = n+ iκ (where κ = η

′′
for the imaginary part). Eq 4.79 is then

R =

(
1− n− iκ
1 + n+ iκ

)(
1− n+ iκ

1 + n− iκ

)
(4.83)

R =
(1− n)2 + κ2

(1 + n)2 + κ2
(4.84)

The remarkable feature of Eq 4.84 is that there will always be an influence
of power absorption in medium 2, determined by the imaginary index of
refraction κ, on the reflected power R.

The coincidence of reflection with absorption is the mechanism through
which we perceive color. When we look at a painting, we see reflected
light, but each paint pigment absorbs energy at a particular frequency or
wavelength. Eq 4.84 shows, because n ≥ 1, that whenever there is a peak in
absorption κ(ω), there will be a peak in the reflected power spectrum R(ω).

For the transmitted power exactly on the right side of the interface, not
including any bulk of medium 2,

T =
4n

|1 + n+ iκ|2
(4.85)

such that again, R + T = 1. If transmission were measured at some
point z > 0, there would be finite absorption A, where R + T + A = 1 and
R+ T (z > 0) < 1.

4.4 Reflection at oblique incidence

Now let’s imagine that the light impinges on the boundary between the two
materials, set in the xy plane, at non-normal incidence. That is to say, the
incident beam strikes the interface at some nonzero angle θI . We can guess
then that the reflected and transmitted waves will also assume some nonzero
angles θR and θT with the interface normal; although for now we don’t need
to say anything about their orientation.

The propagation direction k for the beam is no longer simply the ẑ
direction. The general form for Ẽ(I)

Ẽ(I)(r, t) = Ẽo
(I)ei(k·r−ωt) (4.86)

applies, considering all cartesian components for Ẽo
(I) and k.
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Again we consider three waves, : incident (I), reflected (R), and trans-
mitted (T), but now in the more general form

Ẽ(I)(r, t) = EI e
i(kI·r−ωt) (4.87)

Ẽ(R)(r, t) = ER ei(kR·r−ωt) (4.88)

Ẽ(T )(r, t) = ET e
i(kT·r−ωt) (4.89)

(4.90)

Tranversality determines the magnetic field amplitudes for each of the
three waves i = I,R, T as

B̃i =
1

vp
(k̂i ×Ei) (4.91)

The (temporal) frequency ω of all the waves I,R, T has to be the same.
If there is even a slight difference in the frequency across the boundary
z = 0, over many cycles, the difference in phase between the oscillations of
E and B fields will accumulate until there is no relation between them. In
the subsequent description, we can drop the e−iωt terms, since they cancel
out for all waves.

The fact that the frequency is everywhere the same puts restrictions on
the wavenumbers, since ω = vpk, and vp is different for the two media:

ωI = ωR = ωT (4.92)

kIv1 = kRv1 = kT v2 (4.93)

kI = kR =
v2

v1
kT (4.94)

Now, to solve the problem of reflectivity, we need an expression for the
transmitted and reflected amplitudes as a function of the incident amplitude.
We will set up the problem as we did in the previous section: the total Ẽ and
B̃ on either side of the boundary (z = 0) need to satisfy the EM boundary
conditions written in Equations 4.50-4.53. Notice at this point that all of
the boundary conditions share the structure

(. . .)ei(kI ·r−ωt) + (. . .)ei(kR·r−ωt) = (. . .)ei(kT ·r−ωt) (4.95)

evaluated at the boundary, z = 0.
Given the several boundary conditions which need to be satisfied, the

set can only be satisfied if the exponential terms are equal. This is true for
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the time-dependent parts including the frequencies ω, as mentioned before,
but it is also true for the spatial portions:

kI · r = kR · r = kT · r (4.96)

To be more explicit, evaluating this condition at the boundary z = 0
gives us:

k(I)
x x+ k(I)

y y = k(R)
x x+ k(R)

y y = k(T )
x x+ k(T )

y y (4.97)

and evaluating this expression over all x and y at the interface tells us
that the different x and y components of the wavevector need to be equal:

k(I)
x = k(R)

x = k(T )
x (4.98)

k(I)
y = k(R)

y = k(T )
y (4.99)

Now we can reduce the number of coordinates to think about these
waves. If the incident wavevector k(I) lies in the xz plane, we know that
the other two wavevectors k(R), k(T ) must lie in this plane as well. Then
we can choose our axes so that all the light is confined to the xz plane. To
conclude,

• all incident, reflected, and transmitted wavevectors k(I), k(R), k(T )

form a plane, which is designated as the plane of incidence.

Similarly, we now know that θI , θR, and θT all must lie in the xz plane.
Equating the x components of the wavevectors then tells us that

k1 sin θI = k1 sin θR = k2 sin θT (4.100)

This equality has two consequences:

• Incident and reflected angles θI and θR are equal (known as the law of
reflection.)

• Using k = ωpn/c, we have the law of refraction, or Snell’s law:

sin θT
sin θI

=
n1

n2
(4.101)

Notice that very little in the way of EM theory comes into this derivation–
all the considerations for matching ω and kx,y across the boundary will be
general for waves of any type incident on a material interface. Sound waves
and spin waves show the same behavior.
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Figure 4.1: Light transmission at an interface: in-plane polarization.

Electromagnetic boundary conditions We have now set all light (wavevec-
tors k) to lie in the xz plane. To set up solutions, we need to choose just
two of the four EM -boundary conditions; in order to avoid the conversion
to magnetic field amplitudes, we choose

ε1 (EzI + EzR) = ε2E
z
T (4.102)

Ex,yI + Ex,yR = Ex,yT (4.103)

Notice that the second two boundary conditions have two cartesian com-
ponents each–two separate equations are present for the x and y components
of each.

As shown in the Figure, we first consider polarization in the plane of
incidence (xz plane), or ”plane-polarized” light. By inspection of the figure
(or alternatively by transversality), we have

Ei = Ei cos θix̂− Ei sin θiẑ (4.104)

for the waves i = I, T . For the E‖ boundary condition, only an x-
component is present:

EI cos θI + ER cos θR = ET cos θT (4.105)
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Application of the BC for perpendicular electric fields E⊥ gives us

ε1(−EI sin θI + ER sin θR) = −ε2ET sin θT (4.106)

These boundary conditions simplify because θI = θR and sin θT / sin θI =
n1/n2, from Snell’s law. Defining

α ≡ cos θT
cos θI

(4.107)

and β as before,

β ≡ n1

n2

ε2
ε1

β =

√
ε1
ε2

√
µ2

µ1
(4.108)

the two boundary conditions can be rewritten as

1− r = βt (4.109)

1 + r = αt (4.110)

where the reflection and transmission amplitudes r and t retain their
meanings. Solution of these two equations gives us the Fresnel equations
valid for polarization in the plane of incidence:

t =
2

α+ β
; r =

α− β
α+ β

(4.111)

which includes the case of normal incidence as α = 1 for θI = 0.
For real values of β, the prefactors are pure real, so there is no difference

in phase angle among the incident, transmitted, and reflected waves. If
α > β, there can be a 180◦ phase shift in the reflected wave, meaning that
its sign is opposite.

To evaluate the reflectivity, we can simplify the expressions for transmit-
ted and reflected amplitudes. From the definition of α, and applying Snell’s
law,

cos θT
cos θI

= α (4.112)

α =

√
1− sin θT

2

cos θI
2 (4.113)

α =

√
1− (n2

1/n
2
2) sin θI

2

cos θI
(4.114)
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Figure 4.2: Amplitudes of reflected and transmitted waves, appropriate for
light in air incident on glass, n2/n1 = 1.5, for plane-polarized light.

We can now evaluate the reflected and transmitted amplitude fractions
r and t as a function of experimental parameters θI and the indices of
refraction, n1 and n2. For the air / glass interface, air has n = 1, and glass
has n = 1.5. The dependence of transmitted and reflected amplitudes on
incident angle θI is shown in Figure 4.2.

There is an intermediate angle of incidence for which the amplitude of
the reflected wave is zero–no light is reflected. This is the Brewster angle
θB. Here, we have α = β; solving for this angle, where µr = 1

α2 = β2 (4.115)

1− sin2 θT

1− sin2 θB
= β2 (4.116)

1− β−2 sin2 θB = β2
(
1− sin2 θB

)
(4.117)

yields, after some simplification,

sin θ2
B =

1− β2

β−2 − β2
= β

1/β − β
(1/β + β)(1/β − β)

(4.118)

finally

sin θ2
B =

β2

1 + β2
(4.119)
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equivalent to

tan θB = β (4.120)

Finally, we can write an expression for the intensities, rather than the
amplitude, of the transmitted and reflected light. At normal incidence

< S >=
1

2c
<
[
n

µ

]
|E0|2 ẑ (4.121)

The intensity is given as power per unit area, and the unit area varies
as 1/ cos θ, where θ is the wave angle measured from the surface normal. So
for a general nonnormal incidence,

S =
1

2c
<
[
n

µ

]
|E0|2 cos θ (4.122)

Finally, for the reflected power fraction R, since the angles θI = θR

R ≡ r2 =

(
α− β
α+ β

)2

(4.123)

and for the transmitted power fraction T ,

T ≡ cos θT
cos θI

n2

n1
t2 = αβ

(
2

α+ β

)2

(4.124)

On inspection of the figure 4.3, it is clear that the transmitted and
reflected fractions sum to unity (T + R = 1), the Brewster’s angle position
is clear at arctan 1.5 =56.3◦, and that the reflectance of light at grazing
incidence is near total.

Exercises

1. If a scuba diver looks from beneath the water towards the sky, she
can see the sun. If she looks from beneath the water but towards the
shore, she can see only the reflection of the fish. Knowing that the
index of refraction for water is n = 1.33, determine the viewing angle
away from normal incidence beyond which nothing outside the water
can be seen. This is the critical angle θc.

2. Radio waves in water

Fresh water has an electrical resistivity of ρ ' 20Ω ·m.
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Figure 4.3: Reflected and transmitted power fractions, as in Figure 4.2,
n2
n1

= 1.5

(a) If two parallel conductive plates, A = 1 m2 in area, are submerged
in fresh water and placed L = 10 cm apart, how much current will
flow for a voltage difference ∆V = 10 V? Neglect edge effects.

(b) Imagine that you dive into the swimming pool in Dodge Fitness
center wearing scuba gear and waterproof headphones, listening
to WKCR (FM ν = 89.9 Mhz).

• Calculate the depth δ at which the signal is attenuated to
1/e (36%) of its strength.

• If you dive down 2 m, by what factor will the signal be at-
tenuated? For simplicity, assume that the radio transmitter
is on top of CEPSR (directly overhead.)

3. Prove that for EM wave propagation in a good conductor, the electric
field lags the magnetic field by 45 deg. Start from Maxwell’s equations.
Hint: assume a ẑ propagating wave with E along x̂, B along ŷ, solve
for the dispersion relation in the medium where σ � εω, and it is
enough to show that B/E=(i+1)*real constants. Recall that

√
i =

1√
2

(i+ 1) (4.125)

4. Calculate the reflectivity coefficient R for EM waves at frequency ω
incident on a metal (good conductor) slab with resistivity ρ at normal
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Figure 4.4: Illustration of Corning ”Polarcor” material. The vertical stripes
are Ag fibers in a borosilicate glass matrix.

incidence. Take the slab to be infinitely thick, so that there is no wave
in the metal propagating back towards the air-metal interface.

(a) What condition makes a medium a good conductor, from the
perspective of the dispersion relationship? Relate conductivity σ
to ω for a material with εr = 10, at 400 nm free space wavelength
(blue light).

(b) Derive an expression for R in terms of ρ and ω; estimate this for
Cu at 400 nm free space wavelength.

(c) If R < 1, where does the energy go when the light propagates
into the medium?

5. Corning has developed some of the highest-performance light polar-
izing materials (”Polarcor”) by impregnating borosilicate glasses with
Ag fibers. The glass is extruded so that the Ag fibers are lengthened
and aligned in a single direction, the y direction, as pictured in Figure.
How might these polarizers work?

Consider light incident on the polarizer (propagating in the −z direc-
tion), with transverse E and B fields. Consider that E can be directed
either along x or y. Assume that the Ag fibers are so thin that they
are insulating in the thickness direction (x), but conductive along the
length (y).

(a) Write Maxwell’s equations (3) and (4) in the polarizer.
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(b) Expand the ∇̂×Ê and ∇̂×B̂ terms in x, y, and z coordinates, sub-
stitute materials properties, and write the two cases (four equa-
tions) for Ex and Ey polarizations.

Indicate the terms which make the difference in transmission for
the two incident polarizations.

(c) Describe qualitatively how the polarizer works. Which polariza-
tion is blocked (x or y)?

(d) What packing fraction of fibers is necessary to achieve 99.999%
attenuation of the blocked polarization over 50 µm, for 632 nm
light? Assume that the resistivity ρ of Ag is 1.6 µΩ cm, and
neglect any effect of the glass matrix.

6. Dispersion of an optical fiber

Recall Cauchy’s relation for the index of refraction n in an insulator

n = 1 +A

(
1 +

B

λ2

)
(4.126)

(a) Determine the dispersion relation ω = ω(k) for this medium.

(b) Find the group velocity as a function of free-space wavelength λ

7. If red light λ1 = 700 nm has a critical angle from water into air of
θc,1 = 60◦, and blue light λ2 = 400 nm has a critical angle from water
into air of θc,2 = 55◦, estimate the group velocity of light in the water
at optical wavelengths.

8. The dispersion relationship for lattice vibrations is

ω2 =
2K

M
(1− cos ka) (4.127)

where a is the lattice constant, M is the atomic mass, and K is an
effective spring constant. Sketch the dispersion relationship and derive
an expression for the group velocity.

9. Consider the refraction of visible light in glass. Recall the operation of
a prism: red light, incident from air (n = 1) at an angle θI is refracted
by a different angle θR from that of blue light. Angles θ are measured
from the interface normal.
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(a) Derive an expression for the differential change of refraction an-
gle, ∂θR/∂n, for refraction by a material with average index of
refraction n, at angle of incidence θI .

(b) Evaluate the change in refraction angle for red (n = 1.455) and
blue (n = 1.471) light at 45◦ incidence.

(c) Does light speed up or slow down in glass as its frequency in-
creases?

10. Show that a Gaussian light pulse located in space to a RMS deviation
of ∆x contains a gaussian frequency distribution. What is the width
of the frequency distribution?

11. Write down the (real) E- and B-fields for a monochromatic plane wave
of amplitude E0, frequency ω, and phase angle φ = 0 that is

(a) traveling in the negative x direction and polarized in the z direc-
tion

(b) traveling in the direction from the origin to the point (1, 1, 1) with
polarization parallel to the xz plane.

In each case, sketch the wave, and give the explicit Cartiesian compo-
nents of k and n.

12. Analyze the case of polarization perpendicular to the plane of incidence
(i.e. E-fields in the y direction). Impose the boundary conditions and
obtain the Fresnel equations for E0,r and E0,t. Sketch E0,r/E0,i and
E0,t/E0,i as functions of θi for the case β = n2/n1 = 1.5. (Note that
for this β the reflected wave is always π out of phase.) Show that
there is no Brewster’s angle for any n1, n2: E0,r is never zero (unless
n1 = n2 and µ1 = µ2, in which case the media are indistinguishable).
Confirm that your Fresnel equations reduce to the proper forms at
normal incidence. Compute R and T and verify that they sum to 1.

13. The index of refraction of diamond is n = 2.42. Construct the graph
analogous to Fig 4.2 for the air/diamond interface. (assume µ1 = µ2 =
µ0). In particular, calculate

(a) the amplitudes at normal incidence

(b) Brewster’s angle

(c) the ”crossover” angle, at which R=T
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14. For a medium of thickness d with wavenumber k at frequency ω, derive
an expression for the matrix M which relates E and H = B/µ at
z = 0 and z = d in terms of the medium phase velocity v. You have
to consider ±k waves (at normal incidence) in the medium.[

E(d)
H(d)

]
≡M(ε, µ, z)

[
E(0)
H(0)

]
(4.128)

M =

[
m11 m21

m12 m22

]
(4.129)

Give a value for all the components mij . Hint: place your coordinate
origin (z

′
) at z = d/2 to make your answer simpler.
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Chapter 5

Localized waves, dispersion,
and Fourier analysis

We have solved for electromagnetic propagation for a single frequency, and
saw that the (complex) wavenumber / wavelength depends on the frequency,
k = k(ω). Later on, we will see that both the permeability and permittivity
are functions of frequency (color) in media: µ = µ(ω), ε = ε(ω).

In this chapter, we will start learning how to treat pulses of light, or
”wavepackets,” in which more than one color needs to be present. We will
look at the minimal dual-frequency wavepacket in Section 5.2.

5.1 Sinusoidal waves

So far, the sorts of EM waves that we have described are monochromatic:
only one frequency component ω is present. A monochromatic wave is infi-
nite in extent.

Taking the vertically polarized light sinusoid as an example,

Ẽ(z, t) = Ãei(kz−ωt)x̂ (5.1)

B̃(z, t) =
1

c
Ãei(kz−ωt)ŷ (5.2)

Notice, however, that the intensity of plane-propagating light is every-
where the same, without spatial variation. If I direct a laser pointer across
the room, this appears to be the case: the spot appears about as bright on
one side as it does on the other, given that the air does not absorb visible
light strongly.

65
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In our experience, it is possible to have short bursts of light. What this
must mean is that the light is not completely monochromatic. More than one
frequency ω must be present. To illustrate this principle, we will examine
the minimum wave packet, consisting of two frequency components ω1 and
ω2.

5.2 The minimum wavepacket

Let’s consider a wave which is made up of two different components, at two
different spatial and temporal frequencies k1, k2 and ω1, ω2. For simplicity,
we can assume that the components have equal amplitudes, so the wave
f(z, t) can be represented as

f(z, t) = cos (k1z − ω1t) + cos (k2z − ω2t) (5.3)

2f(z, t) = ei(k1z−ω1t) + e−i(k1z−ω1t) + ei(k2z−ω2t) + e−i(k2z−ω2t) (5.4)

Next, defining average and difference wave properties

k ≡ (k1 + k2)/2 ω ≡ (ω1 + ω2)/2 (5.5)

∆k ≡ (k1 − k2)/2 ∆ω ≡ (ω1 + ω2)/2 (5.6)

the four terms above can be grouped as

2f(z, t) =
(
ei(kz−ωt) + e−i(kz−ωt)

)(
ei(∆kz−∆ωt) + e−i(∆kz−∆ωt)

)
(5.7)

f(z, t) = 2 cos (∆kz −∆ωt) cos (kz − ωt) (5.8)

The sum of the two waves is equivalent to the product of two different
waves. The second wave, the average, will have a higher spatial and temporal
frequency than the first, prefactor wave. The low-frequency wave is known
as the envelope and the high-frequency wave is known as the carrier.

A combined waveform is shown in Figure. The frequency of the envelope
is the frequency of the ”beat” pattern between the two waves. By inspection,
it can be seen that the velocity of the envelope, which we will call the group
velocity vg, is

vg =
∆ω

∆k
(5.9)
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Figure 5.1: Two-wave packet: beat pattern for ω1 = 1.0, ω2 = 1.1, k1 = 1.0,
k2 = 1.1. The envelope at ∆k = 0.1, ∆k

k = 0.1 can be seen.

The intensity of light travels at the group velocity, which, in dispersive
media, can differ strongly from the phase velocity. Every medium possesses
a dispersion relation ω = ω(k). This means that the speed of light can vary
as a function of wavelength, except in the special case ω = ck. Generalizing
the above relationship to media with continuous dispersion relationships, we
have

vg =
∂ω(k)

∂k
(5.10)

5.3 Fourier series

To go further than the minimum wavepacket, we need Fourier analysis,
which will give us an algorithm to figure out what the amplitude of a signal
is at any frequency. We will start off by describing a discrete Fourier series,
based on sums of sines and cosines, in Section 5.3.1, move to a continuous
Fourier series in Section 5.4, then take a look at the computational discrete
fourier transform (DFT) in Section 5.5.

5.3.1 Real representation ai, bi

Fourier’s theorem states that an arbitrary periodic function in x, with wave-
length λ,

f(x) = f(x+ λ) (5.11)
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can be expanded as a sum of sinusoids in x:1

f(x) =
a0

2
+

∞∑
i=1

[ai cos 2παix+ bi sin 2παix] (5.12)

where the simple spatial frequencies α2 for each component are separated
by a fixed value; for integer i:

αi = i∆α ∆α ≡ 1

λ
(5.13)

using for the coefficients an and bn

ai =
2

λ

∫ λ/2

−λ/2
f(x) cos 2παix dx i = 0, 1, 2 . . . (5.14)

bi =
2

λ

∫ λ/2

−λ/2
f(x) sin 2παix dx i = 1, 2, 3 . . . (5.15)

Stated another way, the Fourier series coefficients a2
n + b2n give an idea

of the frequency composition, or spectral weight of the function f(x).

To take the simplest possible example, consider the Fourier transform
of f(x) = cos 2πx/λ. This function obviously has spectral weight only at
i = 1, spatial frequency α1 = 1/λ. By applying eqs. 5.14 and 5.15, we find
a1 = 1 and all other ai = bi = 0. Similarly, for f(x) = sin (4πx/λ), with
spatial frequency α2, we find b2 = 1 and all other ai = bi = 0.

Example: step function To take an important example of a Fourier
series representation, consider a step function defined at x = 0:

f(x) = 0 − λ

2
≤ x ≤ 0 (5.16)

f(x) = 1 0 < x ≤ λ

2
(5.17)

which has wavelength λ in x. The values of the coefficients can be solved
directly using eqs. 5.14 and 5.15. I will write only the result:

1This is true subject to two conditions: f(x) on the period λ is continuous except for a
finite number of jump discontinuities, and f(x) has a finite number of maxima and minima
on λ.

2usually not named; remember k is the circular spatial frequency, so α = k/(2π)
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Figure 5.2: Fourier series approximation of the step function. The highest
order of 2/(πn) sin (2πnx/λ), n = 15 term is indicated.

a0 =
1

2
(5.18)

an = 0 n > 0 (5.19)

bn =
2

πn
n = 1, 3, 5 . . . (5.20)

so the Fourier series approximation is given as

f(x) ' 1

2
+
∞∑
n=1

2

πn
sin (2πn∆αx) (5.21)

One can see in Figure 5.2 that the series converges well for high orders
of n.3 A particularly revealing feature of the approximation is the fact that
the rising edge slope at x = 0 is determined by the highest-order term in
the series. This shows, first, that discontinuities have frequency components
going up to infinite frequencies, and second, that a physical system is limited
in the speed of response by any cutoff frequency which might be present.

3The overshoot at x = 0, known as the ”Gibbs overshoot”, is well-known and inevitable;
this error is ∼ 0.07 at all orders.
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5.3.2 Complex representation c̃k

Negative frequencies αk It will be useful (and is conventional) to in-
troduce negative frequencies. Negative frequencies will make it possible to
consider both positive and negative spatial coordinates x without introduc-
ing an asymmetry between spatial coordinate x and frequency coordinate α.
We will consider an index α which goes over positive and negative integers
k,

k = −∞, . . .− 2,−1, 0, 1, 2, . . . ,∞ (5.22)

αk = −∞ . . .− 2∆α,−∆α, 0,∆α, 2∆α . . .∞ (5.23)

Making the substitution

c̃i =
ai
2

+ ı
bi
2

i ≥ 0 (5.24)

where ı ≡
√
−1, the Fourier transform can be expressed more compactly

as

f(x) =
∞∑

k=−∞
c̃ke
−ı 2παkx (5.25)

Taking the real part:

f(x) =
∞∑

k=−∞
<
[(
c
′
k + j c

′′
k

)
(cos 2παix− ı sin 2παix)

]
(5.26)

f(x) =

∞∑
k=−∞

c
′
k cos 2παkx+ c

′′
k sin 2παkx (5.27)

We may now make the restriction that f(x) should be real-valued. This
implies that the imaginary part of f(x) is zero,

0 =
∞∑

k=−∞
=
[(
c
′
k + ı c

′′
k

)
(cos 2παkx− ı sin 2παkx)

]
(5.28)

0 =
∞∑

k=−∞
−c′k sin 2παkx+ c

′′
k cos 2παkx (5.29)

Because αk = −α−k, this can be true only if
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c
′
k = c

′
−k (5.30)

c
′′
k = −c′′−k (5.31)

Thus

c−k = c∗k (5.32)

Also, since there will be a contribution to the series from k,−k, the
components in k take half the values of the components in i,

c|i| =
ai
2

+ ı
bi
2

(5.33)

5.4 Discrete Fourier transforms

We have seen how to calculate ai and bi from a continuous function f(x),
and how to put these values together into the complex Fourier coefficients
c̃k. This technique is useful for a mathematical function, which can be an
idealization of a physical signal, but it is not useful for actual data. Actual
data are necessarily discrete, discontinuous in the independent variable, and
finite (N points) no matter how finely they are sampled in the independent
variable, and no matter how long the sample (or how large N) is.

Analysis of a discrete set of data requires the discrete Fourier transform
(DFT). We will look at the formula for the DFT in Section 5.4.2, but the
most important considerations are dictated by the dataset itself. Both the
length of the sample and the sampling rate set limits on the information
which can be extracted.

5.4.1 Quantities defined by the dataset

The sampling length λ and the sampling rate R determine the range of
frequencies which the sample can contain.

Periodicity

Discrete Fourier transforms assume that the sample is itself periodic. If we
have N datapoints in our sample x,

x = [x0, x1 . . . xN−1] (5.34)

periodicity forces the next coordinate not shown to repeat the first. Thus
xN , the N + 1th sample, has xN = x0, is redundant, and is not listed.
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Spacing and sampling rate

The samples must be evenly spaced in some coordinate, although what
coordinate this is, and its magnitude, is not set by the values x. To get
physical information from the DFT, we absolutely need to know what this
spacing is. The data can be spaced in time, giving a time series in s (and
Fourier series in frequency s−1), or in spatial coordinate, with a length series
in m (and Fourier series in spatial frequency m−1.)

Let these implicit coordinates have a unit of a between xi and xi+1,
where a is usually a ∆t or ∆x. The value of a is always known somewhere,
even though it is not included with the dataset unless you ask for it! We
call the sampling rate

R = 1/a (5.35)

and we take R points, or samples, per unit length or time. DFT’s require
that the sampling is uniform. In practice, taking a uniform spacing in an
independent variable is often not possible. Timebase waveforms can usually
be sampled uniformly, as in an oscilloscope, but trying to e.g. sample alloy
content or chemical potential in a series of fabricated materials might be
more difficult.

Minimum frequency / frequency resolution Because the sample is
assumed periodic, the maximum period is the length of the sample

λmax = N a (5.36)

If the period were any longer, the sample could not repeat at xN . This
maximum period implies a minimum finite frequency

αmin = ∆α =
1

N
(5.37)

in units of a−1; recall the wavenumber α = 2π/λ, where λ is the wave-
length. On the other hand, if values x are absolutely constant, they have a
frequency of zero, α = 0. The step between these two lowest frequencies is
∆α. By the definition of the Fourier series in Eqs 5.14 and 5.15, all frequen-
cies which represent the waveform are evenly spaced by ∆α. The (simple)
frequency resolution is then

∆α =
R

N
(5.38)
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i.e. the frequency resolution is the sampling rate divided by the number
of samples.

Maximum (Nyquist) frequency The maximum frequency that can be
seen in the sequence has opposite values for successive samples, e.g. x =
[−0.5, 0.5,−0.5, 0.5 . . .], shown in Figure 5.5, right. This frequency can be
resolved only for an even number of samples. For N odd, a sample at
the Nyquist frequency cannot be periodic. This waveform has a period
λmin = 2a, so

αmax =
1

2a
→ kmax =

π

a
k: wavenumber here (5.39)

In terms of the frequency resolution, the maximum (Nyquist) frequency
is αmax = (N/2)∆α. In terms of the sample rate R = a−1, 2π/λ = π/a, so
the Nyquist frequency is half the sampling rate, αmax/(2π) = R/2.

Finally, for a series of N samples, we can write the set of possible fre-
quencies in terms of an integer index k

αk = ∆α k =
R

N
k k = 0, 1, ...

N

2
(5.40)

where k = N/2 is the Nyquist frequency. So for an even number of sam-
ples N , there are N/2 + 1 possible frequencies, including the zero frequency.
We will see that if the samples x are all real valued, they can be represented
perfectly well by N/2 + 1 (complex) Fourier components, but if they are
complex, N components are required.

These very basic considerations will also apply to electronic wavefunc-
tions in solids. A crystal lattice samples an electronic wavefunction at a
spacing a, where a is the lattice parameter. The highest frequency which
can be mapped to lattice points is the Nyquist frequency k = π/a, called
the Brillouin zone boundary in solids.

5.4.2 DFT algorithm

It is worth going over the DFT algorithm because its output is at first a bit
confusing. The discrete Fourier transform (DFT)4 is a Fourier transform Xi

for N samples xk, evaluated through

4not density functional theory
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Figure 5.3: DFT example for N = 4. Left: k = 1. Right: kmax = N/2 = 2
(Nyquist frequency). Note that only the cosine function evaluates as nonzero
at kmax.

Xj =

N−1∑
k=0

xk exp

(
−ı

2π

N
jk

)
(5.41)

Here j is the index for the DFT result. The index k is an integer index
for the sum over points, and in the exponent, ka takes the place of spatial
coordinate. The value 2π/N is the frequency resolution (implicit in a−1, so
really 2π/(Na), where the a cancels with the a in ka.)

Example, N = 4 We have to pay attention to the scaling, both in am-
plitude of Xi and the implicit frequency spacing between Xi and Xi+1, to
make sense of DFT results. Small-sample sinusoids are a good first example,
since their frequency content is easy to see, and since their end effects are
not negligible. We take four samples (N = 4), i = [0, 1, 2, 3]. The period of
the sample, by definition, is N = 4 (or really in physical units, Na = 4a,
but these are typically left implicit), but there are only three increments
between points. The fourth increment is implicit because the first point
repeats. From the definition of the DFT,

Xj =

N−1∑
k=0

xk exp−ı2πjk/N (5.42)

we will take the lowest-frequency mode for the set, j = 1,
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X1 =

N−1∑
k=0

xk exp−ı2πk/N (5.43)

and sum over all four points k = 0, 1, 2, 3. Substituting N = 4,

X1 =
3∑

k=0

xk exp−ıπk/2 =
3∑

k=0

xk (cosπk/2− i sinπk/2) (5.44)

= x · ([1, 0,−1, 0]− i [0, 1, 0,−1]) (5.45)

This is general for the DFT amplitdue of the first mode, j = 1, for any
set of samples x. Now we can take a specific sample. We can call the first
even mode about i = 0 ”x1,g

i ”, and the first odd mode about i = 0 ”x1,u
i ”. 5

See how these unit sinusoids plot in Figure 5.5, left:

x1,g = [1, 0,−1, 0] (5.46)

x1,u = [0, 1, 0,−1] (5.47)

both of which clearly satisfy periodicity x0 = x4. Evaluating Eq 5.45 to
determine the amplitudes X1 of the first even and odd modes x1,g and x1,u

we see

X1,g
1 = 2 X1,u

1 = −2 ı (5.48)

This tells us (by our N = 4 example) that a unit cosine at mode j will
give a real DFT amplitude of <Xj = +N/2, and a unit sine at mode j
will give an imaginary DFT amplitude of =Xj = −N/2. There are two
consequences:

• The balance of real and imaginary Fourier components determines the
phase of sinusoids. If you would like to reconstruct a waveform from
its DFT (by taking the inverse Fourier transform), preserve both the
real and imaginary components of Xi.

• Divide the amplitude of your sample by N for the return value of the
DFT to have the expected meaning as (positive-frequency) sinusoidal
amplitudes ai − ıbi.

5The u and g superscripts are German (gerade and ungerade) for even and odd, avoid
using e which has already has a meaning in this context, and the nomenclature is conven-
tional, not mine.
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There are several other facts to bear in mind while usiing the DFT:

• You have to find the sampling rate R = 1/a somewhere so that the
components Xi have meaning. N can be determined from the length
of the waveform. The signal power at frequency αi = (R/N)i is given
by |Xi|2

• For N samples, indexed x0 . . . xN−1, the implied periodicity is not such
that λ is equal to the spacing between x0 and xN−1 – this is (N − 1)a
not λ = Na.

Frequency range The (highest) Nyquist frequency, for N=4 samples, is
jmax = N/2 = 2. Sinusoids at the Nyquist frequency for N = 4 are shown
in Figure 5.5, right. Interestingly, there can be only an even component at
the Nyquist frequency. The sine-type component is zero at i = 0 and has
to undergo a half-period between e.g. i = 0 and i = 1, causing it to be zero
for all i. Therefore the DFT always returns only a real-valued component
for j = N/2.

For a real-valued sequence x, only the frequencies up to the Nyquist
frequency, 0 ≤ j ≤ N/2, contain unique information. Nevertheless, the
DFT formula goes instead up to j = 0, 1 . . . N − 1. These frequencies above
jmax can be considered negative frequencies, since

exp i
2π

N
(N/2 + k) = exp−i2π

N
k (5.49)

The series y thus orders frequency components according to increasing
integer values of k, first from 0 to N/2. There is then a break to the
maximum negative frequency −N/2 + 1 at the midpoint, counting up to
−1, as

y : k = [0, 1, 2, . . . , N/2,−N/2 + 1, . . . ,−2,−1] (5.50)

yj = yj+N/2 x = x∗ (5.51)

If x is pure real,

xi exp−ıq = xi exp iq (5.52)

for any q, and the negative and positive frequency components are the
same. There is a real FFT function, rfft, for real sequences x, which returns
only N/2 + 1 values.
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Intensities The DFT values y can have both real and complex parts.
The ratio of real and imaginary components determines the phase of the
sinusoidal component, as shown in the next section. To find the signal
power at a given frequency, take

√
|yi|2 =

√
yi y∗i

5.4.3 Aliasing and undersampling

Recall that for a sample of N points, x = [x0, x1 . . . xN−1], the discrete
Fourier transform (DFT) X will also have N points. The frequency is in-
dexed with integer k, given in the units of ∆α = 2π/(Na), so

αk = k∆α (5.53)

where a is the spacing of samples x. The indices k returned by the DFT
are on the range

−N/2 ≤ k ≤ N/2 (5.54)

but ordered differently6. The highest-frequency (Nyquist) component
will have a frequency index N/2, with where the discrete spatial frequencies
have implicit units of ∆α = ∆αk = 2π/L = 2π/(Na), and a is the (implicit)
spacing between the sample points, as described before. We will see much
later on, in Section 12.5, that this range of discrete spatial frequencies is the
first Brillouin zone (BZ). Expressed as a continuous wavenumber, because
αk = 2πk/(Na), k = Na αk/(2π)

− π

a
≤ α ≤ π

a
(5.55)

which is the first BZ for a one-dimensional lattice with lattice spacing a.
We can represent a continuous spatial Fourier component as

xk = Xk exp (iαkx) (5.56)

or in the discrete representation, since x = ja, αk = 2πk/(Na),

xj,k = Xk exp

(
i
2π

N
jk

)
(5.57)

Commit this useful relationship to memory.

6The only difference here is that we exclude k = 0 in the BZ and consider the negative
Nyquist component, for reasons which will be clear.
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Figure 5.4: Representing a frequency above the Nyquist frequency with a
discrete sample. Red line: 19th harmonic, k = 19, sampled by too few
points, N = 20 (blue points.) The Nyquist frequency is kmax = N/2 = 10.
The aliased frequency is the fundamental, k

′ → k − N = −1, shown with
the green dashed line.

What happens if we try to sample a signal with a frequency greater than
the Nyquist frequency N/2? In Figure 5.4, we show a sample of N = 20
points over the range x = 0 . . . 1, at frequency k, taking unit amplitude
Xk = 1. The samples represent the wave accurately if we keep−10 ≤ k ≤ 10.
However, if we try to represent a frequency beyond the Nyquist frequency,
|k| > N/2, the waveform is represented more obviously by its low-frequency
”alias,” on the range −N/2 ≤ k ≤ N/2. The effect of the alias is to reduce
to the first Brillouin zone in the discrete representation, through

k
′ → k ± qN (5.58)

where q is an integer. The displacement in k is sufficient to place k
′

in
the first BZ as expressed in Eq 5.54.

Aliasing is easy to understand mathematically. We can attempt to rep-
resent a unit waveform with frequency xk±N . We will then have

xk±N = exp

(
i
2π

N
j (k ±N)

)
(5.59)

xk±N = exp

(
i
2π

N
jk ± i2πj

)
(5.60)

but since j is an integer,
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xk±N = exp

(
i
2π

N
jk

)
(5.61)

xk±N = xk (5.62)

i.e., the sampled waveform is exactly the same for frequency k and fre-
quency k + N ! The same reasoning would hold if we try to represent the
addition of any integer multiple of N : xk±2N , xk±3N , etc.

There are several, related implications:

• The frequency range −N/2 ≤ k ≤ N/2 (first BZ) is a complete repre-
sentation of the possible spatial frequencies contained in the periodic
sample.

• Any high-frequency signal is effectively reduced to the first BZ through
xk → xk+qN .

We will see in Section 14.2.2 that these second two statements are equiv-
alent to the Bloch theorem for the representation of an electron-wave in
a crystal. All possible electron waves in a solid can be represented by the
first Brillouin zone of spatial frequencies, −N/2 ≤ k ≤ N/2, where now N
are the number of formula units (unit cells) in any direction.

5.4.4 Convolution theorem: product of DFT’s

Two functions s(x), r(x), with Fourier transforms S(α), R(α), have the Fourier
transform of their (scalar) product s× r equal to the convolution,

F [s× r] = S ? R (5.63)

true for continuous FTs or DFTs. Relevant for DFTs, the convolution
T of two vectors S,R is defined as

T = S ? R (5.64)

Ti ≡
∑
j

SjRi−j (5.65)

Here, negative indices of R are not considered, R−|i| = 0. The easiest
way to see the properties of the convolution is by example. We can take two
vectors S and R, each of length N = 3,

S = [S0, S1, S2] (5.66)
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R = [R0, R1, R2] (5.67)

The convolution T = S ? R reverses the second operand, R, leaving R0

in place, shifts by the index of T , and takes the dot product:

T0 = T1 = T2 = T3 = T4 =

[S0, S1, S2] [S0, S1, S2] [S0, S1, S2] [S0,S1, S2] [S0, S1,S2]

[R2, R1,R0] [R2,R1, R0] [R2, R1, R0] [R2, R1, R0] [R2, R1, R0]

so

T =


S0R0

S0R1 + S1R0

S0R2 + S1R1 + S2R0

S1R2 + S2R1

S2R2

 (5.68)

The convolution T will have length 2N − 1 if the vectors R,S have
length N . This means that for two samples with an equal number of Fourier
components, higher-frequency components will appear in the product. The
appearance of these components is easy to understand in e.g. two samples
with N = 2:

s(x) = r(x) = ei∆αx + ei 2∆αx (5.69)

The product will be

t(x) = s(x)× r(x) = e2i∆αx + 2e3iαx + e4i∆αx (5.70)

where two higher harmonic terms appear. For the convolution, the DFT
goes over negative frequencies, and zero, as well as positive frequencies:

S(α) = [0, 0, 0, 1, 1] R(α) = [0, 0, 0, 1, 1] (5.71)

By inspection of Eq 5.70, the DFT is

T = [0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 1, 2, 1] (5.72)

which can also be seen from the convolution T = S ? R. The frequency
basis of the product T remains the same as that of the components S,R,
but it is necessary to retain all the components (positive and negative.)
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5.5 (Continuous) Fourier transforms

The sum over frequencies can be replaced by an integral. In one dimension,
for discrete data yk over a uniform spacing ∆x,

N/2∑
k=−N/2

yk =
1

∆x

∫ λ/2

−λ/2
dx y(x) (5.73)

in the limit of ∆x→ 0. So summing up Fourier components to build up
f(x), we can replace the sum by an integral

f(x) =
∞∑

k=−∞
c̃ke
−ı 2παk x =

1

∆α

∫ ∞
−∞

dα c̃ke
−ı 2παk x (5.74)

The Fourier transform F (α) is defined through the equation

f(x) =

∫ ∞
−∞

dα e−ı2παkx F (α) (5.75)

in terms of the discrete Fourier coefficient c̃k as

F (α) =
c̃k

∆α
→ c̃k = ∆α F (α) → c̃k =

F (α)

λ
(5.76)

The Fourier transform then takes the character of an amplitude spectral
density, defined as sinusoidal amplitude c̃k per unit of frequency ∆α.

f(x) = F−1{F (α)} (5.77)

If f(x) can be written in this way, F (α) can be written in a similar form,
and we can define the Fourier transform pair as

F (α) =

∫ ∞
−∞

dx eı2παx f(x) F (α) = F{f(x)} (5.78)

f(x) =

∫ ∞
−∞

dα e−ı2παx F (α) f(x) = F−1{F (α)} (5.79)

where F{} is the Fourier transform and F−1{} is the inverse Fourier
transform.
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Figure 5.5: Fourier transform pair: left: Gaussian wavepacket in space with
standard deviation σx (left); right: Gaussian distribution in frequency with
standard deviation σα = (2πσx)−1. Product of σxσα is constant. Lines, an-
alytical model for F (α), Eq 5.90. Points: FFT calculation for the waveform.

Proof To verify this, substitute Eq 5.78 in Eq 5.79:

f(x) =

∫ ∞
−∞

dα e−ı2παx

∫ ∞
−∞

dx
′
f(x

′
) eı2παx

′
(5.80)

The order of integration can be interchanged,

f(x) =

∫ ∞
−∞

dx
′
f(x

′
)

∫ ∞
−∞

dα e
ı2πα

(
x−x′

)
(5.81)

Taking y = 2πα, dα = dy/(2π), we can recognize the second integral as
a representation of the Dirac delta function,

δ(x− a) =
1

2π

∫ ∞
−∞

dy eiy(x−a) (5.82)

verifying that Eq 5.79 implies Eq 5.78

f(x) =

∫ ∞
−∞

dx
′
f(x

′
)δ(x− x′) = f(x) (5.83)

Example: Gaussian wavepacket We will next consider a localized dis-
turbance moving through space. Let f(x) be a wave amplitude, e.g. the
height of water, the probability amplitude of an electron, or an electric field
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E(x) in an electromagnetic wave. We can localize it by making it a Gaussian
distribution,

f(x) =
1√

2πσx
exp−(x− x0)2

2σ2
x

(5.84)

Here x0 can be a moving center of gravity, x0 = vt, where σx is the stan-
dard deviation of the amplitude, v is velocity, and t is time. This waveform
has a unit integral, i.e.∫ ∞

−∞
dxf(x) =

1√
2πσx

∫ ∞
−∞

dx exp−(x− x0)2

2σ2
x

=
1√
π

∫ ∞
−∞

dze−z
2

= 1

(5.85)
where we defined z ≡ x/(

√
2σx) as an integration variable. What is the

spatial frequency content of such a wave? Taking x0 = 0 for simplicity, and
taking the Fourier transform,

F (α) =
1√

2πσx

∫ ∞
−∞

dx exp

(
ı2παx− x2

2σ2
x

)
(5.86)

F (α) =
1√

2πσx

∫ ∞
−∞

dx exp

(
−x

2 − ı 2σ2
x2παx

2σ2
x

)
(5.87)

Completing the square in the exponential,

F (α) =
1√

2πσx

∫ ∞
−∞

dx exp

(
−
(
x− ıσ2

x2πα
)2

2σ2
x

)
exp−σ

2
x (2πα)2

2
(5.88)

Define an integration variable z =
(
x− ı2πσ2

xα
)
/(
√

2σx), so dx = dz(
√

2σx)

F (α) =

√
1

π
exp−σ

2
x (2πα)2

2

∫ ∞
−∞

dz e−z
2

(5.89)

The integral is
√
π, and

F (α) = exp− α2

2σ2
α

σα =
1

2πσx
(5.90)

Finally the standard deviation for the probability distribution in wavenum-
ber is the inverse of the standard devation for the probability distribution
in position. The product of these two standard deviations is

σx σα = 1 (5.91)
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This shows that the existence of a Fourier transform pair between two
variables (e.g. position x and spatial frequency α, time t and circular fre-
quency ω) implies that their probability distributions are inversely related.
The greater the precision in the frequency, the smaller the precision in the
position; the greater the precision in frequency, the longer the time of the
sample required to define it.

Uncertainty in quantum mechanics In quantum mechanics, the prob-
ability amplitude is the square of the wavefunction, f(x) = |ψx(x)|2, so the
standard deviation ∆x in the wavefunction ψx is

√
2∆x = σx, and similarly

for F (α) in terms of ψk(k),
√

2∆α = σα. This means

∆x∆α =
1

2
(5.92)

and since momentum p = ~α,

∆x∆p =
~
2

(5.93)

Exercises

1. High-resolution transmission electron microscopy (TEM) takes an im-
age of electron density around atoms, with most of the contrast near
the atomic cores due to core-level electrons. From the (real-space)
high-resolution cross-sectional TEM image attached, use the fast Fourier
transform (FFT) algorithm to determine the spatial frequencies, and
finally the d−spacings, of the atoms in the image. Figure 5.6 shows an
image of a magnetoelectronic thin-film heterostructure deposited on a
Si(100) substrate. Nominal layer structure is Ta(5nm)/Cu(5nm)/Ni81Fe19(5nm)/
Cu(5nm)/ Pt(3nm)/ Al(2nm). You need the following information:
the image covers a 743 Å square, and there are 1242 samples in each
direction.

(a) What is the frequency resolution for the DFT in λ−1 (or k/2π)?

(b) The ASCII data file ”profile.txt” has a 1D array of average TEM
contrast along the growth direction. (I rotated the image before
taking the average). Using your favorite program (e.g. Python
or Matlab) import the ASCII file, take the rfft of the data, and
plot log of the scalar magnitude of the output on the y-axis and
the d−spacing on the x−axis.
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Figure 5.6: TEM image.

(c) Recalling d = a/
√
h2 + k2 + l2 for a cubic crystal, and knowing

aSi = 5.403Å, aCu = 3.60Å, mark on your graph the positions of
Si(200), Si(400), and Cu(111) d-spacings.

(d) Why are the intensities of the Si d-spacings both larger and more
sharply distributed than the Cu d-spacings?

(e) Notice that the spatial Fourier transform of electron density is
equivalent to electron diffraction.
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Chapter 6

Dielectrics

Up until this point, we have said virtually nothing about what causes the
materials constants ε and µ to be different in different systems. In fact,
these constants can vary by five or six orders of magnitude, and materials of
greatest interest for some applications–ferroelectrics or ferromagnetics–they
are constant only as a gross approximation.

We will start by discussing the microscopic mechanisms which give us the
dielectric constant–specifically, ability of electric fields to polarize matter.

6.1 Polarizability of atoms

We have discussed materials in which electrons are basically free to roam:
metals and doped semiconductors. The response of the free electron ”swarm”
determines the electrical conductivity and optical reflectivity of the solid; the
positions of the nuclei are mostly unimportant.

However, these conducting systems are a special case, and many of the
materials one can think of are insulators. Glasses, plastics and ceramics–
except for exotic, engineered variants–lack electrons which are free to roam.
All electrons are bound to their parent atoms to a greater or lesser extent in
insulators. The effect of an applied electric field can only be to displace the
electron by a small amount. This is the most important source of polariza-
tion in solids.

To visualize the polarization, consider a spherical atom–hydrogen in is
lowest energy state, for example. The negatively charged ”electron cloud”
is spherical, cancelling out the charge from the positively charged nucleus.
So there is no net charge–how then could an electric field have any effect on
the system?

87
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Atom Atomic Polarizability α ( α
4πεo

, m3)

H 0.667

Li 24.3

Na 24.1

K 43.4

Cs 59.6

He 0.205

Ne 0.396

Ar 1.64

Figure 6.1: Atomic polarizabilities, reprinted from Griffiths p. 161.

The electric field will tend to displace the electron sphere with respect
to the nucleus by a small distance. This creates a dipole moment p in the
direction of the field. Remember that if we have two point charges +q, −q
separated by a vector d, we have a dipole moment

p = qd (6.1)

which, in this case, is created by the +q of the nucleus and the −q of
the electron cloud, which can be represented as a point charge at the center
of the sphere.

The ability of the electric field to ”stretch” the electron away from the
nucleus is called the atomic polarizability, given by the constant α:

p = αE (6.2)

which takes units of Fm2; this can be rearranged as (F/m)m3, which
allows listing of α

4πεo
in units of m3.

Consulting a table, we can see very large differences in the atomic po-
larizabilities of the elements. Monovalent metals (alkali metals Li, Na, K,
Cs) can be polarized very easily compared with inert gases. Just as the
alkali metals give up their outer (2s, 3s, 4s, 6s etc.) electron very easily to
form a free-electron swarm, they also allow it to be displaced. Look for
these elements to show up in high dielectric constant materials–for example,
LiNbO3.
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6.2 Polarization

We have discussed the dipole moment from a single atom only. In a solid,
we have many atoms packed together at high density. The density effect
is represented by the polarization P, which is the dipole moment per unit
volume. For a volume density of dipoles N , we have

P = Np (6.3)

6.3 Linear dielectrics

Just as for isolated atoms in a gas, we expect that to first approximation, or
for low applied E fields, the polarization will be proportional to the applied
field:

P = εoχeE (6.4)

where we have defined χe as the dielectric susceptibility of the medium.
χe is dimensionless; εe has absorbed the units. This equation is satisfied only
for small field ranges for a ferroelectric material, for example: dielectrics are
not intrinsically linear.

We can define a new quantity, the displacement, which is the analog of
the B field in magnetism:

D = εoE + P (6.5)

which in linear dielectrics becomes

D = εo(1 + χe)E (6.6)

D = εoεrE (6.7)

D = εE (6.8)

where we defined the relative dielectric constant as

εr = 1 + χe (6.9)
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6.4 The field due to a polarized object

Let’s think first about a linear chain of dipoles. Imagine for example that
we have a 1-D ”wire” of Li atoms, each of which is equally polarized and
equally spaced, strung together in a line, forming a string of point-dipoles.

If we would like to calculate the E-field due to the object, we need
to know the charge ρ at all points, and apply Gauss’s law. This uniformly
polarized object offers the useful simplification that all charge on the interior
cancels out. Everywhere there is +q from the head of one Li-dipole, there is
also −q from the tail of the next Li-dipole. The only uncompensated charge
is on the ends, and we need consider only this charge to calculate the field.
Moreover, the total dipole moment p will be given now by

p = qd (6.10)

where d is the length of the chain.
Now assume that we bundle the chains together to form a tube with P

along the axis, forming cross-sectional area A. If we cut out a section of the
tube with length d, we have a total dipole moment

p = PAd (6.11)

which can also be represented as a total dipole with length d and charge q
on either end

p = qd (6.12)

So we can represent the density of bound charge σb on the ends as

σb =
q

A
= P (6.13)

If the cut of the tube had been non-normal to the axis, the charge would
be the same, but the area would be greater, Aend = A/ cos θ.

σb =
q

A
= P cos θ = P · n̂ (6.14)

Example: the depolarization field inside a sphere Let’s calculate
the E-field inside a uniformly polarized sphere. We’ll use this result soon.
Remember, to calculate the field, we to consider only the surface charge,
which appears on the ends of the direction of polarization.

Visually, we can understand surface charge as the superposition of two
uniform, equally sized, and oppositely charged spheres with volume charge
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density ρ. If the spheres have the same center, charge everywhere is exactly
zero. If the positive sphere is displaced by direction d, however, the region
acquires some positive uncompensated charge on the +d end and negative
uncompensated charge on the −d end.

We can calculate E in the region of intersection of the two spheres by
summing up the fields from both. Let’s consider just the first sphere. Re-
membering Gauss’s law (Eq. 2.27),

∮
S

E · da =

∫
V

ρ

ε0
∂τ (6.15)

4πr2Er =
4π

3εo
ρr3 (6.16)

E =
ρ

3εo
r r̂ (6.17)

So if the field from the positively charged first sphere and negatively
charged second sphere sum, we have, denoting r1 and r2 as the vectors to
the point of interest from the sphere #1(+) and #2(-) centers, respectively

E = E1 + E2 (6.18)

=
ρ

3εo
(r1 − r2) (6.19)

=
ρ

3εo
d (6.20)

and we can substitute in for the charge density ρ = 3q/4πR3

E =
q

4πεoR3
d (6.21)

Now from the definition of the polarization

p = qd =
4

3
πR3P (6.22)

we have

E = − 1

3εo
P (6.23)

inside the sphere. We will make use of this result later.
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Generalization to ellipsoids It turns out that the field within a uni-
formly polarized ellipsoid is also always uniform; only the prefactor changes.
We can write

E = −N
εo

P (6.24)

where N varies from 0 to 1. If P points along the long axis of a very
long uniformly polarized rod, N = 0; if it points along the short axis of the
rod, N = 1

2 ; if it points along the short axis of a plate, N = 1. Summing up
N along all three coordinate axes of the ellipsoid always yields 1.

Note the sign of E. E always opposes the polarization direction, acting
to depolarize the material. (Also, be forewarned: a demagnetizing field H
exists in perfect analogy to the depolarizing field, H = −N

εo
M. For thin

films, this means that it is extremely difficult to engineer the polarization
or the magnetization to point out of plane.

6.5 The Clausius-Mossotti equation

In a solid, the polarizability of the individual atoms is more complicated
than it is in a gas. The individual atoms now are sensitive to the fields
from their neighbors as well as the externally applied field. So it would then
appear to be very difficult to calculate P: every atom’s state depends on
every other atom’s state!

To simplify the problem, we imagine that the atoms sit inside spherical
holes cut into the dielectric. We now have to calculate the field inside the
holes, but by superposition, we can claim that the total field, externally
applied Etot, will be the sum of the field inside the spherical plugs cut out
of the dielectric and the fields inside the holes:

Etot = Eplug + Ehole (6.25)

The local field acting on the atoms in the dielectric is the field inside
the plug, Eplug. We know that this is just the depolarization field inside a
sphere,

Eplug = − 1

3ε0
P (6.26)

so the field inside the hole is

Ehole = Etot +
1

3ε0
P (6.27)
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The average field on the atom in the dielectric is increased by the value
1

3ε0
P . So we have for the polarization

P = NαEhole (6.28)

P = Nα(E +
1

3ε0
P ) (6.29)

P =
Nα

1− Nα
3ε0

E (6.30)

and from

P = χeεoE (6.31)

χe =
Nα/ε0

1− Nα
3ε0

(6.32)

Exercises

6.1 Metallic-sphere dielectric

Consider a dielectric made of metal spheres with a volume packing
fraction PF. Assume that the spheres do not interact, and that the
matrix has no contribution. What is the dielectric suceptibility χe for
this material?

(a) Recall that all the charge on the spheres must reside on the sur-
face. What does this mean for E inside the sphere?

(b) Derive an expression for the polarizability α of a sphere of radius
r. Hint: remember that the depolarization field of an ellipsoid is
a constant.

(c) Show χe for the sphere itself, and for spheres assembled into
volume packing fraction P . Could this material be attractive
as a high-εr dielectric?

6.2 Parallel plate capacitors: consider parallel plates, square with width
W , separated by a ZrO2 dielectric εr = 20 of thickness t = 10nm. The
unit cell of cubic ZrO2 is a = 0.51 nm.

(a) What capacitance C is present for the dimensions and material
given?
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(b) Give the atomic polarizability α/4πε0 per Zr atom, in units of
Å3, assuming the polarizability comes only from Zr. Compare
with that of atomic Cs (59.6).

6.3 Imagine that a positive charge, +10qe, and a negative charge, −10qe,
are both bound to the same point, attached to that point by separate
springs with spring constant k = 1 N/m.

(a) Determine the polarizability α for this entity

(b) if these entities are placed 1 nm apart in a cubic lattice, what is
the relative dielectric constant εr for this fictitious material?



Chapter 7

Magnetism in materials

In this section we will try to understand the magnetic permeability, aka.
materials constant µ, on a semi-microscopic level. We’ll see that materials
are divided into diamagnetic, paramagnetic, and ferromagnetic types based
on the value of the permeability, and the way that electrons respond to an
applied H field. To understand these concepts, we’ll need to look at some
basics, particularly the way that ”bound” electrons can yield a magnetic
moment.

7.1 Basics

7.1.1 The point dipole

The essence of magnetic moment is contained in the idea of a point dipole.
Let’s consider a current loop with area A, electrical current i. The magnetic
dipole moment µ is defined as

µ = iA (7.1)

µ = iAn̂ (7.2)

where A is the area enclosed by the orbit, and n̂ is the normal to the
orbit plane.

The idea of a magnetic dipole is valid whenever the distance to the length
of the loop (on a side) is ”small” compared with the distance to the loop.
Essentially we can think of µ as the handle through which we can influence
the current within the loop, or the orientation of the loop: the larger is µ,
the more easily the dipole is influenced by a magnetic field H.

95
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Figure 7.1: The basic unit of magnetic moment, particle picture: left: orbital
moment, considered as an electron revolving around a nucleus; right: spin
moment, considered as an electron rotating around its axis.

The dipole moments relevant for magnetism are formed through the cur-
rents of single electrons orbiting around nuclei, or alternatively, free electrons
”spinning” on an axis. These two pictures (see Figure 7.1), provide a good
qualitative idea of orbital and spin magnetism; remember that the real story
is more complicated quantum mechanics.

”Orbital moment” Let’s consider a single electron in a circular orbit in
the xy plane. If we think about a circular orbit, as on the left, we could
imagine the current can be approximated as a steady current i = e/τ , where
τ is the period of the orbit–one electron crosses a point on the circumference
each period. Substituting for the area of the circular orbit, we have µ =
e(πr2)/τ , or

µ = −|e|ωr
2

2
(7.3)

We’ll use this formula in the context of diamagnetism.

”Spin magnetism” While the previous discussion is a good approxima-
tion to the quantum-mechanical treatment, a classical picture of spin mag-
netism is not as well justified. However, we can imagine that a uniformly
charged sphere, which we’ll call the electron, would obtain a similar ~µ if it
were to rotate around an axis. Each differential element of charge travel-
ling in a circle will form a differential contribution to the magnetic moment.
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This moment µs could point in the opposite direction if the sphere spins
in the opposite sense (clockwise vs counterclockwise.) Furthermore, we can
imagine that this spinning electron does not need to be bound to an atom:
it can spin as it travels!

This discussion is just to motivate how something called ”electron spin”
can give us a magnetic moment, which can take opposite sign. It also gives
us an idea of how magnetism can be itinerant, arising from free or nearly
free electrons.

However, the grounding in reality ends there. Quantum mechanics will
tell us that electron spin moments can have only two values, ±µB, denoted
”up” and ”down,” where the axis is defined by the axis we choose in mea-
surement. µB is the Bohr magneton µB = e~/2m = 9.27× 10−24J/T.

It turns out to be the case that the moments of ferromagnets (Fe, Ni,
Co, their alloys, and Gd at low temperature) are nearly pure spin type. The
itinerant character of the magnetism is the basis of ”spintronics” technology:
electrons which carry current can also carry magnetic moment.

7.2 The torque on a point dipole

How do dipoles move in a magnetic field B? They move through torque.
We’ll see how this works through the example of a rectangular dipole.

Imagine a rectangular current loop, normal n̂ taken initially along ẑ,
with sides of length a along y and b along x in the xy plane. We’ll consider
this case for simplicity since the geometry of the loop doesn’t affect the
result.

Looking along −z, the current (assumed positive) flows counterclock-
wise1, forming ~µ = µẑ. Looking along −x, we then tilt the dipole by θ
counterclockwise, so that n̂ forms an angle θ with the z-axis. We apply B
along the z axis. What happens?

First, we can rewrite the Lorenz force as a force per unit length of line
F/l:

F

l
= i×B (7.4)

It is easy to see that the net force on the loop is zero. Taking F on
the right and left sides along x, we have F = −ibBŷ for the right side and
F = ibBŷ for the left. Similarly, there is no net force on the object due to
equal and opposite forces on the sides running parallel to y.

1which corresponds to electrons flowing clockwise
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Figure 7.2: Rectangular current loop: torque on the dipole.

There will, however, be a torque exerted around the x axis. Taking
moments about the lower left point (Fig 7.2), we have, for the total torque
from the top right point,

τ = r× F (7.5)

= −iabB sin θx̂ (7.6)

denoting a left-hand torque about x̂ restoring the dipole moment µ along
z. This can be written as

τ = ıA×B (7.7)

or finally

τ = µ×B (7.8)

The conclusion is that dipole moments align with B. The dipole moment
µ is analogous to the moment-arm used in a cantilever: higher µ, presented
orthogonal to the magnetic field, gives more torque! Dipole moments don’t
move in a uniform field; they only rotate. Expressed another way, which I
won’t derive, the energy of a dipole in a magnetic field is given by

E = −µ ·B (7.9)

and the net force on a dipole is given by

F = ∇(µ ·B) (7.10)
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which is nonzero only for fields with gradients; uniform fields exert no
force on the dipole.

7.3 Magnetization

Just as we defined a polarization based on the electronic dipole moment of
an atom, so too can we define a magnetization based on the magnetic dipole
moment. This is again define as the dipole moment per unit volume. For a
volume density of dipoles N , we have

M = Nµ (7.11)

the units of M as for H are A/m, which works out in the present case
since N [=]m−3 and µ[=]A·m2.

Let’s work a simple example for the case of Fe. This metal has the highest
magnetization per unit volume of any elemental solid at room temperature.
Fe has the BCC crystal structure, with 2 atoms per unit cell. The unit
cell volume is a3, a =2.866 Å. Knowing that 2.2 µB are contributed per
atom, we can find the saturation moment as 2 ∗ 2.2µB/a

3, or 1.73 MA/m.
BFe = µ0Ms =2.18 T.

We can then write on a volume basis,

τ = µoM×H (7.12)

E = −µoM ·H (7.13)

where E is called the Zeeman energy. This equation is the starting point
for solving many useful problems in thin film magnetism.

7.4 The field from a magnetized object

We’ll look at two different pictures for calculating the field from a magnetized
object, also known as the demagnetizing field. Two pictures are valid. First,
we can calculate the field as if it arose from bound currents: currents within
the solid Jb for nonuniformly magnetized objects, or currents at the surface
Kb for uniformly magnetized objects.

Surface currents Imagine that we have an object with irregular (arbi-
trary) perimeter in the xy plane, top surface n̂||ẑ, magnetized along z. Ev-
erywhere within a surface layer of this object, we can imagine counterclock-
wise loops of bound electrons or spins creating moments. However, at any
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point on the surface the net current would be zero, since contributions from
adjacent loops will cancel. This will hold true until we reach the boundary
of the object, where there are no adjacent loops, and there we can consider
a ribbon of charge running around the object, with surface current density
Kb = I/t [=] A/m. This current relates to the moment through the idea
that the dipole moment µ = MAt, where A is the area of the atomic dipole
and t the thickness of the surface layer, and at the same time, µ = i A, so
we must have Kb = M . More compactly, for the external surface normal n̂,
which varies throughout space,

Kb = M× n̂ (7.14)

On the top surface, M and n̂ are parallel, so there is no current, but on
the sides, the current always flows along.

Inhomogeneous magnetization Currents also arise from spatial inho-
mogeneities in M. Considering a two adjacent differential volume elements
in the interior, separated by a small amount in y (dy) with M = Mz, from
I = M t (justified above), we have for the current on the face (xz plane)
which joins them,

Ix = [Mz(y + dy)−Mz(y)]dz (7.15)

=
∂Mz(y)

∂y
dy dz (7.16)

Jbx =
∂Mz

∂y
(7.17)

where I have represented the density of bound currents in the x direction
Jbx. Similarly, for inhomogeneities of the y component of magnetization,
My = My(z),

Ix = [−My(z + dz) +My(z)]dz (7.18)

= −∂Mz(y)

∂y
dy dz (7.19)

Jbx = −∂My

∂z
(7.20)

So, finally, this gives us
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Jbx = (
∂Mz

∂y
− ∂My

∂z
) (7.21)

and extending to three dimensions,

Jb = ∇×M (7.22)

The bound current is fascinating: we can calculate the magnetization
as if there were a single ribbon of current running around the perimeter,
wrapping around the direction of M. However, no single electron makes
any significant fraction of the trip; it is just the effect of the uncompensated
rotation of the surface electrons, each advancing a bit.

7.5 The auxillary field H

I claimed before that we can write

B = µo(M + H) (7.23)

how did we get here? In this section, we will define H. If there are no
changing E fields, we can write,

∇×B = µoJ (7.24)

For convenience, we can divide the current in to ”bound” and ”free”
parts: bound currents which are associated with individual electron orbits,
and free electrons which can move throughout the crystal:

J = Jb + Jf (7.25)

= ∇×M + Jf (7.26)

so we can then write

∇× (
1

µo
B−M) = Jf (7.27)

Defining

H ≡ 1

µo
B−M (7.28)

we have
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∇×H = Jf (7.29)

So as I had mentioned before, H is the magnetic field we can control
directly. If you send a current through a solenoid, that uses the free charges
in the metal, and you generate H.

7.6 Linear media

In analogy with dielectrics, we would like to define a magnetic susceptibility
χm. In Eq 6.4, we wrote for the polarization,

P = εoχeE (7.30)

so we might think it would be a good idea to define the magnetic sus-
ceptibility as M = 1

µo
χmB. Instead, we prefer to work with H, since it’s

the field that we can control with our power supply. We have then

M = χmH (7.31)

where χm is dimensionless. Remember that media are not intrinsically
linear–only sometimes they are, and the degree of linearity is very different
considering the different types of magnetic materials: diamagnets, param-
agnets, and ferromagnets.

Diamagnetic and paramagnetic materials are almost perfectly linear, so
χM is a true constant. These two types differ in the sign of χM . Diamagnets
have negative χM ; paramagnets have positive χM : the magnetization of a
diamagnet opposes the applied field! We will see why this is true in the next
section. In ferromagnets, χM is large and positive. It can easily be the case
for a ferromagnet that M is not a unique function of H, however. This has
to do with the presence of domains and their hysteretic movement, as will
be described.

The table shows the amazing variability in the observed χM for different
materials. Several species, including water, are diamagnetic. Diamagnetism
tends to be weak ∼ 10−5; however, for a superconductor such as Nb, it is
quite pronounced: superconductors are perfect diamagnets, with χM = −1.
Paramagnets show a great range of variability; in most cases the effects are
weak, but for some metals on the verge of ferromagnetism–Pd, which has a
high d-state density (to be discussed)–it is rather large. Many rare earths,
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Material χM (dim’less)

Bi -1.6×10−4

Ag -2.4×10−5

H2O -9.0×10−6

Nb (4K) -1

Na 8.5×10−6

Al 2.1×10−5

Pt 2.8×10−4

Gd 0.48

Fe (annealed) 20,000

NdFe14B ∼ 0

Figure 7.3: Magnetic suceptibilities χM : diamagnets (top), paramagnets
(middle), ferromagnets (bottom).

such as Gd, are ferromagnets below room temperature; above room temper-
ature, they retain large atomic moments µ but have no net orientation, and
can obtain large M if the moments are oriented.

7.7 Diamagnetism

µ is not simply analogous to the lever arm, however. For materials in which
bound currents and ”orbital moments” dominate (i.e. nonmetals), M can
orient itself so that it points opposite to H. This is not in conflict with
Equation 7.8 since the applied H creates the moments, rather than merely
rotating them. This phenomenon is called diamagnetism.

We had written previously for the orbital moment,

µ = −|e|ωr
2

2
(7.32)

At the same time, we know that the orbit velocity v needs to satisfy the
balance of centrifugal and centripetal (electrostatic) force:

mv2

r
=

e2

4πεo

1

r2
(7.33)

Now, if we apply a magnetic field B along ẑ, the velocity of the electron
will have to change to a new equilibrium v

′
to satisfy the force balance:
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mv
′2

r
=

e2

4πεo

1

r2
− ev′B (7.34)

where we are emphasizing that the B-induced Lorenz force on a positive
charge orbiting in the right hand sense around the z axis will be centrifugal.
Since the electronic charge is negative, we have instead

mv
′2

r
=

e2

4πεo

1

r2
+ |e|v′B (7.35)

Reducing this system of two equations then gives

m(v
′2 − v2)

r
= |e|v′B (7.36)

m(v
′ − v)(v

′
+ v)

r
= |e|v′B (7.37)

We can then approximate the change in velocity of the electron as small
compared with its original velocity, v

′
= v + δv,

m δv(2v + δv)

r
= |e|(v + δv)B (7.38)

m δv(2v)

r
' |e|vB (7.39)

δv =
|e|B r

2m
(7.40)

From ωr = v, we can write for the change in moment

δµ = −|e| r
2
δv (7.41)

or finally, since there is no net initial moment in a solid, we can write for
the average moment < µ >

< µ >= −e
2 < r2 >

4me
B (7.42)

So the effect of applying a magnetic field is to increase the velocity of the
electron’s orbit around the field direction on average, creating a net negative
moment µ opposing B.
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Figure 7.4: Formation of closure domains. Left: single-domain state. The
demagnetizing field, created by the ”free poles,” interacts with the moment
M to create a large zeeman energy. Right: closure domain state, with zero
demagnetizing fields or energy. The right hand state is favored and forms
spontaneously in a ”soft” ferromagnet.

7.8 Paramagnetism

Lacking the band theory and any knowledge of statistical mechanics, there is
not too much that we can say about paramagnetism at this point. Suffice it
to say that 1) paramagnetic moments are spin moments, for the most part,
unless there is a partially filled 4f shell as for the case of the rare earths,
2) paramagnetic moments are disordered due to the effects of temperature
with zero net orientation at zero field, and 3) an applied field gives a net
orientation to the moments proportional to H.

7.9 Ferromagnetism

In a ferromagnet, there is an extremely strong interaction between adjacent
electronic moments which causes essentially all moments to spontaneously
align. These magnetizations, considered per unit volume, are huge, µoM =
2.2T for Fe. At the same time, however, I can take two bars of Fe–or
two refrigerators or file cabinets, for that matter–stand them side by side,
and not worry about them smashing together due to the intense magnetic
force. If I had added a bit of Nd or B to the Fe melt in casting the ingot
from which the steel was rolled, these objects could crush anything that got
between them. Why would this be true?
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It is possible to have net M =0 in a ferromagnet due to the presence of
domains. M is uniform only within a domain, and adjacent domains can be
oppositely magnetized. The challenge in controlling magnetic properties of
ferromagnets is to control the configuration of domains. Hard ferromagnets,
such as NdFe14B, have all domains fixed in position: the domain walls are
pinned by Nd inclusions.

If the domain walls are entirely free to move, the equilibrium state of the
ferromagnet, featuring ”closure domains,” can be reached (Figure 7.4). A
single-domain state (left) has a rather large demagnetizing energy. Remem-
ber that ”free poles” are formed at the surface of a magnetized object, from
which we can calculate the external field H, also called the demagnetizing
field Hd. In this free pole picture,

∇ ·Hd = ρM ≡ −∇ ·M (7.43)

We can calculate the demagnetizing field as we have done for the depo-
larizing field for dielectrics; it is constant for ellipsoids. We will just write
the result obtained earlier. Considering the magnetized object as (e.g.) a
flat circle, we have Nd = 1/2 in the plane, so the demagnetizing energy is

Ed = µoM
2
s /2 (7.44)

.
The demagnetizing energy can be eliminated through the formation of

closure domains. If (as pictured) the magnetization rotates by 90 deg. across
the domain wall, and the magnetization takes equal angles with respect to
the domain wall normal, M is divergenceless across the domain wall. To see
this, take e.g. z as the direction normal to the domain wall; magnetization
only changes in this direction, so ∇·M = ∂Mx

∂x +
∂My

∂y + ∂Mz
∂z reduces to ∂Mz

∂z .
Thus there will be no ρM at the domain wall. The flux closes entirely within
the ferromagnet.

Domain closure is the energetically favored configuration for large mag-
netized objects, as long as the domain wall energy is comparatively small.
For nanoscale ferromagnets, the domain wall energy (scaling as L2) becomes
comparable with the demagnetizing energy (scaling as L3; E is given per vol-
ume), and a single domain state becomes favored.

Exercises

7.1 FCC Ni is ferromagnetic with a magnetization of approximately 0.6
µB/atom. Given that the lattice parameter is a = 3.60 Å, what is
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(a) Ms in A/m

(b) Bs in T?

7.2 Consider a magnetically soft material with hysteresis loop as pictured
in Figure 7.5. If the magnetization saturates in a solenoid under the
application of 100 Ampere-turns / m, and the saturation inductance
is 1.0 T, what is the magnetic susceptibility χM and permeability µr?

Figure 7.5: Idealized hysteresis loop.

7.3 Inductive magnetic recording head.

An inductive magnetic recording head is indicated schematically in
the figures. Assuming that the poles are made out of Ni81Fe19, a soft
magnetic material with Ms =730 kA/m, and the area of the poles
through the 100-turn coils is 2.5 (µm)2, how fast does the disk need
to spin for a 10 mV signal on bit reversal?

7.4 Consider the magnetic levitation of a frog. Orient a solenoid so that
its axis goes along z, normal to the floor (along gravity), and assume
that it has a turn density of n, supports a current of i, and has radius
R ∼ L/10. Approximate the frog as water: density ρ = 1 g/cm3,
magnetic susceptibility χ = −10−6.

(a) Sketch the magnetic flux lines from the solenoid over a square
area, a few multiples of L.
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Figure 7.6: Schematic of an inductive recording head #1.

(b) Sketch Bz along the solenoid axis, from the center to a few times
the radius R above its edge.

(c) Assume that the solenoid is L =40 cm long, and approximate
the field gradient at the surface as going from the full value to
zero over 2R. Approximate the frog as a point dipole. How much
magnetic field strength Bo at the center of the coil will be required
to counteract the force of gravity, mg, where g ∼ 10 m/s2?

7.5 Vibrating sample magnetometer (VSM)

The second-best technique to characterize hysteresis loops of nanoscale
ferromagnets is the vibrating sample magnetometer, or VSM.

The geometry of the measurement is as shown in Figure 7.8. A small
magnetic sample, which we will approximate as a point dipole, is at
the center, magnetized along z. It is oscillated back and forth me-
chanically, attached to a rod which is fastened to a loudspeaker. The
demagnetizing field HD from the magnetized sample then changes in
inductive ”pickup” coils near the sample, generating an inductive volt-
age proportional to |m|.

(a) The field outside a point dipole can be written

Bdip(r) =
µo
4π

1

r3
[3(m · r̂)r̂−m] (7.45)
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Figure 7.7: Schematic of an inductive recording head #2.

where the r = 0 coordinate is at the dipole. In the case shown
for the pickup coils at the same z as the dipole, this reduces to

Bz(x) = −µo
4π

1

x3
MsatV (7.46)

Write an expression for the inductive voltage generated in one
of the coils as a function of sample-coil standoff x, oscillation
frequency ν, oscillation amplitude δx, sample saturation moment
Bsat, and sample volume V . You can evaluate all derivatives as
finite differences: ∂y

∂x = δy/δx.

(b) If the sample is oscillated at ν = 20 kHz, the coil area is 1(cm)2,
and the sample is Fe, Bsat = 2.2 T, 10−6 cm3 in volume, the coil
offset is 5 mm, and the oscillation amplitude is 1 mm, what is
the amplitude of the voltage generated in the coil? Note that
the lock-in amplifier response has a noise floor around 1 µV. Real
VSM’s are a couple of orders of magnitude more sensitive because
the geometry of the coils is more highly optimized.

7.6 The magnetic field from a point diplole, along its magnetization axis,
can be approximated as
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Figure 7.8: Schematic of a VSM.

HD(r) = −m

π

1

z3
(7.47)

where m = VMs.

The signal transducer (pickup) on an electric guitar consists of a per-
manent magnet cylinder which magnetizes a feromagnetic metal string
(steel or nickel) to saturation. Assume that the string has a net mag-
netization only directly above the permanent magnet.

The permanent magnet cylinder, radius R, is wrapped by N turns of
a wire; approximate the coil as a uniform distance L0 away from the
spring. Assume that the string vibrates up and down (along ẑ) with
amplitude ∆L � L0, as L(t) = L0 + ∆L cos 2πνt. and frequency ν.
Approximate further that R � L0 so that the magnetic field in the
coil is uniform.

(a) Derive an expression for the EMF ε(t) induced in the coils.

(b) Does the permanent magnet contribute to the signal?

(c) Estimate ε(t) for L0 = 2mm, ∆L = 2mm, ν = 500hz, R = 1 mm,
taking the strings to be steel with µ0Ms ' 2 T.

7.7 In an episode of the TV program ”Breaking Bad,” a large electro-
magnet pulled a laptop computer out of a character’s hands at a dis-
tance z = 10 m. Is this possible? Assume that the solenoid has a
radius R ∼ 1 m and carries a current i. Approximate the far-field
from the solenoid, distance z away along the axis of the solenoid, as
H(z) = µ/(4πz3), where µ is the dipole moment of the solenoid.
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Figure 7.9: Geometry of the electric guitar pickup.

(a) For a circular solenoid, N turns, give an expression for the dipole
moment in terms of i and R.

(b) Taking (generously) N = 1000, i = 100 A, calculate µ in A m2.

(c) Calculate the force on the computer at z = 10 m, approximating
the computer as a point dipole of Fe, 100 cm3 in volume, µ0Ms =
2 T. What factor is this of the gravitational force acting on a 1
kg mass?

7.8 Consider a conductive plate, width w (on y) and length l (on x), with
finite thickness t (on z), sustaining a current density Jx. Assume
that t � w, t � l–infinitely wide and long for the purposes of field
calculations (neglect edge effects).

(a) What is the magnetic field at the outside surface of the plate?
Start from Maxwell’s equations in your derivation.

(b) If the surfaces are coated with a ferromagnetic material of per-
meability µr � 1, thickness tF � t but sufficient for all flux to
close inside the ferromagnetic layer, what is the inductance per
unit area expressed in terms of µr, t, and l/w? (n.b. solve for an
induced voltage on x, φ = Li)

(c) Evaluate L for l = 10w, µr = 1000, tF = 1µm.
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Chapter 8

ac effects in magnetic and
dielectric susceptibility

8.1 General form; mechanical resonance

8.1.1 Equation of motion

Consider a mass m, hanging from a spring with spring constant k attached
to a support. Taking the height of the mass to be x, we set the equilibrium
point of the mass, mg/k below the unextended end of the spring, to x = 0,
with g the gravitational acceleration. Newton’s law is then

mẍ(t) = −k x(t)− νẋ(t) + F
′

(8.1)

where the ẋ(t) denotes the velocity of the mass and ẍ(t) denotes its
acceleration. We have introduced a damping force on the mass, given by
a viscous damping coefficient ν, and a dissipative force Fdiss = −νẋ. F

′

represents all other forces which might act on the mass. Assuming next
that there is a sinusoidal driving force, with amplitude F0

F
′
(t) = F0e

−iωt (8.2)

which is exerted by a moving support, we can express the equation of
motion for the mass as

ẍ(t) + ηẋ(t) + ω2
0x(t) =

F0

m
e−iωt (8.3)

where we defined
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ω2
0 ≡

k

m
η ≡ ν

m
(8.4)

with ω0 the (circular) resonance frequency and ν the relaxation frequency,
respectively. If we assume a sinusoidal response for the mass, we can express
the motion for long times (steady-state) as

x(t) = x̃0e
−iωt (8.5)

where x̃0 is a complex quantity: there can be a phase lag in the response
of the height of the mass to the driving force. In x̃0 = x0e

iδ, δ is a phase,
with positive values of δ representing a delayed response of the height of the
mass to the driving force. Substituting Eq 8.5 into Eq 8.3, we can solve for
the complex amplitude response x̃0

x̃0(ω) =
F0/m

ω2
0 − ω2 − iηω

(8.6)

seen to be a function of the driving frequency ω.

8.1.2 Complex susceptibility

Here it is useful to take the zero-frequency limit of Eq 8.6,

x̃0(0) ' F0/m

ω2
0

(8.7)

where the relaxation term is taken to be negligible (with η � ω0). Next,
we express a normalized susceptibility χn, a response of the particle height
to the driving force (stimulus), normalized to its zero-frequency value:

χ̃n ≡
x̃0(ω)

x̃0(0)
(8.8)

χn(ω) =
ω2

0(
ω2

0 − ω2
)
− iηω

(8.9)

The normalized form help us generalize χn(ω) to the dielectric and mag-
netic susceptibilities χe and χM later on. Notice that Eq 8.10, the frequency-
dependent susceptibility χn(ω), represents the response at constant forcing
amplitude measured in square frequency units, which will change for differ-
ent physical problems, but will remain constant as a function of frequency
for that type of problem.
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Figure 8.1: Normalized susceptibility χn, ω0 = 1.0, η = 0.1.

There are many features of the complex, generalized susceptibility func-
tion χn in Equation 8.10 to appreciate. It is plotted for ω0 = 1 and η = 0.1
in Figure ??. Taking real and imaginary parts separately,

χn(ω) =
ω2

0

(
ω2

0 − ω2
)(

ω2
0 − ω2

)2
+ η2ω2

+ i
ηωω2

0(
ω2

0 − ω2
)2

+ η2ω2
(8.10)

or

χn(ω) = χ
′
n+iχ

′′
n χ

′
n =

ω2
0

(
ω2

0 − ω2
)(

ω2
0 − ω2

)2
+ η2ω2

χ
′′
n =

ηωω2
0(

ω2
0 − ω2

)2
+ η2ω2

(8.11)

Imaginary susceptibility near resonance The imaginary susceptibility
χ
′′
n, which measures the response of the mass out of phase with the stimulus,

determines the power absorbed, as described in Section 8.1.3. Investigating
the function near resonance, ω = ω0 + ∆ω, with ∆ω � ω0,

χ̃n(ω) '
(
ω2

0 − ω2
)

+ iη/ω0

(2∆ω)2 + η2
(8.12)

χ
′′
n is symmetric about the resonance frequency ω0. Eq 8.12 is a Loren-

zian function of the form 1/((x − x0)2 + b2), which has a half-width at
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half-maximum (HWHM) at x − x0 ≡ ±∆x = ±b. The full-width at half-
maximum (FWHM) is 2b; in Eq 8.12, it is

2∆ω = η (FWHM) (8.13)

and the susceptibility at ω = ω0 is purely imaginary, with value

χM (ω0) = i
ω0

η
(8.14)

which, if we define a dimensionless damping constant α = η/ω0, is

χM (ω0) =
i

α
(8.15)

Thus the imaginary susceptibility is enhanced over the zero-frequency
value on resonance by a factor of α−1. In the nomenclature used for res-
onators, α−1 = Q. A high-Q resonator will have a narrow frequency linewidth
and a greatly enhanced power absorption at the resonance frequency.

Real susceptibility The real susceptibility χ
′
n determines the response

of the mass in phase with the drive. It is asymmetric in driving frequency
ω about ω0. The low-frequency limit of χn, as shown (and by definition), is
1 (and purely real). The high-frequency limit, on the other hand, is 0. As
the mass is driven at higher and higher frequencies (greater multiples of η)
above its resonance ω0, it responds less and less, falling off roughly as ∆ω.
Note however that there is a sign change in χ

′
n while passing from the low-

frequency to the high-frequency side of the resonance: below resonance, the
mass moves in the same direction as the driving force, but above resonance,
the mass moves in the opposite direction to the driving force. In other
words, the phase varies from 0 (in-phase, low-frequency) to π (exactly out
of phase, high-frequency.) There is an intermediate maximum amplitude of
the antiphase response at roughly ω0 + η/2.

Phase The phase of the response is defined by

χ̃n = |χn|eiδ tan δ =
χ
′′

χ′
(8.16)
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8.1.3 Susceptibility and power absorption

Power absorption, through the response of a system to an external stimulus
(drive) at ω, can be related to the imaginary susceptibility χ

′′
(ω). In general

terms, we consider a periodic stimulus S exerted on the system

S(t) = <S̃(t) S̃(t) = S0e
−iωt <

(
S0e
−iωt) = S0 cosωt (8.17)

with phase set to zero (S0 purely real-valued; <x̃ denotes the real part
of x̃.) The susceptibility is defined as the ratio of the response R to the
stimulus S,

R̃ = χ̃S̃ (8.18)

Notice here that the susceptibility χ̃ is not necessarily dimensionless, and
in the mechanical case will not be; it will be equal to χ̃(0)χn(ω). We thus
have

R(t) = <
(
χ̃S̃(t)

)
= <

[
(cosωt− i sinωt)

(
χ
′
+ iχ

′′
)]

= χ
′
cosωt+χ” sinωt

(8.19)
which has the correct sign convention: for positive imaginary suscepti-

bility, the positive response lags in time by π/2ω. R is defined such that the
S · R product has units of energy, so S2χ has units of energy, and work is
done on the system as δW (t) = ±S(t)dR(t). Thus the instantaneous power
absorbed by the system is

P (t) = S(t)
dR(t)

dt
(8.20)

Note that there can be conservative energy terms S · R which do not
appear in the absorbed power. For a static response and changing stimulus,
R(t) ∂dS(t)/∂t does no work and does not contribute to P (t). For a me-
chanical oscillator system, as desribed so far, we can write the force F for
the stimulus and the displacement x for the response:

S0,mech = F0 Rmech(t) = x(t) (8.21)

where S ·R has the correct units of work. Generally,

R(t) = S0

(
χ
′
cos (ωt) + χ

′′
sin (ωt)

)
(8.22)

The time derivatives are
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dR(t)

dt
= S0ω

(
−χ′ sin (ωt) + χ

′′
cos (ωt)

)
(8.23)

Over a driving cycle, the average absorbed power will be given by the
mean value theorem

〈P 〉 =
ω

2π

∫ 2π/ω

0
dtS(t)

dR(t)

dt
(8.24)

〈P 〉 =
ω

2π
S2

0ω

∫ 2π/ω

0
dt
(
−χ′ sin (ωt) cos (ωt) + χ

′′
cos (ωt) cos (ωt)

)
(8.25)

The integration period can be shifted with no change in the result:

〈P 〉 =
ω

2π
S2

0ω

∫ π/ω

−π/ω
dt
(
−χ′ [sinωt] cosωt+ χ

′′
[cosωt] cosωt

)
(8.26)

Only the cos2 ωt terms survive the integration, since the sinωt cosωt
term is odd. Finally

〈P 〉 =
S2

0ω

2
χ
′′

(8.27)

and the absorbed power is proportional to frequency, quadratic in the
stimulus amplitude, and proportional the imaginary susceptibility.

Alternate derivation We can also show this result usinig phasors S̃ and
R̃. Consider sinusoidal variations,

S̃(t) = S0e
−iωt R̃(t) = S0χ̃e

−iωt (8.28)

The power absorption is

d P = <
[
S̃(t)

]
<

[
R̃(t)

dt

]
(8.29)

Recall that we can express the real part of complex a as the sum of itself
and its complex conjugate, <a = (a + a∗)/2. So, in general, if a,b,c, and d
are complex,

<[ab]<[cd] =
1

4
(abcd+ abc∗d∗) + c.c. (8.30)
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dP =
1

4

(
S0R̃0 e

−2iωt − iωS0R̃0
∗)

+ c.c. (8.31)

dP =
S2

0

4

(
χ̃ e−2iωt − iωχ̃∗

)
+ c.c. (8.32)

The sinusoidal term drops out of the integration, leaving

〈P 〉 =
S2

0ω

2
<[−iχ̃] (8.33)

equivalent to Eq 15.16.

8.2 Kramers-Kroenig relations

In Figure 8.1, it is clear that the real suceptibility and imaginary suscepti-
bility both vary rapidly over the same frequency range. We will show here
that this is inevitable – the derivative of one can be linked to the value of the
other. In general terms, we have considered two physical quantities which
are linked: a time-dependent stimulus s(t), and a time-dependent response
r(t). In the present case, we considered a force F driving motion x, so the
stimulus and response are.

s(t) = F (t) r(t) = x(t) (8.34)

We would like to know the response to a unit stimulus. The unit stimulus
can be defined as an impulse function, represented as a Dirac delta function,
at time equal to zero. χ(t) defines the time-dependent response to the
impulse stimulus through

r(t) = χ(t) (8.35)

we know that the stimulus causes the response. There can be no response
to the stimulus before the stimulus is applied. This poses the restriction on
χ(t) that

χ(t < 0) = 0 (8.36)

Otherwise χ(t) can take any form; the response can last for many seconds
after the stimulus, depending on the system, so χ(t) can be nonzero for large
t. Causality then implies that χ(t) can be written as

χ(t) = (1 + sgn(t))χ
′
(t) (8.37)
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where sgn is the signum function with properties

sgn = 1 x ≥ 0 (8.38)

sgn = −1 x < 0 (8.39)

and the susceptibility χ
′

is not restricted. For simplicity, we set it to be
real-valued only. We now ask what the response of the system is to a well-
defined sinusoidal stimulus with frequency ω. This question can be answered
through the Fourier transform of the susceptibility,

R(ω) = χ(ω)S(ω) (8.40)

To know χ(ω) we take the Fourier transform of χ(t) in Eq 8.37:

χ(ω) = χ
′
(ω) + F{sgn(t)χ

′
(t)} (8.41)

The Fourier transform of the product of two functions is equal to the
convolution of the Fourier transforms, shown in Eq 5.63:

F{x(t) y(t)} = X(ω) ? Y (ω) (8.42)

where the convolution for continuous functions is

X(ω) ? Y (ω) ≡
∫ ∞
−∞

dω
′
X(ω − ω′)Y (ω) (8.43)

Evaluating Eq 8.41,

χ(ω) = χ
′
(ω) + F{sgn(t)} ? χ′(ω) (8.44)

Using the Fourier transform of the signum function,

F{sgn(t)} = − j

πω
(8.45)

the convolution is

χ̃(ω) = χ
′
(ω)− 1j

π

∫ ∞
−∞

dω
′ χ
′
(ω)

ω − ω′
(8.46)

The latter component will be purely imaginary because of our definition
of χ

′
as purely real. This tells us that for any causal stimulus-response pair,

if the susceptibility can be written in real and imaginary components as
χ̃ = χ

′ − jχ′′ , the imaginary component can always be found from the real
component, through
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χ
′′
(ω) =

1

π

∫ ∞
−∞

dω
′ χ
′
(ω)

ω − ω′
(8.47)

This relation is known as the Kramers-Kroenig relation. We will see
that it holds for complex, frequency-dependent dielectric susceptibility χ̃e(ω)
(and so relative dielectric constant ε̃r(ω) = 1 + χ̃e(ω)) as well as com-
plex magnetic suceptibility χ̃M (ω) (and so relative magnetic permeability
µ̃r(ω) = 1 + χ̃M (ω)).

It is particularly interesting because it tells that for a material with
unknown χ̃M (ω) or χ̃e(ω), it is not necessary to measure both frequency
dependent absorption (χ

′′
) and reflection (χ

′
) – a complete frequency de-

pendence of n(ω) will also yield κ(ω) through Eq 8.47.

8.3 Magnetic susceptibility; ferromagnetic resonance

We can translate our treatment of mechanical susceptibility and mechanical
power absorption to dielectric and magnetic susceptibility and power ab-
sorption. The hard work has been done already. We need only to redefine
the stimulus S and response R. For the magnetic system, the stimulus is
the auxillary field H and the response is the magnetization M , defined

S0,mag = H0 Rmag(t) = µ0M(t) (8.48)

to have units of energy density. The resonant frequency ω0 is given by
the ferromagnetic resonance frequency. For a spherical sample, it is

ω0 = |γ|µ0HB (8.49)

equivalent to the cyclotron resonance frequency derived earlier, with γ =
e/me ∗ geff/2; evaluating the constants, γ = 2π27.99 GHz/T(geff/2). For
the relaxation frequency, α remains a good concept (constant), with η =
αω0. Next, we remember that for a single-domain magnet, magnetic moment
MS and biasing field HB,

χM,0 = µ0
MS

HB
(8.50)

where the definition of susceptibility in this context differs by that of
the magnetic susceptibility χm by a factor of µ0, in order to give the S · R
product units of energy density.
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Figure 8.2: Magnetic susceptibility µr(ω) = 1 + χ(ω), near ferromagnetic
resonance at 2 GHz in a Co66Fe7B3-SiO2(500 nm) composite film. After [?].

An example of measured magnetic permeability, near ferromagnetic reso-
nance in a Co66Fe7B3-SiO2(500 nm) composite film, is shown in Figure 8.2,
taken from Reference [?]. Identifying µ0Ms = 0.648 T, µ0HB = 4.5 mT,
gives an estimate of µr = 1 + χm ' 144, roughly as found. The ferro-
magnetic resonance frequency for an in-plane magnetized film is slightly
different from that given in Eq 8.49, scaled up by a factor

√
Ms/HB, giving

the roughly 2 GHz resonance shown.

This means that the absorbed power will be

〈P 〉 =
S2

0ω

2
χM,0χ

′′
n(ω) (8.51)

〈P 〉 = µ0
H2

0ω

2

Ms

HB

ηωω2
0(

ω2
0 − ω2

)2
+ η2ω2

(8.52)

Normalized to an incident wave with S = E0H0, S = cµ0H
2
0 in vacuum,

the absorbed power fraction is

P

P0
=
ωγ2µ2

0MsHB

2c

ηω(
ω2

0 − ω2
)2

+ η2ω2
(8.53)
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8.4 Dielectric loss

Here the drive is the electric field and the response is the polarization P ,

S0,el = E0 Rel(t) = P (t) (8.54)

The dielectric susceptibility χe(0) is an empirical constant; though per-
haps in the case of a poled ferroelectric material, one could define PS/EC .
Then

χ(0) = ε0χe (8.55)

There can be different types of dielectric resonance ω0, associated with
the stretching of different atomic bonds in covalent solids. Fourier transform
infrared spectroscopy (FTIR) is a powerful tool to determine interface bond-
ing, looking at the frequency-dependent absorption in the infrared regime.
Each resonance has an associated relaxation frequency and associated opti-
cal absorption in the vicinity of the resonance.

Plasmon frequency For free-electron solids, the resonance frequency is
the plasmon frequency ωp. From the definition of polarization, in terms of a
dipole moment qd, taking a second time derivative,

∂2
t P̃ = Nvq∂

2
t d̃ (8.56)

where we assume that the ion cores remain fixed, and only the electrons
move, with average displacement from the cores d. From Newton’s law for
the electrons, with force exerted by electric fields,

∂2
t d̃ =

∂2
t Ẽ e

m
(8.57)

so taking Nv = n, i.e. the volume density of dipole moments to the
density of conduction electrons,

− ω2ε0χ̃eE(t) = nq
E(t) e

m
(8.58)

where E(t) = E0e
−iωt has a real-valued amplitude E0, and χ̃e can be

expressed

χ̃e(ω) = − e
2n

mε0

1

ω2
(8.59)
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Figure 8.3: Plot of reflectivity R as a function of frequency normalized to
plasma frequency. Notice that R = 0.11 for ω/ωp = 1.15.

The prefactors on the right-hand side define the plasmon frequency ωp,

χe(ω) = −
ω2
p

ω2
ω2
p =

e2n

ε0m
(8.60)

Thus εr = 1 + χe, and

εr = 1−
ω2
p

ω2
(8.61)

We can consider the frequency-dependent reflectivity of a semi-infinite
sample of a metal. Recall that the index of refraction is n =

√
ε and the

reflectivity at normal incidence R from vacuum for a semi-infinite sample
(Eq 4.79) is

R = |1− n
1 + n

|2 (8.62)

At frequencies far below the plasma frequency, χe � −1, n → −∞ı,
and the film is perfectly reflecting, R → 1. At high frequencies, χe → 0,
n→ 1, and the film becomes transparent, with R→ 0. Reflectivity reaches
an intermediate value, R = 1/9, for n = 0.5:

1 + χe =
1

4
→ χe = −3

4
(8.63)

ω =
2√
3
ωp (8.64)
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Exercises

8.1 Consider the dielectric response of a neutral plasma. A neutral plasma
consists of equal concentrations of mobile electrons and positively
charged, much heavier ions, which can be considered to remain fixed
under an applied electric field. The dielectric response is important
for plasma physics diagnostics, but also for the optical properties of
metals. Assume that each ion and each electron starts out with the
same center and the applied field creates point dipoles.

(a) Using the approach shown in class, calculate the dielectric func-
tion in the form

ε(ω) = 1−
ω2
p

ω2
(8.65)

and evaluate ωp in terms of the electron concentration n and
effective mass m∗.

(b) What is ωp for (FCC) Cu, assuming one free electron per atom,
a = 0.36 nm?

8.2 The main optical resonance in metals is the plasmon resonance, having
to do with the motion of free carriers, as contribute to the skin depth.
This resonance is located at roughly fp ∼ 2 × 1015hz, above which
frequency the absorption falls off rapidly.

• What consequence does the plasmon resonance have for the index
of refraction of soft x-rays (λ ' 2 nm) in metals? Sketch the
frequency dependence of n in the near-UV to soft-x-ray range.

• Check the website http:www.cxro.lbl.gov to look up the optical
properties of Cu at 2 nm vacuum wavelength. Is n greater or
less than unity? For light incident from vacuum, describe the
dependence of reflectivity upon incident angle θ. What is the
meaning, and value, of θc?
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Chapter 9

Superconductivity:
phenomenology

Some metals have the remarkable property that their electrical resistivity ρ
vanishes below a critical temperature Tc. Understanding this phenomenon
has been one of the main goals of solid state physics since its origins in the
beginning of the 20th century. Superconductivity is now well understood
for elemental metals and intermetallics; an entirely successful microscopic
theory (the BCS theory) has been worked out for these systems. The more
recently discovered ”high temperature superconductors” (”high” Tc >77K)
are still mysterious on this level, however.

In this section, I would like to cover only those aspects of supercon-
ductivity which follow from the observation of the phenomenon, not saying
anything about its microscopic origin. Two key experimental characteristics
of superconductors, the absence of resitivity ρ, and the perfect diamagnetism
χm = −1, have some interesting implications. If we use only classical E&M
theories combined with thermodynamics, two experimentally observed char-
acteristics follow: the existence of a penetration depth for magnetic fields,
and the existence of a critical magnetic field above which superconductivity
disappears.

The main application for superconductors is in the construction of solenoid
electromagnets, to generate high magnetic fields. Superconducting magnets
(based on low-temperature superconducting Nb3Sn wire) up to 18 T are
commercially available, used primarily in nuclear magnetic resonance imag-
ing (MRI).

127
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9.1 Perfect conductors or not?

Superconductors are not merely perfect conductors. A perfect conductor
is one in which there is vanishing resistivity, ρ = 0, and no other salient
feature. Something more is involved in superconductivity, manifested in
the path independence of transitions to the superconducting state. This
something more is the Meissner effect: the expulsion of magnetic field.

The magnetic field is constant: B = Bo Let’s examine the conse-
quences of ρ = 0. Remember that we can write Ohm’s law as

E = ρJ (9.1)

where J is the current density. For a perfect conductor, ρ = 0, so we
have

E = 0 (9.2)

∇×E = 0 (9.3)

∇×E =
∂B

∂t
(9.4)

∂B

∂t
= 0 (9.5)

which implies that the magnetic field inside a perfect conductor never
changes:

B = Bo (9.6)

We have already learned something: the magnetic field inside a perfect
conductor must always be the same as it was at the time the perfectly
conducting state was set up.

Meissner effect: B = 0 The condition 9.6 is true for superconductors,
but not restrictive enough. It turns out to be the case that superconductors
expel magnetic fields. This is found experimentally in the reversibility of the
transition to the superconducting state.

To see how reversibility comes in, let’s think about the following 2x2
matrix of possibilities. Physical situations correspond to 1) predicted behav-
ior for a perfect conductor and 2) observed behavior for superconductors;
experimental configurations count a) cooling through Tc first, applying H
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Figure 9.1: Superconductors are not merely perfect conductors: the Meiss-
ner effect makes the transition to superconductivity path-independent. Field
lines plotted are B. Left: prediction for a perfect conductor; right: observed
phenomena for superconductors. See text for details.

second, and b) applying H first, cooling through Tc second. If the phase
transition is reversible, it should be path-independent, with no difference in
the final state depending on whether we take path a) or b).

The possibilities are shown in Figure 9.1. The experimental sequence
proceeds from top to bottom, with columns corresponding to situations 1a,
1b, 2a, and 2b. In the first column, we expect that a perfect conductor will
have B = 0 inside in its final state: we start with no field applied, cool
through Tc, and apply a magnetic field Hext, which is expelled since B = Bo
at the birth of the superconducting state (=0). Surface currents are set
up on the sample to create M = −H; the perturbed B observed outside
the sample results from the sum of Heff and Hd, the demagnetizing field.
Removing Heff causes the surface currents to die off, and we have again
M = 0 and B = 0.

If instead, for a perfect conductor, we reverse the order of applying the
fields and cooling, so that we apply the field first and then cool, we must
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always have Bo = µoHapp inside the sample. This was the field present
at the birth of the superconducting state. Removing the field then means
that B = Bo = µoM , and we would measure a demagnetizing field from
the sample, as pictured. Perfect conductors would thus exhibit hysteresis in
the transition to the superconducting state: the final state depends on the
sample history.

For superconductors as they exist in nature, there is no hysteresis. All
experimental facts are the same except in the sequence b). Here, it turns out
that when cooling the material through TC in the presence of a magnetic
field, the field is expelled from the SC! We have B = 0 satisfied if M = −H.
This is the expression for perfect diamagnetism. Recalling the definition of
χM , we thus have.

B = 0 (9.7)

M = −H (9.8)

χM = −1 (9.9)

The presence of perfect diamagnetism is called the Meissner-Ochsenfeld
effect.

9.2 The London equations

So far we know two experimental phenomena about superconductors: 1)
ρ = 0, they have no resistance; 2) they are perfect diamagnets. What do
these two facts imply?

The London brothers figured out one important implication of these
facts: that there is a finite penetration depth of magnetic fields into the
superconductor. B = 0 cannot be satisfied right at the surface; it takes
about 100 atomic layers to satisfy this condition. We’ll see why.

They begin with the assumption that there are two types of electrons
in a superconductor, normal electrons (n) and superconducting electrons
(s). This is sometimes known as a two fluid model; we will see this language
reappear in the discussion of ”spintronics” where two fluids refer to electrons
with opposite spins.

Assuming that these electron types have two separate concentrations, ns
and nn, we can rewrite Ohm’s law:
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Jn = nevn (9.10)

= σnE (9.11)

Recall that in the Drude model, there is a relaxation time τ between
scattering events, during which the electron is accelerated, but after which
its velocity is returned to zero. For a superconductor, since there is no
scattering, the electrons are continuously accelerated:

me
∂v

∂t
= eE (9.12)

We can write for the flux:

Js = nse vs (9.13)

∂Js

∂t
= nse

∂vs

∂t
(9.14)

and substituting in from 9.12

∂Js

∂t
=
nse

2E

me
(9.15)

This is the first London equation. In itself, it is not useful, but it brings
us to the second London equation.

If we take the curl of the above, we have:

∇× ∂Js

∂t
=

nse
2

me
∇×E (9.16)

= −nse
2

me

∂B

∂t
(9.17)

or, rewriting:

∂

∂t

[
∇× Js +

ns e
2

me
B

]
= 0 (9.18)

So the quantity in brackets needs to be a constant. To be consistent
with the Meissner effect, however, B = 0, and the whole term in brackets is
set to zero:

∇× Js = −ns e
2

me
B (9.19)
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This is the second London equation.

To go further, we can assume that in the superconducting state, the
normal contribution to the total current Jn, J = Js + Jn is negligible.
Rewriting the third Maxwell’s equation:

∇×B = µoJ (9.20)

∇× (∇×B) = µo(∇× Js) (9.21)

= −µonse
2

me
B (9.22)

Introducing

1

λ2
L

≡ µonse
2

me
(9.23)

we rewrite as

∇× (∇×B) = − 1

λ2
L

B (9.24)

and, revisiting our vector calculus identity, ∇×∇× v = ∇(∇·v)−∇2v,
through the fact that ∇ ·B = 0, we simplify the LHS as

∇2B =
1

λ2
B (9.25)

Similarly, from the second London equation, we have

∇× (∇× Js) = −nse
2

me
∇×B (9.26)

= −µonse
2

me
Js (9.27)

∇× (∇× Js) = − 1

λ2
L

Js (9.28)

∇2Js =
1

λ2
Js (9.29)

λL is the London penetration depth. Checking units, we have
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λL =

√
me

µonse2
(9.30)

[=]

√
kg

N
A2m−3C2

(9.31)

=

√
kg m3

N s2
(9.32)

=

√(
kg m

s2

)
1

N
m2 (9.33)

= m (9.34)

Let’s consider how these equations work out for a magnetic field applied
parallel to the surface of a superconductor. We’ll have B = Box̂, and the
distance into the superconductor measured in the z direction. The london
equations can be simplified in one dimension (z) as:

∇2B =
1

λ2
B (9.35)

∂2Bx(z)

∂z2
=

1

λ2
L

Bx(z) (9.36)

and solved as:

Bx(z) = B0x e
−z/λL (9.37)

similarly, for the superconducting current (supercurrent) density,

Jsy(z) = Js0y e
−z/λL (9.38)

since ∇×B = µoJs, and ∇×B = ∂Bx
∂z ŷ = µoJsy ŷ, evaluated at x = 0,

we have Jsy = −B0x/µoλL.

Jsy(z) = − B0x

µoλL
e−z/λL (9.39)

Thus the magnetic field can penetrate the superconductor to a charac-
teristic depth given by λL, typically 500Å in conventional superconductors
such as Pb and Sn. The surface supercurrent Js acts to screen the rest of
the sample from this applied field.
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Exercises

9.1 Magnetic field penetration in a plate (Kittel 12.1) The penetration
equation for magnetic fields in a superconductor can be written as
λ2∇2B = B. a) Show that B(x) inside a superconducting plate per-
pendicular to the x axis and of thickness δ is given by

B(x) = Ba
coshx/λ

cosh δ/2λ
(9.40)

b) The effective magnetization in the plate M(x) is defined by B(x)−
Ba = µ0M(x). Show that

M(x) = − Ba
8µ0λ2

(
δ2 − 4 x2

)
(9.41)

for δ � λ.



Chapter 10

Quantum mechanics:
electron waves

All the materials and devices presented in Sections 1-8 of the notes can
be understood on the basis of the particle nature of electrons. Electrical
conductivity, dielectric properties, the bound currents in magnetism–all of
these materials properties can be understood by thinking about individual,
localized electrons, free or bound, with an aggregate response to some applied
field.

From this point in the course forward, we’ll need to think about electrons
behaving less like particles and more like waves. I am including a classic
description of the double-slit experiment, from Richard Feynman’s Lectures
on Physics, which describes how the dual nature of electrons as waves and/or
particles is expressed in nature.

If we would like to understand the solid-state properties of electrons,
the wave picture is fundamental. This becomes especially true if we are
interested in nanoscale materials or phenomena. So while the subject will
involve some pain and confusion, especially given the very brief exposure
given in this course, it might be worthwhile sooner or later.

10.1 The double-slit experiment

I obviously won’t attempt to improve upon the description of the double-slit
experiment in the Feynman Lectures. I will include some questions for your
review:

135
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Figure 10.1: Experimental realization of the ”particle in a box” (1993). This
is a scanning-tunneling microscopy (STM) image of the electron probability
cloud |ψ(x, y)|2 on the surface of Cu, when ∼ 60 Fe atoms, positioned using
the STM tip, form a circular potential barrier which confines the Cu surface
electrons to the center. From Eigler et al, Science 1993.

10.1 When was the first double-slit experiment completed?1

10.2 To explain the interference pattern, why don’t we just say that half of
each electron goes through A and half goes through B?

10.3 . . . or say that electrons take multiple paths through and around holes
A and B?

10.4 When we use light to determine whether electrons went through A or
B, we found that the interference pattern disappears. We might try
to use ”gentler” illumination:

Why doesn’t it work to use a dimmer source? What does this say
about the particle nature of light?

What happens when we use lower energy light? What does this
have to do with the uncertainty principle?

The properties of electrons are complicated. The are like particles in
that they are indivisible: we never see charges with q < qe, we only see
charge in integer multiples of qe: 2qe, 3qe, 106qe, etc. They are like waves
in that the probability of finding an electron over space can oscillate, exhibit

1This is a trick question.
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interference, etc. However, they are like neither particles nor waves in that
their nature changes in measurement.

10.2 Four postulates of quantum mechanics

To treat such strange entities as electrons have been revealed to be, a new
set of predictive laws were developed around 1920. These laws are always
true, but are only relevant when we have to consider very small (nanometer
scale or smaller) objects. Quantum mechanics can be summarized in four
postulates.

10.2.1 Postulate 1: The wavefunction

There exists a mathematical function ψ, the wavefunction, which contains
all information about the state of the system.

ψ describes the probability of the electron to be in a particular state,
and it is called a wavefunction since its solution usually involves some wave
character (see section 10.3). Remember, in the description of the double-
slit experiment, we found that we cannot say with absolute certainty both
where an electron is and how fast it’s going, so some sort of probabilistic
description of where to find that one electron is the best we can hope for.

For example, for an electron which can move over one dimension x, ψ(x)
describes the probability of finding the electron in the interval between x
and x+ ∆ x

P (x, t) = |ψ(x, t)|2 (10.1)

where we represent the squared amplitude, for a complex number, as

|ψ(x, t)|2 = ψ(x, t)ψ∗(x, t) (10.2)

ψ∗(x) is the complex congugate, as described in the lecture on waves–we
simply replace any imaginary number i with −i.

Since the electron has to be somewhere, we have a normalization condi-
tion ∫ ∞

−∞
|ψ(x, t)|2 d3r = 1 (10.3)

which in one dimension becomes
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∫ ∞
−∞
|ψ(x, t)|2 dx = 1 (10.4)

10.2.2 Postulate 2. Observables and operators

For any observable A, there is a corresponding operator Â such that mea-
surement of A yields an eigenvalue of Â

Âψn = anψn (10.5)

There are many new terms here. The equation states basically that quan-
tum mechanics uses eigenvalue equations. Only special operator functions
Â and special functions, called eigenfunctions ψn can fulfill this equation.
For example

Â = − ∂2

∂x2
(10.6)

ψn = cos knx (10.7)

Âψn = − ∂2

∂x2
cos knx (10.8)

= k2
nψn (10.9)

satisfies this equation with an = k2
n. Differential operators work particu-

larly well on wavelike eigenfunctions. There are operators for all observables
of physical interest–energy, position, momentum, angular momentum, spin
moment, orbital moment. I will list some of the more important ones.

Momentum The momentum operator p̂ is

p̂ = −i~∇ (10.10)

In one dimension, this becomes

p̂x = −i~ ∂
∂x

(10.11)

The relationship to momentum becomes clearer when operating on a
plane-wave state. Let’s consider an electron in a plane wave state–travelling
with known wavevector k, but not localized to any position2,

2and thus not normalizable
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ψn = ei(knx−ωnt) (10.12)

This form should be familiar from the previous discussion of the general
properties of waves (section 5). We then have for the momentum:

p̂xψn = −i~ ∂
∂x
ei(knx−ωnt) (10.13)

= ~k ψn (10.14)

We can see that operation with the momentum operator tells us that

p = ~ k (10.15)

and from k = 2π/λ, we can write for the de Broglie wavelength,

λ =
2π~
p

(10.16)

Energy The energy operator is given as the Hamiltonian, Ĥ. Knowing the
Hamiltonian is the difficult part of many solid state problems. Ĥ is conven-
tionally separate the energy into kinetic (T̂ ) and potential (V̂ ) components.
From T = 1/2mv2 and p = mv, we can write

T̂ =
p̂2

2m
(10.17)

= − ~2

2m
∇2 (10.18)

so

Ĥ = − ~2

2m
∇2 + V (r) (10.19)

and from the eigenvalue equation, stating that the Hamiltonian is the
energy operator,

Ĥψn = Enψn (10.20)

we have for the time-independent Schrödinger equation,

− ~2

2m
∇2ψn + V (r)ψn = Enψn (10.21)
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This equation tells us the possible energies that a particle can have,
and the possible wavefunctions which create these energies. We will be
concerned principally with solving this equation for ψn and En in simple
1-D potential landscapes. These indexed eigenfunction solutions are called
stationary states, for reasons that will become clear in Section 10.2.4.

A useful expression of this equation in 1-D, taken as x, is

∂2ψ(x)

∂x2
+

2me

~2
[E − V (x)]ψ(x) = 0 (10.22)

Let’s consider the simple plane wave again. This is equivalent to a
free electron–one which is not bound to any atom. If we are looking for a
quantum-mechanical analog to our electron-particles in the particle swarm,
this is it! If the electron is truly free, the potential ˆV (r) which acts upon it
is zero, so we can write

En =
~2k2

n

2m
(10.23)

equivalent, as before, to writing p = ~k. We will use this expression
quite a lot when we discuss the properties of electrons in solids.

Position The position operator, x̂, is simply x.

x̂ = x (10.24)

This is rather unexciting at this point; it won’t be possible to see how
this operator works until we introduce Fourier analysis.

10.2.3 Postulate 3: Measurement

Measurement of the observable A that yields the value a leaves the system
in the state ψa, where ψa is the eigenfunction of Â which corresponds to the
eigenvalue a.

We can understand one of the results of the double-slit experiment, in
a hand-waving sense, using this postulate. Let’s say that there are two
outcomes for the experiment where the double-slit region is illuminated to
determine which slit the electron passed through. Recall that this caused the
interference pattern to disappear. The two outcomes were: 1) light flashed
next to slit 1, so the electron was found near slit 1, or 2) the electron was
found next to slit 2. We’ll call these two outcomes the two wavefunctions
for the system, ψ1 and ψ2.
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Example: no illumination of the double-slit The electron interfer-
ence pattern can be understood by considering the wavefunction for the
system to be the sum of wavefunctions for the particle going through either
slit:

ψ =
1√
2

(ψ1 + ψ2) (10.25)

Since we have for P (x),

P (x) = |ψ(x)|2 (10.26)

=
1

2
|ψ1(x) + ψ2(x)|2 (10.27)

=
1

2

(
ψ2

1 + ψ2
2 + ψ∗1ψ2 + ψ∗2ψ1

)
(10.28)

if we assume that the wavefunctions for ψ1(x) and ψ2(x) are free-electron
like, there will be some periodicity in the detector direction (x) according
to the component kx, so we can write3

ψ1(x) = eikx(x+∆x) (10.29)

ψ2(x) = eikx(x−∆x) (10.30)

where ∆x would be the offset from the center between the slits in the
vertical direction. Neglecting normalization constants, we would then have

ψ∗1ψ2 + ψ1ψ
∗
2 = eikx(x+∆x)e−ikx(x−∆x) + e−ikx(x+∆x)eikx(x−∆x)(10.31)

= e2ikx∆x + e−2ikx∆x (10.32)

= 2 cos 2kx∆x (10.33)

and

P (x) =
1

2

(
ψ2

1 + ψ2
2 + 2 cos 2kx∆x

)
(10.34)

We can thus see that if we don’t illuminate the system, there is an
oscillatory term in ∆x which gives us the interference pattern.

3not at all rigorously; we would need to define a gaussian profile in x to reproduce the
slit distributions
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Example: illumination of the double-slit If instead, we shine light on
the system so that we can see whether the particle passed through 1 or 2,
we will have, after measurement,

x̂ψ = x1ψ1 (10.35)

or

x̂ψ = x2ψ2 (10.36)

So after measurement, according to postulate 3, the electron is in the
state ψ1 or ψ2. In other words, ψ = ψ1 or ψ = ψ2. The electron is no longer
in a combination of these states! This property of measurement is sometimes
called the ”collapse of the wavefunction:” the wavefunction contained many
possibilities before measurement, but immediately after measurement, it
contains only one. For this reason, the intensity pattern recorded is only
ψ2

1 + ψ2
2.

10.2.4 Postulate 4: Time evolution

Any new mechanics needs a differential equation to describe how prop-
erties evolve over time. In quantum mechanics, it is the time-dependent
Schrödinger equation:

i~
∂

∂t
ψ(r, t) = Ĥψ(r, t) (10.37)

This is just given here for completeness; we will not say too much about
time evolution.

10.3 The ”particle in a box:” stationary states

We’ll consider that an electron is confined to fit in a small space L. This
is a very simple example for which the TISE can be solved directly, and a
lot of rich physical behavior comes out. The potential landscape for this
confinement is zero inside and infinite outside the ”box”:

V (x) = 0 − L

2
≤ x ≤ L

2
(10.38)

V (x) =∞ |x| ≥ L

2
(10.39)
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since if the potential is infinite, the particle cannot penetrate the barrier
at all. This gives us in solution of the TISE,

∂2ψn(x)

∂x2
+

2m

~2
[En − V (x)]ψn(x) = 0 (10.40)

on −L
2 ≤ x ≤

L
2 ,

∂2ψn(x)

∂x2
+

(
2mEn
~2

)
ψn(x) = 0 (10.41)

the boundary condition:

ψ(±L
2

) = 0 (10.42)

We can verify by direct substiution that, as for just about any second
order differential equation without dissipation, we can use solutions

ψ1(x) = An sin knx (10.43)

ψ2(x) = Bm cos kmx (10.44)

Application of the boundary condition gives us

knL

2
= nπ n = 1, 2, 3 . . . (10.45)

kmL

2
= (2m+ 1)

π

2
m = 0, 1, 2 . . . (10.46)

or

k1
n = 2n

π

L
n = 1, 2, 3 . . . (10.47)

k2
n = (2m+ 1)

π

L
m = 0, 1, 2 . . . (10.48)

Combination of this set of two solutions gives us

k = n∆k n = 1, 2 . . . (10.49)

∆k = π
L (10.50)

and for the energy,
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Figure 10.2: Solutions of the infinite square well (”particle in a box”) prob-
lem, modes 0,1,2.

E = n2∆E n = 1, 2 . . . (10.51)

∆E =
~2π2

2mL2
(10.52)

and application of the normalization condition yields

An = Bn =

√
2

L
(10.53)

The first term, E1, is called the zero-point energy; it is the lowest possible
energy of the squeezed electron. To evaluate it, it useful to know that

~2

2me
= 3.81 eV · Å2

(10.54)

Let’s consider the electronic system in Figure 10.3. We have the electrons
confined within a diameter of roughly 20 nearest neighbor distances in Cu, or
∼50 Å. So, if we have the electron in a 50 Å box–approximately 25 lattice
spacings in Cu–the energy spacing between the ground (lowest) and first
excited (n = 1) levels is ∆E21 = 45 meV in the linear box.

The STM experiment shown takes place at T=4K. At this temperature,
thermal energy kBT is 25.86 meV(4/300)=0.3 meV. The Fermi-Dirac distri-
bution function due to thermal excitations (to see in Section 13.3) spreads
out over this scale. Eigler and coworkers could image the ground state so
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clearly because the quantum size effect in energy essentially removed the
second mode from possibility.4

10.4 Mixed states in quantum mechanics

If the quantum-mechanical system is in an eigenfunction of measurement,
with ψ(x) = ψn(x), then measurement of observable Â will yield the mea-
surement an. What happens if the system is not in an eigenfunction,
ψ(x) 6= ψn?

This is where the probabilistic nature of quantum mechanics comes in.
Using Fourier analysis, we can expand the wavefunction ψ(x) to determine
the relative weights of the different measurement possibilities ψn, and use
these coefficients to determine probabilities of measurement.

Bra-ket notation In quantum-mechanics, the shorthand

< ψ1|ψ2 >=

∫ ∞
−∞

ψ∗1(x)ψ2(x) dx (10.55)

is often used. ψ1(x) and ψ2(x) are arbitrary wavefunctions, i.e., no
restriction is made on their character. This is called bra-ket notation, with
the LHS (complex conjugate) called the ”bra” and the RHS called the ”ket.”

Determining fourier components: the inner product If the wave-
functions are normalized, and ψn is an energy eigenfunction (stationary
state) of the system, we can write

< ψn|ψ >=

∫ ∞
−∞

ψ∗n(x)ψ(x) dx (10.56)

For a free-electron system, with ψn(x) = eiknx, we have from Eq. ??

∫ ∞
−∞

ψ∗n(x)ψ(x) dx =

∫ ∞
−∞

e−iknxψ(x) dx (10.57)

cn =

∫ ∞
−∞

ψ∗n(x)ψ(x) dx (10.58)

cn = < ψn|ψ > (10.59)

4Another reason to image at low T is so that the atoms cannot diffuse with rates
perecptible over the measurement.
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and we can write the wavefunction

ψ =
∑
n

cn|ψn > (10.60)

Orthonormality of eigenstates A very useful feature of this notation is
that, for eigenstates ψn and ψm,

< ψn|ψm >= δn,m (10.61)

zero if n 6= m, one if n = m.
To see this for a free-electron system, we write

< ψn|ψm > =

∫ ∞
−∞

ψ∗n(x)ψm(x) dx (10.62)

=

∫ ∞
−∞

ei(km−kn)x dx (10.63)

= δn,m (10.64)

Expectation values What will measurement yield in the case ψ 6= ψn?
Here we can only hazard a guess at the average measurement, called the
expectation value. This is the measurement we would find if we could, an
infinite number of times, prepare the system identically and then measure it,
and then take the average of all measurements. Measuring once, then mea-
suring again, etc. is not a good technique since the measurement perturbs
the system, i.e., does not preserve ψ but leaves only ψn, as measured.

For the expectation value of A, written < A >, associated with the
operator Â, we have

< A > = < ψ|Â|ψ > (10.65)

= < ψ|Âψ > (10.66)

In the case ψ = ψn, the expectation value is very straightforward:

< A > = < ψ|Âψ > (10.67)

= < ψn|Âψn > (10.68)

= an < ψn|ψn > (10.69)

= an (10.70)
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To see this for the particle in a box problem, let’s consider an electron
which is positioned off-center in the box. Since all the eigenfunctions ψn
are either odd or even in x, |ψn(x)|2 will always be even, so to construct an
electron which has an average position off-center, we need a mixed state of
ψ1(x) and ψ2(x),

ψ(x) =
1√
2

(ψ1(x) + ψ2(x)) (10.71)

=
1√
2

√
2

L

(
cos (

πx

L
) + sin (

2πx

L
)

)
(10.72)

What would we find, on average, for the energy measurement of this
system? We can do this the easy way...

< E > = < ψ|Ĥ|ψ > (10.73)

=
1

2
< ψ1 + ψ2|Ĥ|ψ1 + ψ2 > (10.74)

=
1

2
< ψ1 + ψ2|E1ψ1 + E2ψ2 > (10.75)

=
1

2
(E1 < ψ1|ψ1 > +E2 < ψ2|ψ2 > +E1 < ψ2|ψ1 > +E2 < ψ1|ψ2 >)(10.76)

=
1

2
(E1 + E2) (10.77)

...or the hard way, by substituting ψ and performing the integrations with
the Ĥ operators. The result will be the same. Use of the orthonormality
relations and the bra-ket representation will usually simplify evaluating a
problem, so try this first.

10.5 The uncertainty principle

One theorem mentioned in the Feynman lecture notes is that it is impossible
to know simultaneously both the position and momentum of a particle; there
is a minimum uncertainty which is always present:

∆x∆p ≥ π~ (10.78)

where ~ is the Dirac constant5

5equal to the Planck constant h = 6.63 × 10−34 J/s divided by 2π.
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~ = 1.055× 10−34 J · s (10.79)

The uncertainty relationship is true for observations of all matter or
excitations–nuclei, gas atoms, light (photons), etc.

While uncertainty relationships are fundamental to one’s understanding
of quantum mechanics, they do not constitute additional laws. These rela-
tionships result simply from the description of matter as waves, and from
the fact that position and momentum are Fourier transforms of each other.
The constant ~ is experimentally derived.

Exercises

10.1 Answer the questions given in the lecture notes for review of the Feyn-
man Lectures description of the double-slit experiment.

10.2 Consider an electron in a thin film of GaAs in an Al0.5Ga0.5As/GaAs(L)/
Al0.5Ga0.5As heterostructure. The potential for electrons in the Al0.5
Ga0.5 As layer is much higher than in GaAs, so we can approximate the
electrons to be confined to the GaAs film thickness L, approximating
the one-dimensional square-well potential.

a) Sketch the first two wavefunctions and their probabilities in the
GaAs layer.

b) For what thickness L will be the energy separation of the first
two levels be equal to thermal energy kBT at 77 K? (Hint, use the
representation of kBT in eV given in the statistical mechanics chapter.)
How about at 300 K?

10.3 Consider the ”quantum corral” realized in the STM experiment by
Eigler et al. The figure for |ψ(x, y)|2 is included; the radius of the Fe
atom ring is rs=71.3 Å.

a) Write the time-independent Schrödinger equation for electrons
inside an infinite circular well. You may find the following form, for
the Laplacian in cylindrical coordinates, helpful:

∇2ψ =
1

r

∂

∂r

(
r
∂ψ

∂r

)
+

1

r2

∂2ψ

∂φ2
+
∂2ψ

∂z2
(10.80)

where r is the distance from x = 0, y = 0, and φ is the angle in the
xy plane. The symmetry of the Figure would suggest two terms to
neglect. Express the TISE in terms of r

′
= k r.
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Figure 10.3: Quantum corral experiment, as defined in the notes.

b) Solve the TISE subject to the boundary conditions ψ(rs) = 0.
It might be helpful to know that the equation

x2∂
2y(x)

∂x2
+ x

∂y(x)

∂x
+ x2y(x) = 0 (10.81)

has solutions

y1(x) = A

√
π

2x
sin(x) (10.82)

y2(x) = A

√
π

2x
cos(x) (10.83)

and that one of these solutions is negligible since it blows up at the
center of the figure (r = 0). If you have knowledge of Bessel functions,
you can neglect the finite angular momentum solutions.

c) By inspection of the figure, counting zeroes in ψ(r), what order
n solution appears to be present in the highest-energy occupied state?

d) Knowing that the surface-state electrons on Cu have effective
mass m∗ = 0.38me, and that the bottom Eo of the parabolic surface
state band

E(ks) = Eo +
~2

2m∗
(k2
x + k2

y) (10.84)

is 0.45 eV below EF , does the order n observed make sense?

Compare EF and the expected circular-well energy for the ψn ob-
served, and explain why En < EF < En+1.
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10.4 Consider the AlGaAs/GaAs/AlGaAs representation of the particle-in-
a-box problem above. Consider that the electron is in a mixed state:

ψ(x) =
1√
5

(2ψ1(x) + ψ2(x)) (10.85)

=
1√
5

√
2

L

(
2 sin (

πx

L
) + sin (

2πx

L
)

)
(10.86)

where we have set the GaAs layer on the domain 0 ≤ x ≤ L.

a) Sketch the wavefunction and probability amplitude as a func-
tion of x at time=0.

b) Using the fourth postulate, apply the time-dependent term to
each of the eigenstates. (You have to evaluate the energy for each and
convert it to frequency.) Factor out a common term in e−iωt, and eval-
uate the probability amplitude P (x) = |ψ(x)|2 as a function of time.
You will find that the electron’s average location oscillates from one
side of the box to the other. What is the circular frequency of oscilla-
tion as a function of thickness L? Evaluate the circular frequency for
a GaAs potential well of 10 nm. Is this fast or slow compared with
the fastest time-resolved experiments (∼ 10 fs)?



Chapter 11

Free-electron gas

Electron energy levels near the Fermi energy in a good conductor can usually
be approximated as free, where the electrons move under an applied electric
field E without much influence from the lattice. In the free-electron model,
we approximate the electron energy Hamiltonian as

Ĥ = T̂
(
V̂ = 0

)
(11.1)

with kinetic energy only, without a potential energy. This makes it par-
ticularly simple to solve for the energy bands. The influence of the potential
can often be subsumed in the choice of the ”effective” electron mass m∗, as
will be shown.

Free-electron behavior can be justified in a given material through the
existence of a spherical Fermi sphere (FS). The coinage metals Cu, Ag, Au
have FS close to spheres. Majority-spin electrons in the technologically im-
portant ferromagnets Ni81Fe19 and Co have FS close to free-electron bands.
The alkali metals Na, K, Rb, Cs have FS even closer to spheres, but these
are of narrower scientific interest due to their instability in water. Other
conductors which are are otherwise good conductors, e.g. Al, have very
complicated FS.

11.1 Free-electron eigenstates

We consider that the electrons in the given solid behave like ”particles in
a box,” confined within a cubic sample of dimension L3. The potential is
zero inside the sample and infinite at the boundaries. For real materials,
the electronic potential cannot be truly infinite at the surfaces, and electron
wavefunctions will extend a few angstroms away from the surface at the end
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Figure 11.1: Allowed electronic wavenumbers for particle-in-a-box solutions
in Eq. 11.3.

of the ionic lattice. This is however a small correction for samples which
are more than a few nanometers in dimension, and perfect confinement is a
good starting point.

1-d: Index n In the particle-in-a-box problem we have found (in 1-D)
that the given solutions differ in their allowed wavenumber n as

kn = πn/L (11.2)

where n = 1, 2, 3 . . . is a whole number. These wavenumbers satisfy the
boundary conditions ψ(0) = ψ(L) = 0 of the infinite square well potential in
one dimension. The boundary conditions are equivalent to those of a vibrat-
ing string clamped at both ends. The wavefunction can then be expressed
as linear combination of these eigenstates as

ψ(x) =
∑
n

bnψn =
∑
n

bnAn sin knx (11.3)

with An =
√

2/L. The prefactors bn are the (real-valued) Fourier am-
plitudes for the sinusoidal solution, with maximum amplitude an = 1. An
are the normalization amplitudes.

The allowed wavenumber states can be plotted on a number-line, as
shown in Figure 11.1. The n = 0, k = 0 solution is not interesting beause it
has zero probability amplitude and does not describe a particle in the box,
but solutions n = 1, 2, 3 . . .∞ are valid. Here, in one-dimension, the single
index n takes the place of the spherical harmonic quantum numbers l,m, n
for typical (three-dimensional) atomic shells, leaving only the spin degree of
freedom s. There are two values of spin, s = ±1/2. There are therefore two
allowed states per unit of n. Indexed in terms of waveumber, there are two
states per ∆k = π/L.

We can express the spacing in allowed wavenumbers as a density of states
D1D
k ,

D1d
k =

2 spin

π/L
(11.4)
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in one-dimensional k−space (reciprocal space.) Over a region of wavenum-
bers with length δk where states are completely occupied, the number of
electrons N is equal to the density of states multiplied by the length of the
occupied region:

N1d = D1d
k δk (11.5)

Note that in a real-valued Fourier-transform like Eq 11.3, only positive
values of kx are unique. Negative values of kx give the same wavefunction
as for positive kx, but with a negative amplitude ax, so it is possible to rep-
resent a sum of positive and negative wavenumber solutions with a different
amplitude an.

Representation of wavefunction as a DFT: positive and negative
wavenumber We can equivalently represent the wavefunction on −L/2 ≤
x ≤ L/2, with both positive and negative values of k allowed. In this case,
as described before, the values cn can be complex, with

ψ(x) =
∑
k

ckψk =

∞∑
n=−∞

c̃kAne
iαkx (11.6)

There is no restriction here that the wavefunction needs to be real-valued,
so there is no relationship between ck and c−k. Because a plane wave cannot
have zero amplitude anywhere, periodic boundary conditions can be applied,
with ψ(−L/2) = ψ(L/2). This leads a different spacing between allowed k
states,

e−iknL/2 = eiknL/2 (11.7)

eiknL = 1 (11.8)

so knL = n2π and ∆k = 2π/L. However, although the spacing between
states in k-space is twice as big, both positive and negative k−states are
meaningful and both can be considered in the sum, so the same total number
of states are available in any direction as there are for the case of perfect
confinement. This is reasonable because a finite number of electrons exist
per unit volume, either to propagate freely or to be bound to a finite volume.

3d indices In three dimensions, the wavefunction would be described
by three quantum numbers kx, ky, kz with the same restrictions each on
wavenumber. Here
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ψ(x) = ψx(x)ψy(y)ψz(z) (11.9)

ψ(x) = A3
n

∑
i

ax,i sin kix
∑
j

ay,j sin kjy
∑
n

ak sin kkz (11.10)

The key point to take away is that the allowed states for electrons are
spaced evenly in k in all three dimensions by

∆k = π/L (11.11)

and so now, the density of states for the free-electron gas in three di-
mensional k-space is uniform

D3d
k =

2 spin

(π/L)3
(11.12)

11.2 Number of electrons in a metal

In a metal, the Fermi energy EF is relatively high compared with kBT for
temperatures below the melting point. The distribution function f(E, T )
can be approximated well by the zero-temperature Fermi-Dirac distribution
function f(E, 0),

f(E) ' 1 E < EF (11.13)

f(E) ' 0 E > EF (11.14)

In other words, states with energies below EF are completely occupied
and states with energies above EF are completely filled. This implies that a
region of wavenumber space (k−space) bounded by constant energy EF (k)
will have completely filled states, with completely empty states outside.

Fermi surface The Fermi surface is the constant-energy surface in three-
dimensional electron wavevector k for which the electron energy is equal
to the Fermi energy EF , EF = E(kF). For the free-electron model, this
surface is quite simple to understand, since the electron energy (dispersion
relationship) is isotropic, without dependence on propagation direction:

EF = E(kF) =
~2

2m∗
(
k2
x + k2

y + k2
z

)
=

~2k2
F

2m∗
(11.15)
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In other words, the Fermi surface for free electrons becomes a Fermi
sphere with constant radius kF . Now, the relationship of electroh density
in the metal n for a given Fermi energy EF becomes quite simple to eval-
uate. The region of completely occupied wavevector space lies inside the
Fermi sphere with radius kF . Note here however that only positive values
of kx, ky, kz are distinct states in Eq 11.10, so we can count only these in
the occupied region, forming the positive octant inside the Fermi sphere on
k. The total number of electrons is then the product of the occupied region
and the density of states,

N =
4πk3

F /3

8
Dk3 (11.16)

N =
4πk3

F /

8

2

(π/L)3
(11.17)

n = N/L3 =
k3
F

3π2
(11.18)

or

kF =
(
3π2n

)1/3
(11.19)

Recalling the free-electron energy,

k2
F = (~2/2m∗)−1 EF (11.20)

we then have

EF =
~2

2m∗
(
3π2n

)2/3
(11.21)

Example for Cu The Fermi energy for Cu has been found to be EF '
7.0 eV, with electron effective masses close to the free-electron effective mass.
How many free electrons per atom Z are there? We can recognize that the
electron density is n = 2Za−3, where a is the lattice parameter, because the
atomic density for a FCC crystal is two atoms per unit cell with volume a3.
Thus

EF =
~2

2m∗

(
3π2 2Z

a3

)2/3

(11.22)

and Z ∼ 1.7. This high value of electron density, with Z > 1, is charac-
teristic of a metal. Note here that EF � kBT for all reasonable tempera-
tures, recalling kBT ∼ 26 meV at 300 K.
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Energy density of states It will be useful in a few contexts to know the
energy density of states DE , the volume density of electron states available
per energy increment. We can evaluate this by differentiating Eq 11.21,

E
3/2
F = 3π2(~2/2m∗)3/2 n (11.23)

DE(E) =

(
∂n

∂E

)
=

1

2π2

(
~2

2m∗

)−3/2√
E (11.24)

Clearly for free electrons,

DE(E) =
3n

2Ef
(11.25)

Eq 11.24 is useful enough in semiconductors that the prefactor is abbre-
viated as the effective electron energy density of states De,

DE(E) = De

√
E (11.26)

and it is also possible to find the number of electrons by integrating the
energy density of states up from zero energy, as

n =

∫ EF

0
DE(E) dE (11.27)

which is generally true and not limited to free electrons.

Exercises

11.1 Determine the density of states for a two-dimensional electron gas.

11.2 Assume a FCC metal with 1.4 free electrons per atom, appropriate for
bulk Cu (a=0.36 nm).

(a) Show the reciprocal lattice for Cu.

(b) Compare, numerically, kF /2π with G111/2, G200/2, G220/2, in
units of a−1.

(c) Plot, as accurately as possible, the free-electron Fermi surface
over the first Brillouin zone, using a (110) projection. Dimen-
sionalize your drawing in terms of a−1. Which directions make
contact? Hint: If you cannot remember the diffraction condition,
remember that a 1-D lattice has BZ boundary at k = π/a.
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(d) Assuming a free-electron effective mass m∗ = me, what scattering
time τ is present at the intrinsic room-temperature resistivity of
1.7 µΩ cm?
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Chapter 12

Brillouin zones

12.1 Diffraction

To resolve structural features at a length scale d, we need to image with
light at wavelength λ ≤ d. Solids have structural features given by the
interatomic spacing, on the order of 2 Å. To probe the structure of solids,
we need light with λ ≤ 2Å, or x-rays. The periodicity of structures can
be probed particularly effectively through diffraction: light waves reflected
from the individual electrons can interfere constructively or destructively,
and intense reflection is proof of constructive interference.

A visual aid, illustrated in Figure 12.1, is useful for understanding how
and when diffraction occurs. Assume that we have light with wavelength
λ, approaching the surface of a crystal at an angle θ. If the atomic planes
within the crystal are oriented to be parallel to the surface, there is an angle
of approach θ with respect to the atomic planes, separated by a distance d,
as well. Bragg made the assumption that planes of atoms in a crystal are
partially reflective of light; to match observed x-ray penetration depths, some
0.5% of light must be be reflected, and the remaining 99.5% is transmitted
to the next atomic plane.

If we consider that the light source is collimated, so that incoming waves
a and b approach the partially reflective planes in parallel, the two waves are
in phase until b reaches the point indicated by the shaded triangle. Since
the two waves share a common source, they must be in phase to begin.
Similarly, exiting the crystal from the point defined by the second shaded
triangle, b acquires no phase difference with respect to a.

Any possible phase difference between the two waves occurs between the
shaded triangles. The total path length difference δ acquired is 2d sin θ. The
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waves interfere constructively only if this distance δ is an integer multiple
of the wavelength of light, or

nλ = 2 d sin θB (12.1)

This is Bragg’s law. Bragg’s law is true, but its grounds are fictitious:
light does not really reflect from atomic planes! Instead, each electron
around an atom is accelerated by the E-field of the incident light, and the
accelerated charge acts as a point-source for radiation. Constructive inter-
ference of these individual point sources is present, as it turns out, only in
cases where the Bragg condition is met.

12.2 The scattering vector q

We can also define the Bragg condition vectorially. To do so, we need to
introduce wave quantities k,k′,q. There are two light waves to consider,
one incident, with wavevector k, and one reflected, with wavevector k′.
Remember, from the definition of the wavevector, we have |k| = 2π/λ. We
define the scattering vector q so that

k′ = k + q (12.2)

k′ − k = q (12.3)

Thus q is the direction through which the light is scattered by the crystal.
The most typical geometry for diffraction experiments is symmetric, in

which the surface normal and atomic plane normal are parallel to each other.
This kind of diffraction experiment is often called a θ − 2θ experiment,

Figure 12.1: Illustration of the Bragg condition: the path length difference
of the two light waves a and b, reflecting from ”partially reflective” planes
of atoms, is equal to an integer multiple of the wavelength λ.
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Figure 12.2: Left: symmetric scattering geometry. Right: Vectorial illustra-
tion of the scattering vector q.

as illustrated in Figure 12.2. The x-ray source, which is usually bulky,
tends to remain stationary; the sample and detector are mounted on two
rotational assemblies. In order to maintain q normal to the surface, the
sample rotates at an angle θ, and the detector rotates at an angle 2 θ. So
while searching for a Bragg peak, the detector is rotated twice as quickly
as the sample. This sort of fixed-wavelength experiment is usually preferred
since a polychromatic x-ray sources are usually not available.

We can rewrite the Bragg condition as

k′ − k = qB (12.4)

qB = 2π Ghkl (12.5)

where qB is the Bragg scattering vector, equal to 2π Ghkl. Ghkl is
a reciprocal lattice vector, to be described. I will ask you to accept this
condition for the moment; I will show how it is equivalent to Eq. 12.1 in
Section 12.4.

12.3 The reciprocal lattice

The reciprocal lattice is essentially a map of the periodicity of the crystal,
or a spatial Fourier transform. The periodicity of the crystal structure can
be considered most cleanly by dividing the structure into a lattice and basis.
(Fig 12.3)

The real lattice The crystal lattice is the repeat tiling of the atoms which
comprise the crystal. The lattice posesses unit vectors a1, a2, and a3,
describing a parallelopiped; parallelopiped unit cells are stacked up in the
unit vector directions to generate the crystal. The basis consists of the
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Figure 12.3: Lattice, basis, and structure for the 2-D oblique surface net.

atoms which reside inside the unit cell. The example given in Figure 12.3
is has a diatomic basis–two atoms per unit cell. Lattice vector translations
T = m a1 + n a2 + i a3, m,n, o integers, connect identical environments
within the crystal.

Reciprocal lattice The reciprocal lattice b1, b2, b3 is defined as:

b1 ≡ a2 × a3

V
(12.6)

b2 ≡ a3 × a1

V
(12.7)

b3 ≡ a1 × a2

V
(12.8)

where the volume of the (real) unit cell V is

V = a1 · (a2 × a3) (12.9)

remembering the standard formula for the volume of a parallelopiped.
Reciprocal lattice vectors are defined as Ghkl = h b1 + k b2 + l b3, h, k, l
integers; these connect points on the reciprocal lattice. One can verify im-
mediately that

ai · bj = δi,j (12.10)

where δi,j is the Kronecker delta, δi,j = 0 for i 6= j and δi,j = 1 for i = j.
There are two features of the reciprocal lattice which make it an inter-

esting construction.
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12.1 Ghkl is perpendicular to the plane (hkl). The Miller index plane
(hkl) makes intercepts of 1/h, 1/k, and 1/l on the a1, a2, a3 axes
respectively. For a cubic system, a1, a2, a3 lie along the coordinate
axes x̂, ŷ, ẑ, so the (100) plane, for example, is parallel to the y and z
axes, making intercepts at y =∞, z =∞.

To show that a vector is perpendicular to a plane, we need only show
that the vector is perpendicular to two vectors which lie in the plane.
For the plane (hkl) as described, two vectors are then u1 = 1/ha1 −
1/ka2 and u2 = 1/ka2 − 1/la3. We just need to show u1 ·Ghkl = 0
and u2 ·Ghkl = 0 We then have

u1 ·Ghkl = (
1

h
a1 −

1

k
a2) · (h b1 + k b2 + l b3) = 1− 1 = 0 (12.11)

and similarly

u2 ·Ghkl = (
1

k
a2 −

1

l
a3) · (h b1 + k b2 + l b3) = 1− 1 = 0 (12.12)

12.2 The magnitude of Ghkl is equal to the reciprocal distance
between the planes (hkl), or |Ghkl| = 1/dhkl. To verify, we know
that the interplane spacing dhkl must be equal to the component of
any coordinate axis distance to the plane, e.g. a1/h, taken along the
plane unit normal n̂:

dhkl =
a1

h
· n̂ =

a1

h
· (h b1 + k b2 + l b3)

|Ghkl|
=

1

|Ghkl|
(12.13)

An illustration of the reciprocal lattice for the 2-D oblique surface
net is shown in Figure 12.4. It can be seen that the direction of the
(01) spot, pointing from (00), for example, is perpendicular to the
planes running diagonally in the real-space lattice, illustrating rule
#1. Similarly, b2 is longer than b1 since the horizontal planes are
more closely packed, illustrating rule #2.

12.4 The Ewald sphere

The Bragg condition

k′ − k = qB = 2π Ghkl (12.14)
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Figure 12.4: Real and reciprocal lattices for the oblique surface net.

can be understood graphically using a construction known as the Ewald
sphere. This construction relies on the fact that we are usually interested in
elastic light scattering, so energies and λ are the same for k and k′, and from
k = 2π/λ, |k| = |k′|. So, if we orient k so that it takes its actual propagation
direction with respect to the lattice, the set of all possible arbitrary scattering
vectors k′ lie on a sphere, if we place k and k′ tail-to-tail.

We conventionally place k/2π so that it terminates on the G0,0,0 spot
of the reciprocal lattice. If some Ghkl intersects the Ewald sphere, then the
Bragg condition is satisfied for that Ghkl reflection.1 To see this diffracted
beam, we have to position our detector to intersect with k′ (see Figure 12.2).

Reduction to Bragg’s law : How does this condition reduce to the
simple law written in Eq. 12.1? Taking the dot product of both sides with
k, referring to Figure 12.5, and remembering that a ·b = |a||b| cos θ, we have

1The choice of k termination point is unimportant, since the reciprocal lattice is a
lattice, and a [1̄3] vector will connect two points on the reciprocal lattice regardless of
where the first point sits.
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1

2π
(k′ − k) = Ghkl (12.15)

1

2π
(k · k′ − k · k) = k ·Ghkl (12.16)

1

2π

(
2π

λ

)2

(cos 2θ − 1) = −2π

λ

(
1

dhkl

)
cos (

π

2
− θ) (12.17)

− 1

λ
sin2 θ = − 1

dhkl
sin θ (12.18)

λ = 2 dhkl sin θ (12.19)

Zone boundary condition for diffraction There is an additional way
to state the Bragg condition, leading to a natural presentation of all possible
waves in a crystal. Rewriting Bragg as

k + 2 πG = k′ (12.20)

|k + 2 πG|2 = |k′|2 (12.21)

(k + 2 πG) · (k + 2 πG) = |k′|2 (12.22)

|k|2 + 4 π k ·G + (2π)2|G|2 = |k′|2 (12.23)

k ·G =
1

2
(2π)|G|2 (12.24)

k

2π
· G

2
= |G

2
|2 (12.25)

we can see that any incident wave k/2π with a component along a recip-
rocal lattice vector G equal to half that reciprocal lattice vector is diffracted.
This condition is easier to see illustrated than to appreciate mathematically.
Any incident wavevector k which touches the perpendicular bisector between
G000 and Ghkl is diffracted. See Figure 12.6 for an illustration of the zone
boundaries in the oblique surface net.

In Figure 12.5, we show the diffraction condition satisfied for the (1̄3)
reflection of the oblique surface net. (This scattering vector would have to be
in the 2D plane of the lattice.) One can see how the scattering vector q acts
as a ”searchlight” for diffraction: if q lands on some Ghkl, the diffraction
condition is satisfied. One can see at the same time that the (1̄2) reflection
is satisfied, so diffracted radiation is exiting the crystal at a k′ defined by
termination on this spot as well. However, it would not be observed unless
we have a position-sensitive (non-symmetric) detector capable of resolving
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Figure 12.5: The Ewald sphere: satisfying the diffraction condition for the
(1̄3) reflection.

several k′ simultaneously, or if we reposition the detector to intersect this
diffracted beam.

12.5 Brillouin Zones

We can define a geometrical shape, the Brillouin Zone, based on the position
of these zone boundaries. The Brillouin Zone is defined as the Wigner-Seitz
cell in reciprocal space. The Wigner-Seitz cell is defined as the smallest
polyhedron enclosed by the perpendicular bisectors of the nearest neighbors
to a lattice point. The Brillouin Zone is the Wigner-Seitz cell in reciprocal
space. First, second, third, and fourth Brillouin Zones (BZ) are defined as
the smallest, second-smallest, third-smallest, and fourth-smallest polyhedra
enclosed by bisecting planes. These constructions are illustrated in Figure
12.7.

Why is this useful? You can verify by inspection that all of reciprocal
space can be filled by repeated placement of the first BZ on each reciprocal
lattice point. We will show soon that if k represents not an x-ray but an
electron-wave in the crystal, any k is equvalent to k + Ghkl, where Ghkl

is any reciprocal lattice point. So if we would like to consider all possible
electronic states in the crystal, we need to only look in the first BZ. States
in the second and higher-order BZ’s can be reduced to the first BZ with no
loss of generality.
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Figure 12.6: Illustration of diffraction occuring at Brillouin zone boundaries,
according to condition 12.25. Waves k1 and k2, which meet the zone bound-
aries of (perpendicular bisector to) G10 are diffracted by (10) reflections;
wave k3 is diffracted by the (1̄1) reflection.

Figure 12.7: Left: First Brillouin zone for the oblique 2D surface net. To
form the Wigner-Seitz cell for this reciprocal lattice, it is necessary to go
out to the boundaries to the third nearest neighbor (marked 1-3). Right:
Brillouin zones for the 2D square lattice. The first, second, third, and fourth
Brilloun zones are marked by ascending darkness in shading; only first and
second (1,2) nearest neighbors need to be considered in this case.
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Exercises

12.1 Determine reciprocal lattices for the following structures.

(a) Simple cubic lattice with lattice parameter a.

(b) Oblique surface net, a1 = a x̂,a2 = b ( cosα x̂ + sinα ŷ)

(c) Face-centered cubic lattice, lattice parameter a.
Note that the FCC lattice can be described with a primitive (i.e.
monatomic) unit cell with

a1 =
a√
2

(x̂ + ŷ) (12.26)

a2 =
a√
2

(x̂ + ẑ) (12.27)

a3 =
a√
2

(ŷ + ẑ) (12.28)

and confirm in the last case that the FCC reciprocal lattice is
equivalent to a BCC structure with lattice parameter of 2

a .

12.2 Sketch the Wigner-Seitz cell for real and reciprocal lattices of 1) a,b,c.
(See p.8 of the Brillouin zone handout). For 1)a and 1)c, consider
(100) projections.

12.3 For Cu kα x-ray radiation, λ = 1.5405 Å, at what detector angle 2θ
will (111) diffraction be observed from a polycrystalline Cu sample,
FCC with lattice parameter a = 3.60Å? If you rotate the sample, will
this angle change?

12.4 Consider electron diffraction in a transmission electron microscope
(TEM), with electron energy of 300 keV (λ ' 0.02 Å), with the inci-
dent electron beam k going through [001] in a Cu sample.

Using the Ewald sphere construction, determine the highest-order diffracted
spot along x (i.e. value of n, where the last diffracted spot is Gn00).
Take as your cutoff the point where the beam can be diffracted from
directions not contained in the xy plane, i.e., where the Ewald sphere
crosses the next reciprocal lattice plane.

12.5 Construct the first and second Brillouin zones (BZ) for the hexagonal
surface net, i.e. 1b) with α=60◦, b = a. What is the radius of the
largest circle that can fit inside the first BZ?
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12.6 The interface Brillouin zone is defined by the 2-D crystal formed by
the two atomic planes which meet at an interface. Consider a (110)
FCC metal interface between A and B atoms, unit cell a

(a) Sketch a few unit cells of the FCC interface, marking top atoms
with X and bottom atoms with 0. Mark coordinate directions
x, y, z. Indicate clearly the primitive unit cell for the interface,
and draw unit cell axes.

(b) Calculate the reciprocal lattice for the interface.

(c) Show first and second interface Brillouin zones.

(d) Calculate the largest-wavenumber electron propagating near the
interface which is not diffracted.
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Chapter 13

Key results from statistical
mechanics

I will show how three concepts critical for understanding the electronic and
magnetic properties of materials fall out of the few very simple assumptions
of statistical mechanics. Statistical mechanics is the microscopic basis of
thermodynamics, connecting macroscopic thermal properties of a system
with its quantum-mechanical basis. A more complete presentation of the
topics addressed here can be found in the text by Kittel and Kroemer.

Several ideas are important for solid-state systems:

• Expected properties of large systems are essentially single-valued; the
uncertainty in properties of nanoscale systems can fluctuate as the
inverse of their size. (Section 13.2)

• The Boltzmann Factor, e
−Eb
kBT , often seen in kinetically limited phe-

nomena in materials science, can be derived from first principles and
is valid for population of any closed system. (Section 13.3)

• Electrons obey Fermi-Dirac statistics; their probability of occupying
different energy levels is given by

f(E) =
1

1 + e
1

kBT
(E−µ)

(13.1)

where µ is the chemical potential. This distribution is just a special
case of a general technique for calculating the average properties of a
system at a given temperature. See Section 13.3.
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13.1 Fundamental assumptions of statistical me-
chanics

There is essentially one fundamental assumption in statistical mechanics:

all accessible quantum states of a closed system are equally likely.

Quantum states are the internal configuration of the system, specified
by its quantum-mechanical variables (a, b, c . . .). We can consider the
electron-in-a-box problem discussed in the previous section as an ex-
ample. The state of the electron can be specified by the mode number
n = 1, 2, 3 . . . in one dimension, plus the spin of the electron. So
quantum numbers (n, s) specify the state of the system. In three
dimensions, three quantum numbers n2 = n2

x + n2
y + n2

z are consid-
ered, plus the spin of the electron, so the full quantum state is given
as (nx, ny, nz, s). As a more familiar but more complicated example,
we can take the state of the electron in the atom: principal quan-
tum number n = 1, 2, 3 . . ., orbital angular momentum l = 0, 1, 2 . . .,
(i.e., s, p, d . . .), azimuthal angular momentum m = −l . . .+ l, and spin
s = −1/2 or + 1/2, so the full quantum state is given by (n, l,m, s).

Accessible quantum states are ones which are compatible with the other
specifications of the system: energy E, volume V , or number of par-
ticles (electrons) N . For example, the electron in a box will have an

energy EN =
(

~2

2me

) (
π
L

)
n2. So, if we know that the electron in a box

has energy E6, we know that n2
x + n2

y + n2
z = 6, which can be satisfied

by (nx, ny, nz) = (2, 1, 1), (1, 2, 1), or (1, 1, 2). These three states are
accessible at energy E6.

The multiplicity g of a state with definite quantum number a is defined
as the number of accessible quantum states combining a with arbitrary
values of b, c . . .. This quantity is also sometimes called the degeneracy.
The subsidiary states of (b, c . . .) are sometimes called microstates of
a.

The E6 state thus has a multiplicity of 2×3=6, or g = 6: n2 is specified
as 6, but nx, ny, nz, and s can vary. So the microstates of nx = 2, for
example, are the two spin states, and nx = 2 has g = 2.

From there it is a short logical step to apply the fundamental assump-
tion of statistical mechanics. If we would like to know the expectation
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value of some observable A, < A >, we need to know first the probabil-
ity Pa of the state with definite quantum number a. The fundamental
assumption can be restated as

Pa =
ga∑
a ga

(13.2)

so: all other things being equal, the state with the highest multiplicity
g is most likely. Systems tend to maximize their multiplicity, in other
words. It can be verified by inspection that

∑
a Pa = 1.

The expectation value of A, < A >, will thus be

< A >= Pa Aa =

∑
a ga Aa∑
a ga

(13.3)

Entropy is simply a way to quantify the multiplicity g. taking into account
the enormous magnitude that g may have. We define a statistical-
mechanical entropy as

σ = ln g (13.4)

So to state the axiom another way, systems tend to maximize their
entropy.

To connect with an entropy which is more familiar–the thermodynamic
entropy S–we need only to introduce the Boltzmann constant kb. Re-
member that the thermodynamic entropy is defined as the heat flow
δQ = T dS, where T is the temperature, and the internal energy of
the system U is d U = T dS − P dV , if work is defined mechanically.

S = kb σ (13.5)

S = kb ln g (13.6)

kb = 1.3807× 10−23J/K. (13.7)

These equations were simply guesses on the part of Boltzmann which
have been verified by experiment; we can’t derive them.
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Description s g States

4 ”heads” (4 ↑) 2 1 ↑↑↑↑
3 ”heads” (3 ↑, 1 ↓) 1 4 ↓↑↑↑, ↑↓↑↑, ↑↑↓↑, ↑↑↑↓
2 ”heads” (2 ↑, 2 ↓) 0 6 ↓↓↑↑, ↑↑↓↓, ↑↓↑↓, ↓↑↓↑, ↑↓↓↑, ↓↑↑↓
1 ”head” (1 ↑, 3 ↓) -1 4 ↓↓↓↑, ↓↓↑↓, ↓↑↓↓, ↑↓↓↓

all tails (4 ↓) -2 1 ↓↓↓↓

Table 13.1: State table for binary system: four coins or four spins (N = 4).
Spin excess 2s=N↑-N↓; multiplicity g is the number of possible arrangements
to generate s. Multiplicity / entropy peaks for s = 0.

13.2 The entropy of a binary system

To get a better idea of how multiplicity can control the macroscopic prop-
erties of a system, and its fluctuation as a function of system size, we’ll
consider a famous example.

Imagine that we have N particles, each of which can have one of two
states, up (↑) or down (↓). We can imagine N quarters which can be tossed
as heads or tails. For a more relevant example, we can consider spin param-
agnetism: N electrons, each of which can be spin up or spin down, possessing
a net moment < M > only if there is an excess of one spin or the other.

If we count the number of ways that N spins can orient themselves, it
turns out that there are many more possibilities to create zero net alignment.
An example is given in the state table for N = 4, Table 13.1. To have all
four ”up” or all four ”down” allows only one arrangement of the spins; but
to allow only one to be either ”up” or ”down” allows four possibilities: one
for each spin that can be up or down. We will find that g peaks at s = 0.

The net alignment can be denoted in terms of the spin excess s, which
is defined as

2s ≡ N↑ −N↓ (13.8)

and it can be verified from substitution that

N↑ =
N

2
+ s (13.9)

N↓ =
N

2
− s (13.10)

If we list the possible states in the following way,
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↑↑↑↑ +4 ↑↑↑↓ +6 ↑↑↓↓ +4 ↑↓↓↓ + ↓↓↓↓ (13.11)

we can recognize the coefficients as arising from a binomial expansion:

(↑ + ↓)4 (13.12)

which for arbitrary N can be given as

N∑
N↑=0

N !

(N↑)! (N↓)!
↑N↑↓N↓ (13.13)

substitute for four particles, N = 4, equal numbers of up and down,
N↑ = N↓ = 2, there are 4!/4 = 6 possibilities. The number of multiplicities
g is usually expressed in terms of its logarithm, as the statistical entropy:

g ≡ N !

(N↑)! (N↓)!
σ = ln g = ln

(
N !

(N↑)! (N↓)!

)
(13.14)

we can rewrite this as

ln g(N, s) = lnN !− lnN↑ − lnN↓ (13.15)

At this point, we need a way to handle N !. For large N , the Stirling
approximation is lnN ! ' N lnN −N ; substituting

σ = ln g(N, s) = (N↑ +N↓) lnN −N↑ lnN↑ −N↓ lnN↓ (13.16)

which leads to the classic form for binary entropy,

σ = ln g(N, s) = −N (x↑ lnx↑ − x↓ lnx↓) (13.17)

where we define the fractions of up and down particles through x↑ =
N↑/N , x↓ = N↓/N .

g ≡ N !

(N↑)! (N↓)!
σ = ln g = ln

(
N !

(N↑)! (N↓)!

)
(13.18)

We can express the difference between N↑ and N↓ in terms of the spin
excess s,

2s ≡ N↑ −N↓ (13.19)

Stated equivalently,
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x↑ =
1

2
(1 + x) x↓ =

1

2
(1− x) x ≡ 2s

N
(13.20)

where here x is an excess of the fraction of up particles compared with
down particles, −1 ≤ x ≤ 1 (all down to all up.) The fraction is defined
this way to be symmetric about equal populations x = 0, x↓ = x↑ = 1/2.
Substituting,

σ = ln g(N, s) = −N
(

1

2
(1 + x) ln

[
1

2
(1 + x)

]
− 1

2
(1− x) ln

[
1

2
(1− x)

])
(13.21)

under the small x expansion of ln (1 + x) ' x− x2/2,

σ = ln g(N, s) = −N
(

1

2
(1 + x)

[
x− x2

2

]
− 1

2
(1− x)

[
x+

x2

2

])
(13.22)

σ = ln g(N, s) = −Nx
2

2
(13.23)

Alternatively, the multiplicity g(x,N) can be expressed as σx

g(x,N) = g(0, N)e−x
2/σ2

x (13.24)

where the RMS deviation of the Gaussian distribution can be recognized
as

σx =
√

2/N (13.25)

This function is plotted in Figure 13.1 for N = 100. The excess s
which is most probable–that which has the maximum number of possible
configurations–is s = 0, x = 0. Notice also that the width of the peak
is perceptible for this few spins. σ is the RMS deviation of the gaussian,
varying as σx ∝ 1/

√
N .

Macroscopic systems are single-valued The magnetization of a set of
random up/down spins would beMsx, whereMs would be the magnetization
if all are aligned. Recall that the probability for any accessible set of states
(here indexed by spin excess s or its fractional equivalent x) is propotional
to its multiplicity g. In the case of a magnetization, if no magnetic field is
applied, up and down have equal probabilities; for 1022 spins, as in a cm3 of
paramagnetic Pd, the RMS deviation in measurements of magnetization M
will be 10−11! Measurements several σ from 0 have a low enough propbability
that they are essentially imopssible.
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Figure 13.1: Multiplicity function for N = 100. The probability of an
imbalance s in the total number of up or down particles falls off as a Gaussian
function of s, half-width ∼ 0.83

√
N

Random walk problem The problem is exactly equivalent to a ”random
walk,” in which N steps are taken randomly either left or right (±ax̂), where
a is the step size. The probability distribution for a displacement 2sa after
N steps is given by Eq 13.24.

13.3 The Boltzmann relation

What are the relative probabilities for two states, separated by an energy
∆E, to be occupied at finite temperature T? In some form or another, you
have probably seen the relationship:

P (E2)

P (E1)
= e

−∆E
kBT (13.26)

where P (E2) and P (E1) are the probabilities of energy levels 2 and
1 to be occupied, respectively, and kB is the Boltzmann constant. This
relationship is always true at equilibrium; I’ll show in this section how to
prove it.

Imagine that we divide the universe, with total energy Uo, into two
regions. There will be the system, S, which is the entity whose properties
we would like to know at energy ε. Second, there will be the reservoir
R, which counts all parts of the universe which are not the system. The
reservoir thus takes energy Uo − ε. The two are at thermal equilibrium, so
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Figure 13.2: Getting the properties of the (tiny) system by treating the
properties of the (large) reservoir.

a common temperature T exists between them.

In order to get the multiplicity of the whole universe, we take the com-
bination of multiplicities for the system S and the reservoir R:

gtot = gSgR (13.27)

Taking S as a single state of the system–for example, an electron with
(kx, ky, kz, s) in the infinite square well–we have gS = 1. The state of the
system is specified, so total multiplicity is just the multiplicity of the reser-
voir:

gtot = gR (13.28)

Now for two states 1 and 2 at different energies ε1 and ε2, from the
fundamental assumption of statistical mechanics, we can write:

P (ε1)

P (ε2)
=
g(ε1)

g(ε2)
=
gR(Uo − ε1)

gR(Uo − ε2)
(13.29)

From the definition of the statistical-mechanical entropy σ,

σ = ln g (13.30)

we can write then

P (ε1)

P (ε2)
=

expσR(Uo − ε1)

expσR(Uo − ε2)
= expσR(Uo − ε1)− σR(Uo − ε2) (13.31)
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We can then expand σ(Uo − ε), using the fact that ε � Uo–the system
is a tiny fraction of the universe,

σ(Uo − ε) ' σ(Uo)− ε
∂σ

∂ε
(Uo) . . . (13.32)

However, we can recognize the partial derivative from the definition of
the entropy, S = kBσ: (

∂σ

∂ε

)
=

1

kB

(
∂S

∂U

)
(13.33)

since ε and U both denote energies of the system. From the definition
of the internal energy,

d U = T dS − P dV (13.34)

d U =

(
∂U

∂S

)
V

dS +

(
∂U

∂V

)
S

dV (13.35)

we can begin to simplify the partial derivative. The equivalence of the
two expressions for d U implies that(

∂U

∂S

)
V

= T (13.36)

and finally equation 13.33 simplifies to(
∂σ

∂ε

)
=

1

kBT
(13.37)

So, we are now in a position to evaluate the expression for the probability
ratio,

P (ε1)

P (ε2)
= exp [σR(Uo − ε1)− σR(Uo − ε2)] (13.38)

' exp [Uo −
ε1
kBT

− Uo −
ε2
kBT

] (13.39)

and

P (ε1)

P (ε2)
' exp−ε1 − ε2

kBT
(13.40)
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This relationship is extremely important in determining the electronic
properties of a solid at a given temperature, as we’ll see in the next sec-
tion. It is also very important in materials kinetics. In thermally activated
diffusion–e.g. P dopants in Si–solute atoms (P) need to squeeze through
lattice spacings in the solvent (Si) where the solvent has redistributed it-
self to let them through. These ”activated” states are high-energy states of
the lattice, and the probability of the lattice taking them on varies as the
Boltzmann relation with ”energy barrier” ∆E, exactly as described.

13.4 The partition function

A helpful function, the partition function, is just the sum of all Boltzmann
factors for the system, considering all possible states s:

Z =
∑
s

exp− εs
kBT

(13.41)

and we can write for the probability of state s P (εs)

P (εs) =
exp− εs

kBT

Z
(13.42)

and it is easy to verify that
∑

s P (εs) = 1. Eq. 13.42 follows directly
from the Boltzmann relation, where we take ε2 in each case to be some
common reference which drops out of the ratio.

13.5 Extension to systems in diffusive equilbrium

Before attacking the Fermi distribution, we need one more tool. The Boltz-
mann relation is valid for systems which cannot exchange particles with their
surroundings. If we allow the system to exchange particles, so that it must
be in diffusive equilibrium, the relation becomes modified:

P (N1, ε1)

P (N2, ε2)
=

exp [(N1µ− ε1)/kBT ]

exp [(N2µ− ε2)/kBT ]
(13.43)

where µ is the chemical potential

µ ≡
(
∂G

∂n

)
P,T,V...

(13.44)
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the additional energy added to the system by adding one particle. In dif-
fusive equilibrium, this chemical potential needs to be the same throughout
the system.

We are going to consider systems of electrons in a solid. In this context,
the chemical potential µ for electrons has a special name: the
Fermi level, the highest-energy occupied electron level in the solid. We
will discuss this in the next lecture.

Instead of the partition function, in this context, there is the grand
canonical sum, or Gibbs sum ξ:

ξ =
∞∑
N=0

∑
s(N)

exp [(Nµ− εs(N))/kBT ] (13.45)

where the first sum is over the total number of particles possible in the
system, and the second sum is over the states s(N) which are accessible
given the number of particles N . We have finally for the probability of
occupancy of N particles at energy ε,

P (N, ε) =
exp [(Nµ− ε)/kBT ]

ξ
(13.46)

13.6 The Fermi-Dirac distribution

Finally, we can consider the system as an individual state in a solid e.g.
(spin s, kx, ky, kz) at energy εs. The probability that this state will be
occupied is given by

P (1, ε) =
exp [(µ− ε)/kBT ]

ξ
(13.47)

To evaluate the Gibbs sum, we need to consider the possible states of
the system.

Particles can be divided into two classes: Fermions and Bosons. The
difference is that the maximum occupancy N for fermions in a given quantum
state is one–two particles cannot have the same set of quantum numbers.
This is a statement of the Pauli exclusion principle. Bosons, on the other
hand, can all occupy the same quantum state, so N for these particles can
go from zero to ∞.

Electrons turn out to be Fermions, so the Gibbs sum for possible particle
number in the system, which is here just the individual quantum state, goes
from 0 to 1. Since the state is specified, s(0) and s(1) comprise just one
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Description N energy E

Occupied 1 ε

Unoccupied 0 0

Table 13.2: State table for occupancy of any quantum state for fermions,
relevant for electrons in a solid. Only one electron (N=1) state may occupy
a particular state.

Figure 13.3: The Fermi-Dirac distribution, µ = 1eV, at T = 0, T = 300 K,
and the Boltzmann aproximation at T = 300 K.

state. We choose the energy zero for the system to be the energy of the
unoccupied state, and the energy can be taken as ε. This information is
codified in a state table:

We have then for the Gibbs sum ξ,

ξ = 1 + exp [(µ− ε)/kBT ] (13.48)

so P (1, ε), which we denote as f(E), can be written as

f(E) ≡ P (N, ε) =
exp [(µ− ε)/kBT ]

1 + exp [(µ− ε)/kBT ]
(13.49)

And finally, the Fermi-Dirac distribution takes the form:

f(E) =
1

1 + exp [(ε− µ)/kBT ]
(13.50)
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The function f(E) is plotted in Figure 13.3 at T = 0 and T = 300 K,
assuming the Fermi level µ = 1 eV. One can see that the Fermi function
takes the form of a step function at zero temperature: all states with energy
below µ are occupied, and all states with energy > µ are unoccupied. The
distinction becomes ”smeared out” at higher temperature; some electrons
are excited to higher energy levels, depopulating levels slightly below µ. For
very low energies nearly full occupancy is present for all temperatures, and
for high energies zero occupancy is present.

It can be seen that the characteristic energy range for partial occupancy
is given by kBT . It is worth memorizing that at 300 K we can write kBT
as:

kBT = 25.86 meV (300K) (13.51)

For E − µ > 2kBT , it is a fair approximation to represent the FD-
distribution by the Boltzmann approximation:

fB(E) ' exp [−(ε− µ)/kBT ] (13.52)

and we will make extensive use of this relationship in thinking about
semiconductor doping.

Exercises

13.1 Using 100 coins and a lot of patience, how would you construct Figure
1. on p. 7 of the statistical mechanics notes?

13.2 Assume that an electron can be bound to an impurity atom (”dopant”)
in a crystal, but that its spin can be either ↑ or ↓, and there is no energy
difference between the two possibilities. Show that the probability of
this state being occupied is

P (1, E) =
1

1 + 1
2 exp (

Eg−∆Ed−µ
kBT

)
(13.53)

where Eg −∆Ed is the electron energy on the dopant. (The form for
the dopant energy will be justified later on.)

i) Write the state table for occupancy of the impurity level.

ii) Write an expression for the probability of either spin state to
be occupied at temperature T and Fermi level µ.
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iii) Write an expression for the total probability of the impurity
level to be occupied by an electron.

iv) What is the probability for the dopant to be ionized, that is,
unoccupied by the electron? Simplify your result.

13.3 A zipper has N links; each link has a state in which it is closed with
energy 0 and a state in which it is open with energy ε. The zipper can
only open from the left end, and the link number s can only open if
all links to the left (1,2,. . .,s− 1) are already open.

a) Show that the partition function Z can be summed in the form:

Z =
1− exp [−(N + 1)ε/kBT ]

1− exp (−ε/kBT )
(13.54)

b) In the limit ε � kBT , find the average number of open links.
The model is a simplified model of the unwinding of two-stranded
DNA molecules.

13.4 Assume that a quantum state can be occupied by infinitely many par-
ticles (i.e., the particles are Bosons.) Derive the Bose-Einstein distri-
bution

< N >=
1

exp (E−µkBT
)− 1

(13.55)

where < N > is the expected number of particles occupying the quan-
tum state.

i) Write the state table.

ii) Evaluate the Gibbs sum.

iii) Find the expectation value.

You may find the following two identities helpful:

∞∑
n=0

xn =
1

1− x
(13.56)

∞∑
n=1

n xn =
x

(1− x)2
(13.57)

valid for x < 1.
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13.5 Let ε = µ+ δ, so that f(E) appears as f(µ+ δ). Show that

f(µ+ δ) = 1− f(µ− δ) (13.58)

Thus the probability that an orbital δ above the Fermi level is occupied
is equal to the probability that an orbital δ below the Fermi level is
unoccupied.
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Chapter 14

The band theory:
electrons in a periodic
potential

How electrons behave under the influence of a periodic potential, created by
the crystal lattice, is the central question for solid state physics. Ultimately,
one has to reframe all the questions posed in the first part of the course,
about the electronic, optical, and magnetic properties of solids, in terms of
the band theory, which is the solution of the periodic potential problem. We
will see how Bloch wave states arise from the periodic potential and solve
for Bloch waves in one-dimensional potentials in this section.

14.1 General considerations: the periodic poten-
tial

Recall that in a crystalline solid, atoms reproduce themselves periodically
throughout space. We have a basis, which is comprised of a finite number of
atoms of various types, arranged in space, and a lattice, which regenerates
this set of atoms at lattice points

T = m a1 + n a2 + i a3 (14.1)

where m,n, o are integers.

Consider how a ”free” electron might move in this solid. If the solid has
free electrons, these electrons were initially attached to their parent atoms,
and when they detach, they leave behind an ion core. For example, in solid

187
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Figure 14.1: Illustration of the Li periodic potential.

Li, we have the neutral atom, Li [1s22s1], decomposing into Li [1s2](+) and
a free electron e−.

In the immediate vicinity of the Li ion, electrons (e−) will feel an attrac-
tion from the positively charged ion core (Li+). In the H atom, for example,
this Coulomb potential V (r) can be strong enough to bind electrons. In H,
we can write the potential as

V (r) = − Z e2

4πεor
(14.2)

where Z = 1 is the charge on the nucleus, and r is the distance of the
electron from the nucleus.

For the simplest case of a single-atom basis for Li, we can imagine what
the potential will look like as a function of position x. V (x) will diverge to
∞ at m a1 +n a2 + i a3, and it will drop down to a small value between the
cores. This is illustrated in Figure 14.1 along e.g. a1, where |a1| = a.

In the solid, we can expect that electron motion will be strongly influ-
enced by this potential. Electrons seeking to minimize their energy would
seem likely to hop from the vicinity of one ion core to the vicinity of another,
for example.

In the general case for a crystal, the periodic potential is much more
complicated than a simple array of Coulomb point-potentials. Li is a special
example since only core electrons and free electrons are present. If we have
solids in which multiple valence electrons per atom are present–anything
outside of a column I metal–the potential arising from the other electrons
must also be taken into account, and the wavefunction for these other elec-
trons becomes an unknown. We will restrict ourselves to the single-electron
problem.
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14.2 The Bloch theorem

Lacking any real knowledge of the periodic potential V (x) except that it is
periodic, what can we say about ψ(x)? Bloch’s theorem (1928) shows us
how to determine the periodicity of ψ(x) from the periodicity of V (x). A
periodic potential needs to have a periodic wavefunction, but the form of the
periodicity is surprising.

I will provide two derivations of Bloch’s theorem, the first of which is
simple but a little abstract, and the second of which is more mathemat-
ically involved, but concrete. Bloch’s theorem will suggest an intelligent
way to represent all the solutions for wavefunctions in the solid, with all
wavenumbers k shown in the first Brillouin zone.

14.2.1 Simple derivation using commutators

The first derivation of the Bloch theorem uses a tool, the commuation rela-
tion, useful in courses on quantum mechanics. Eigenfunctions of one oper-
ator are not necessarily eigenfunctions of other operators. For example, for
the particle in a box problem, we found eigenstates of energy ψn with def-
inite En, or stationary states. These are not eigenfunctions of position–the
particle could be, apart from some structure, anywhere in the box when we
measure it if it is in any stationary state ψn(x).

The test for determining whether two operators Ô1 and Ô2 are com-
patible is whether they can be applied in reverse order and yield the same
result:

Ô1Ô2 = Ô2Ô1 (14.3)

Application to the compatible eigenstate of both Ô1 and Ô2, ψn, yields

a1a2ψn = a2a1ψn (14.4)

where a1,2 are the respective eigenvalues. You may sometimes see this
condition written as

[Ô1, Ô2] = 0 (14.5)

where

[Ô1, Ô2] ≡ Ô1Ô2 − Ô2Ô1 (14.6)

is defined as the commutator of Ô1 and Ô2. If the commutator is zero,
then the operators commute.
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We can apply this condition to the energy operator Ĥ, and some un-
specified operator, Ô. If

[Ĥ, Ô] = 0 (14.7)

then the operators commute, and eigenfunctions of one operator must
be eigenfunctions of the other. In other words, the stationary states of the
system ψn must also be eigenstates of the operator Ô.

An operator appropriate for the periodic potential is the translation
operator D̂. We define D̂ acting on f(x) as

D̂f(x) = f(x+ a) (14.8)

where a represents any lattice vector. To have ψ(x) be an eigenfunction
of D̂, we will show that it is sufficient to have

ψk(x) = eikxuk(x) ; uk(x) = uk(x+ a) (14.9)

This wavefunction, ψk(x), is a Bloch wave state: the product of a plane
wave eikx and a lattice-periodic function uk(x). Is not the periodicity one
might have guessed, since it is not the same as ψ(x) = ψ(x+ a): in fact,

ψ(x) 6= ψ(x+ a) (14.10)

in most cases of interest.
We can verify that the BWS is an eigenstate of the displacement operator

by direct substitution:

D̂ψ(x) = ψ(x+ a) (14.11)

= eikaeikxuk(x+ a) (14.12)

= eikaeikxuk(x) (14.13)

= eikaψ(x) (14.14)

and eika is the eigenvalue. The operator D̂ is not an observable; it is
constructed instead as a formal tool. This Bloch wave state ψk(x) is an
eigenfunction of the system, because the displacement operator, of which it
is an eigenstate, commutes with the Hamiltonian:

[Ĥ, D̂] = 0 (14.15)

We can see the commuation by substitution:
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ĤD̂ψk(x) = D̂Ĥψk(x) (14.16)

Ĥeikaψk(x) = D̂Ekψk(x) (14.17)

Eke
ikaψk(x) = Eke

ikaψk(x) (14.18)

Since Ĥ and D̂ commute, the energy eigenfunctions of the periodic po-
tential must be eigenstates of the displacement operator as well. This fact
dictates that the electron-waves propagating in a crystalline solid will take
the Bloch wave form 14.9.

14.2.2 Formal derivation using Fourier series

The Bloch wave form can also be derived in a more straightforward, but
mathematically intense manner. The virtue of this method is that it also
leads to techniques to solve (numerically) for the wavefunction.

Since the potential is periodic, with the periodicity of the lattice, we are
free to represent it as a Fourier series. Higher harmonics of the fundamental
spatial frequency (in 1d, lattice parameter a) are necessary to reproduce the
shape of the potential (as in e.g. a step function.) The maximum periodicity
of the DFT is determined by the sampling rate, which we set here to be an
integer multiple M/2 of the fundamental frequency of the lattice. We can
then write the DFT as

V (x) =

1,2...M/2∑
n=−M/2...−2,−1

Vne
iGnx Gn = ∆αV n ∆αV =

2π

a
(14.19)

where Gn are the reciprocal lattice vectors in one dimension, and n are
nonzero integers. In almost all cases of interest, the potential is real-valued;
imaginary potentials lead to a loss of probability amplitude. We know that
the DFT of a real-valued function has a relationship between the Fourier
components at positive and negative frequencies, Vk = V ∗−k.

The wavefunction has a different periodicity mandated by the periodic
boundary conditions,

ψ(x) =
∞∑

k=−∞
c̃ke

iαkx αk = ∆αψ k ∆αψ =
2π

L
(14.20)

where αk are the wavenumbers of the wavefunction and k are nonzero
integers. (We have switched to the nomenclature from the DFT section.)
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The periodicities of the wavefunction and the potential are commensurate
because the sample is a whole number of lattice parameters wide

L = Na ∆αV = N∆αψ (14.21)

A representation of the wavefunction as a Fourier series should be entirely
general, under the assumption of periodic boundary conditions. The basis
functions are however plane waves, which reduce to free electrons, if few
Fourier components are present.

Energy eigenstates: dispersion relation The plane-wave wavefunc-
tion can be substituted in the time-independent Schroedinger equation,

Ĥ ψ =
(
T̂ + V̂

)
ψ = E ψ (14.22)

defining an energy scale E1 for integer k = 1,

E1 ≡
~2∆α2

ψ

2m
(14.23)

V̂ ψ =
(
E − E1k

2
)
ψ (14.24)

We will solve for the dependence of energy E on wavenumber k. A
diagram showing E = E(k) is known as an energy band diagram. Equiva-
lently, since it represents a relationship between frequency and wavenumber,
through ω = ω(k) (given E = ~ω), it can be called a dispersion relationship
for the electron-waves.

Next, we substitute in the Fourier components Vj , j = M/2, . . . −
2,−1, 1, 2 . . .M/2 for the potential and ck, k = −N/2 . . .−2,−1, 0, 1, 2 . . . N/2
for the wavefunction. In the Fourier expansion of the potential, we change
the frequency basis to be over all integers k, with nonzero components Vj
at k = jN .

∞∑
k′=−∞

Vk′/Ne
i∆αψ k

′
x
∞∑

k=−∞
c̃ke

i∆αψ k x =

∞∑
k=−∞

(
E − E1k

2
)
c̃ke

i∆α k x

(14.25)
and Vk′/N has nonzero components for integer indices V±1, V±2 . . .. We

can recognize the first term on the left hand side as the product of two
DFTs. Such a product can be evaluated through a convolution of the Fourier
components, as presented in Section 5.63.

The product of the wavefunction and periodic potential is
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∞∑
k′=−∞

Vk′/Ne
i∆αψ k

′
x
∞∑

k=−∞
c̃ke

i∆αψ k x (14.26)

and the indices k, k
′

both run over the same set of integers, but the
terms in the periodic potential are sparser by a factor N . According to the
theorem we just developed, this term can be represented as∑

k

Tke
i∆αψ k x Tk = Vk′/N ? c̃k (14.27)

and the equation for all Fourier components of the wavefunction ck can
be written∑

k

Vk′/N ? c̃k e
i∆αψ k x =

∑
k

(
E − E1k

2
)
c̃ke

i∆α k x (14.28)

The left and right hand sides are DFT’s with the same frequency basis.
All Fourier components are equal for the equation to hold over all space x,

Vk′/N ? c̃k =
(
Ek − E1k

2
)
c̃k (14.29)

Recall the formula for the convolution,

T ≡ S ? R Ti =
∑
j

SjRi− j (14.30)

where −j in the second index corresponds to reversal of the vector and
i corresponds to the shift. We retain M + 1 frequency components in our
expansion of V , with highest frequency (M/2)∆αV . Since Vj/N is nonzero
only for j = N, 2N . . .:

M/2∑
j=−M/2

c̃k−jNVj =
(
Ek − E1k

2
)
c̃k (14.31)

On the right hand side we have the Fourier components ck of the wave-
function ψ, for which we would like to solve. On the left hand side, there is
a sum of terms ck±N , ck±2N , ck±3N , etc, only.

Each expression for the wavefunction Fourier amplitude c̃k, with un-
known energy Ek, is a linear equation in only the Fourier amplitudes which
differ by reciprocal lattice vectors, ck±jN . The solutions for any ck within
the first Brillouin zone, i.e. restricted to a range of k on N , are therefore
completely independent of each other, and separable.
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Bloch theorem Because the solution for each ck is independent of any
other c

′
k unless ∆αψk and ∆αψk

′
differ by a reciprocal lattice vector, ±G,

±2G, etc, we may then separate the solutions according to their indices k
over a range which spans a reciprocal lattice vector. Each such solution,
indexed by k, is a Bloch wave. There will be N Bloch wave solutions on the
range

−N/2 ≤ k ≤ N/2 (14.32)

or in α, with αk = k∆αψ, αk = 2πk/(N ∗ a),

− π

a
≤ α ≤ π

a
(14.33)

Each ψk will contain Fourier components only in frequencies differing
from k (αk) by reciprocal lattice vectors jN (Gj), where j is an integer

ψk(x) =

M/2∑
j=−M/2

ck−jNe
i∆αψ (k−jN) x (14.34)

Factoring out the ei∆αψk x dependence for these solutions, we can see
that the wavefunction solution has a lattice-periodic term uk(x) modulated
by a plane-wave term eikαψx

ψk(x) = uk(x) ei∆αψkx uk(x) ≡
M/2∑

j=−M/2

ck−jNe
−i∆αψ jN x (14.35)

here N∆αψ = 2πN/(N ∗ a) = 2π/a = ∆αV , and the lattice-periodic
part has uk(x) = uk(x+ a).

Furthermore, substituting k → k +N , we can see that the only effect is
to shift the summation index j by one. If in the sum we allow M/2 → ∞,
the shift makes no difference and the solutions are the same. A second
statement of the Bloch theorem is then

ψαk+G(x) = ψαk(x) (14.36)

Equivalently, if the wavefunction is the same after a shift by G, the
electron energy must also be the same:

Ek = Ek+G (14.37)
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This is now an enormous simplification. Eigenstates of the crystal, in-
dexed by k, are identical if they differ by a reciprocal lattice vector. We
then are free to displace solutions for the electron energy, Ek or E(k), by
reciprocal lattice vectors on the k axis.

14.3 Reduced and extended representations

The Bloch theorem forms 14.36 and 14.37 finally justify the earlier claim,
made in the lecture on Brillouin zones, that the first BZ is a natural space
for representing all possible electronic states in the crystal. The first BZ is
enclosed by faces of ±G/2, and the total width is G in k. Every possible k
can be reduced to this zone through displacements in integral multiples of
G.

Figure 14.2 shows how electronic states can be reduced to the first BZ.
A free-electron energy band is plotted schematically:

E(k) =
~2k2

2m∗
(14.38)

As k increases, E increases, but k can increase continuously over the BZ
boundaries at ±π/a, ±2π/a, ±3π/a, etc.

The Bloch theorem tells us that there is no reason to use all that paper
to show the energy states. To represent the energy states more compactly,
we use the reduced representation, plotting all Ek in the first Brillouin zone.
There are two equivalent ways to do this, illustrated in Figure 14.2. The
first is to displace the band in the extended representation, where k takes
all values, piece-by-piece: the area in the second BZ is displaced by ±G,
the area in the third BZ is displaced by ±2G, etc. An equivalent technique
is to draw several bands displaced by ±nG etc, and plot the bands where
they cross into the first BZ. In both cases we are taking advantage of the
relationships 14.36 and 14.37.

A confusing aspect of the reduced representation is that we now have
multiple bands appearing at a given value of k inside the first BZ. Evidently
the energy of these bands is not the same, so how is it true that Ek = Ek+G?
Different bands start out with different energies, which are not changed on
the displacement by G.
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Figure 14.2: Two ways to understand the reduced representation. Schematic
parabolic E(k) for a free electron: E on y axis, k on x axis. The Brillouin
zones are marked 1,2,3 etc. Boundaries (dotted lines) are at ±π/a, ±2π/a,
±3π/a, etc. Left: displacement of the single parabola zone-by-zone. Right:
centering parabolas between zone boundary 1-2, 2-3, 3-4, etc. Either form
is equivalent to Ek = Ek+G.
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14.4 The nearly free electron model:
inevitability of band gaps

We can now try to understand the effects of a small periodic potential V (x)
on the electronic states of free electrons. This is called the nearly free electron
model, or Ziman model. We consider two bands which are nearly equal in
energy. Taking advantage of the Bloch theorem,

Ek '
~2k2

2m∗
(14.39)

or equivalently,

Ek '
~2(k −G)2

2m∗
(14.40)

This second band will cross the first near the point k = G/2. since we
know that the energy bands will be free-electron like, with a minor role for
the potential V .

The Ziman model An EM wave propagating in the crystal with k = G/2
is Bragg-reflected, by the definition of the BZ boundary. We can see on
Figure 14.2 that the free-electron energy bands 1 and 2 cross at the point
k = π/a, and E = ~2π2/(2m∗a2). Since solutions will be close to the
free-electron (plane-wave) solutions, we can write, for these two waves at
k = G/2,

ψk(x) ∼ ei
G
2
x (14.41)

ψk−G(x) ∼ ei(
G
2
−G)x = e−i

G
2
x (14.42)

The solutions will be close to some linear superposition of these two
solutions if the potential is tiny. We can take as our two basic solutions:

ψ+(x) ∼ ei
G
2
x + e−i

G
2
x ∼ cos (

πx

a
) (14.43)

ψ−(x) ∼ ei
G
2
x − e−i

G
2
x ∼ sin (

πx

a
) (14.44)

The solutions will have probability densities:

|ψ+(x)|2 ∼ cos2 (
πx

a
) (14.45)
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|ψ−(x)|2 ∼ sin2 (
πx

a
) (14.46)

it’s evident that the first solution piles electrons up on the ion cores,
located at x = 0, a, 2a, etc. Since the cores are positively charged, the
Coulomb attraction will lower the energy of electrons in this state. Con-
versely, the ψ− solution will have a higher energy, since the Coulomb attrac-
tion is absent, raising the energy of the electrons.

The net effect is that the periodic potential, for electrons at the zone
boundary k = G/2, splits the energies of the first and second bands. Because
of the splitting, at the energy E, k = G/2, no states will be available. There
is a band above and a band below this energy, but only a band gap, opened
by the periodic potential, around E±G/2.

Quantitative analysis The magnitude of the band gap opened up at the
BZ boundary can be estimated simply. Rewriting Eq ?? gives us

(
~2k2

2m
− Ek

)
ck +

∑
G

VGck−G = 0 (14.47)

ck =

∑
G VGck−G(
~2

2mk
2 − E

) (14.48)

From this expression, it’s possible to recognize that ck will be very large
for k = G/2, since E ' ~2

2mk
2, being free-electron like. By the same reason-

ing, ck−G (c−G/2) must be very large at this point:
At this zone boundary point, we need only consider cG/2 and c−G/2 for a

first-order approximation. This gives one term each to the sum over Fourier
components for each equation:(

~2k2

2m
− E

)
cG/2 + VGc−G/2 ' 0 (14.49)(

~2

2m
(k −G)2 − E

)
c−G/2 + V−GcG/2 ' 0 (14.50)

Combining these two systems of linear equations gives us, for the two
Fourier coefficients of the wavefunction solution:

 (~2(G/2)2

2m − E
)

V−G

VG

(
~2(G/2)2

2m − E
) [ cG/2

c−G/2

]
= 0 (14.51)
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or, recasting the expression:[
EG/2 − E V−G

VG EG/2 − E

] [
cG/2
c−G/2

]
= 0 (14.52)

and we know how to handle this. This is a system of two homogenous
linear equations, with solution only in the case of a vanishing determinant:

(
EG/2 − E

)2
= |VG|2 (14.53)

assuming that the potential is real, with VG = V ∗−G. This evaluates as

∆E = Eg = 2VG (14.54)

So the band gap energy is equal to twice the Fourier component of the
potential VG, with G evaluated at the periodicity of the band: G for the first
and second band intersection, 2G for the second and third band intersection,
etc.

14.5 Computing the bands

At the zone boundaries, we approximated by taking two Fourier components,
c±G/2, as dominant. In the more general case, we can solve for all Fourier
components numerically, writing a (M + 1)2 matrix rather than a 2 × 2
matrix.

For any Bloch wave state index k in the first Brillouin zone, −N/2 ≤
k ≤ N/2, there will be a system of M + 1 linear equations to write for the
coupling of the ck amplitude to ck ±N, ck ± 2N , etc.– states which differ by
a reciprocal lattice vector.

We can rewrite Eq 14.55 in dimensionless form, where the energies are
normalized to E0 = ~2∆α2

ψ/(2m)

M/2∑
j=−M/2

c̃k−jNV
′
j =

(
E
′
k − k2

)
c̃k (14.55)

with dimensionless state energies E
′
k = Ek/E0 and potential components

V
′
i = Vi/E0. For M = 8, with a frequency cutoff for the Fourier expansion

of the potential V at 4∆αV , we would have for the system of equations
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(k − 2N)2 V

′
1 V

′
2 V

′
3 V

′
4

V
′
−1 (k −N)2 V

′
1 V

′
2 V

′
3

V
′
−2 V

′
−1 k2 V

′
1 V

′
2

V
′
−3 V

′
−2 V

′
−1 (k +N)2 V

′
1

V
′
−4 V

′
−3 V

′
−2 V

′
−1 (k + 2N)2



ck−2N

ck−N
ck
ck+N

ck+2N

 = E
′


ck−2N

ck−N
ck
ck+N

ck+2N


(14.56)

This is an eigenvalue equation which can solved numerically. The Fourier
components V

′
i can be found through the DFT of any discretized potential.

The unknown energies E
′

and Fourier components ck of the wavefunction
by finding the eigenvalues and eigenvectors of the left-hand side matrix will
have M/2 + 1, in this case five, solutions for each k-point in the first BZ,
corresponding to five bands of Bloch states.

Bands calculated according to this method are shown in Figure 14.3,
assuming a potential with Fourier components

V = [V−4, V−3, V−2, V−1, V1, V2, V3, V4] (14.57)

V
′

= [5, 5, 0, 5, 5, 0, 5, 5] (14.58)

in which the V−2 and V2 terms are absent. We have taken N = 32 points
in the first BZ, which can be seen from the discrete points.

In the Figure, one can see that band-gaps open up in the band diagram
at some of the band crossings, but not at others. For the first crossing (as
energy increases) at the BZ boundaries, there is a gap of 10E0. There is no
gap at the second crossing at k = 0, but there are gaps of 10E0 at the third
crossing at the BZ boundaries and at the fourth crossing at k = 0. This
illustrates Eq 14.54 in greater detail, and shows that the distribution of the
gaps depends on the details of the potential.

14.6 Tight-binding bands

It is possible to model the electronic band dispersion from the opposite
perspective. In Section 14.2.2, we started from the assumption that the
electrons are essentially free, described in terms of plane waves. Instead, we
can assume that the electrons are locally bound and overlap to some extent
with neighboring atomic cores.

Taking the wavefunction of an orbital localized to site i as ψi(ri), where ri
is the displacement from the atomic core, we can represent the wavefunction
of the system as a linear combination of atomic orbitals (LCAO):
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Figure 14.3: Calculated Bloch wave energies according to Eq 14.56. No-
tice the absence of an energy gap for the second band crossing, at k = 0,
corresponding to the choice of V±2 = 0 in the calculated case of Eq 14.58.
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Figure 14.4: Bonding and antibonding states in H+
2 . From Ibach and Luth.

ψ(x) =
∑
i

ciψi(ri) (14.59)

where ci are the wavefunction amplitudes at each site. We assume that
ψi(ri) is short-ranged, such that it overlaps with the cores of only the neigh-
boring atoms. We then have

< ψiĤψj >= Hij (14.60)

Hii = E11 Hi,i+1 = −|V12| (14.61)

where V12 is negative since the electron energies on each site are also
negative.

Molecule: bonding and antibonding We can take two atoms, bound
into a molecule. H+

2 , with one electron, would be an example. There are
two 1s states which overlap if the atoms are within a few Bohr radii of each
other. Here we can take sites 0 and 1,

ψ(x) = c0ψ0(r0) + c1ψ1(r1) (14.62)

and the time-independent Schrödinger equation is
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< c0ψ0 + c1ψ1|Ĥ|c0ψ0 + c1ψ1 >= E|c0ψ0 + c1ψ1 > (14.63)

Arranged as a matrix,[
E11 −|V12|
−|V12| E11

] [
c0

c1

]
= E

[
c0

c1

]
(14.64)

We can find the eigenenergies as

(E11 − E)2 = V 2
12 (14.65)

E0 = E11 + V12 E1 = E11 − V12 (14.66)

E0 = E11 − |V12| E1 = E11 + |V12| (14.67)

These two solutions are known as bonding and antibonding solutions,
respectively. Finding eigenvectors by substituting back in for these energies,
the bonding solution has c0 = c1. The electron spends half its time on each
atomic site, with the same sign of the wavefunction in each location, and
its energy is always lowered through its interaction with the opposite core.
The antibonding solution has c0 = −c1.

Chain of atoms: periodic boundary conditions We can now consider
the solutions on a chain of atoms. Periodic boundary conditions are literally
applicable if the chain forms a ring, with the last atom bound to the first. (A
relevant visualization for such a ring is the ”Ouroboros,” a mythical snake
eating its own tail, shown Figure 14.5. August Kekule claimed to dream of
this figure while trying to understand the structure of benzene, C6H6.1)

The periodic boundary conditions can be expressed, as in the case for
the nearly free electrons, as

ψ(x) = ψ(x+Na) (14.68)

The Schroedinger equation for any cj will be

V12 (cj−1 + cj+1) + (E11 − E) cj = 0 (14.69)

1This anecdote is often repeated in psychology classes, but it may
not be true; see linkhttp://www.nytimes.com/1988/08/16/science/
the-benzene-ring-dream-analysis.html.

http://www.nytimes.com/1988/08/16/science/the-benzene-ring-dream-analysis.html
http://www.nytimes.com/1988/08/16/science/the-benzene-ring-dream-analysis.html
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Figure 14.5: Benzene and ”Kekule’s dream.” Picture from https://web.

chemdoodle.com/kekules-dream/.

We can now try to develop wavelike solutions for the electron wavefunc-
tion on the chain. Taking x as the distance around the ring, x = ja, and
assuming c(x) = c0 exp ıαx

cj = c0e
ıjαka (14.70)

To satisfy periodic boundary conditions, it must be true that eıαL = 1,
so

αk =
2πk

L
(14.71)

where k is an integer. Because, as before, the distance around the ring
is an integer number of lattice parameters, L = Na,

αk =
2πk

Na
(14.72)

we can simplify,

cj = c0 exp

(
ıjk

2π

N

)
(14.73)

where k indexes the wavenumber. Notice that this expression is exactly
the expression for an individual Fourier component k summing into the
DFT; see Eq 5.4.2. The electrons can hop from one orbital to the next,
changing the phase of their amplitude 0−2π ∗k in a circuit around the ring.
Substituting into the recursion relationship in Eq 14.69

https://web.chemdoodle.com/kekules-dream/
https://web.chemdoodle.com/kekules-dream/
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V12

(
eı2πk/N + e−ı2πk/N

)
+ (E11 − Ek) = 0 (14.74)

since again V12 is negative,

Ek = E11 − 2|V12| cos
2π

N
k (14.75)

This band resembles the nearly-free electron bands closely! Ek has a
minimum at k = 0 and maxima at k = ±N/2, very much like the free-
electron band does.

The number of states per band is also the same. For N atoms, there
will be N propagating states (values of k), according to the DFT. The total
number of independent states runs −N/2 ≤ k ≤ N/2, excluding k = 0, just
as shown for the Bloch theorem. Noninteger values of k do not satisfy the
periodic boundary conditions; values of k larger than N/2, outside the first
Brillouin zone, are not independent solutions. If we take k → k + jN , with
any integer j, the state will be the same:

cj,k = c0 exp

(
ıjk

2π

N

)
(14.76)

cj,k+N = c0 exp

(
ıj (k +N)

2π

N

)
= c0 exp

(
ıjk

2π

N

)
(14.77)

cj,k+N = cj,k (14.78)

Combining the result of N independent wavenumbers k with the possi-
bility for each orbital to have two values of spin, we find that

each band holds 2N electrons

where N is the number of unit cells comprising the solid.

14.7 Mapping free-electron to tight-binding bands

We outlined solutions for tight-binding bands in Section 14.6. This is a rea-
sonable starting point for semiconductor materials; we assume that electrons
are basically localized to their parent atoms, but electrons can propagate by
advancing their phase of ψ from atomic site to atomic site.

In three dimensions, for an orthorhombic crystal, TB energy bands for
propagation (kx, ky, kz) can be written as
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Figure 14.6: Electronic energy E vs kx, ky for tight-binding bands. Contours
of constant energy are indicated on the bottom plane.

E(kx, ky, kz) = E1 − 2Ax cos kxa− 2Ay cos kyb− 2Az cos kzc (14.79)

where a, b, c are the lattice parameters in the different coordinate direc-
tions. A plot of these bands is shown in Figure 14.6, where you can see the
energy minimum in the center. We will take an approximation of the bands
at the energy minimum so that we have an expression for the density of
states.

Let’s consider that we are interested only in propagation near k = 0,
which for most semiconductors is the lowest energy point. Remembering
the small argument expansion for cosine,

cosx ' 1 +
1

2
x2 x ' 0 (14.80)

we can expand the bands around the (0,0,0) point as

E(kx, ky, kz) = E1 + 2Ax(1 +
1

2
k2
xa

2) + 2Ay(1 +
1

2
k2
yb

2) + 2Az(1 +
1

2
k2
zc

2)

(14.81)

So, for electron propagation in the different coordinate directions, we
can write

m∗x =
~2

2Axa2
, m∗y =

~2

2Ayb2
, m∗z =

~2

2Azc2
(14.82)
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Figure 14.7: Filling of bands; bands calculated as in Figure 14.3. Each
electron k-point holds two electons (spin ↑↓). Left: Fermi energy µ in band:
metal. Right: Fermi energy µ in gap: insulator.

and

E = Eo +
~2

2
(
k2
x

m∗x
+
k2
y

m∗y
+
k2
z

m∗z
) (14.83)

recovering the free-electron energy bands, but with a new effective mass
m∗. What we have found is quite useful for finding the density of states:
any energy band can be approximated as free-electron like, at a particular
energy, if the effective mass is chosen to represent its curvature. Note that
given the different possible magnitudes of Ax, Ay, Az and a, b, c, the effective
mass m∗ can be different in different coordinate directions.

14.8 Conductivity in the band theory

14.8.1 Metals, insulators, semiconductors

The band theory provides a simple way to explain why a given material is
a metal, insulator, or semiconductor. The criterion is shown in Figure 14.7.

• Metal Recall that for a metal, the Fermi-Dirac distribution function
can be approxmated well as f(E < µ) = 1 and f(E > µ) = 0. So if µ
is within a band, as pictured in the left-hand figure of Figure 14.7, the
highest-energy occupied electron state will be immediately adjacent to
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an unoccupied state with higher wavenumber k. Such a material will
be a good conductor, with these ’free’ electrons able to participate in
conduction. Without an electric field applied, the distribution is fixed
at the equilibrium, with equal occupancy of +k and −k states. There
are equal numbers of electrons propagating left and right, and there is
no net conduction.

When a E− field is applied, it shifts the occupancy of the states, so
that there are more states filled with propagation in e.g. +k than
in −k. The highest-energy electron, here in the k = −4 state can
(through a scattering process like the Drude scattering) reverse its
direction and on average occupy the k = +3 state. In this case, there
will be more electrons moving in positive x than in −x, and there
will be an electrical current in −x. States far below the Fermi energy
are not perturbed, and do not participate in conduction. Because
typically the perturbation δk is much smaller than kF , all conduction
takes place near Ef .

• Insulator In an insulator, there is no possibility for an electron to
accelerate. The highest-occupied electron energy, µ, is separated from
higher-energy or higher-k states by a bandgap. Insulators have µ inside
an energy gap. Equivalently, in an insulator, each band is completely
filled or completely empty; there are no partially filled bands.

This leads to a necessary criterion for insulating behavior:

Only even-valence compounds are insulators

Proof: the valence Z is the total number of bonding electrons per formula
unit. (Core levels are not included in counting Z.) In Si, for example, there
are four electrons beyond the filled Ar shell. The total number of valence
electrons in the solid will then be Z ·N , where N is the number of formula
units or unit cells. If a material is an insulator, it must have only completely
filled bands. This means that the total numer of electrons will be b2N , where
b is an integer number of filled bands; each band can hold 2N electrons, as
shown in Section 14.6. For the material to be an insulator, we must have
Z = 2b, or Z even.

For examples, pick any insulator, or any semiconductor, at zero tem-
perature. Si, C, and Ge (Z = 4) are insulators at T=0. Al2O3 (24) is an
insulator; BN (8) is an insulator. This shows that even valence is a neces-
sary condition. It is not a sufficient condition, however: graphite (C, Z = 4)
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and tin (Sn, Z = 4) are conductors. If some bands overlap in energy, as they
do in these materials, there can be empty states at Ef .

14.8.2 The effective mass

Recall that EM waves transport energy, measured by the intensity as |E0|2 =
E0E

∗
0 , only when the waves are polychromatic, containing multiple spatial

(and thus temporal) frequencies. A minimal two-frequency packet (Section
5.2) has two different characteristic velocities: a group velocity vg and a
phase velocity vp. The group velocity characterizes the speed of the intensity.

In quantum-mechanical propagation of electron-waves, probability takes
the place of intensity, with P (x, t) = |ψ(x, t)|2 = ψ∗(x, t)ψ(x, t). The prob-
ability of an electron with perfectly well-defined k has a strictly uniform
probability of appearing in any given location. It is perfectly delocalized.
Take

ψn = ei(knx−ωnt) (14.84)

P (x, t) = |ψ(x, t)|2 (14.85)

= ψ∗(x, t)ψ(x, t) (14.86)

= e−i(knx−ωnt)+i(knx−ωnt) (14.87)

= 1 (14.88)

The electron is everywhere, and since its probability cannot be normal-
ized, it is nowhere. Considering electrons in a periodic potential, solutions
are not exactly plane-wave like, but the Bloch-wave solutions are similarly
delocalized. The Bloch theorem dictates that ψk(x) = uk(x)eikx. Since
uk(x) has the periodicity of the lattice, and

P (x, t) = |uk(x)|2 = |uk(x+ xn)|2 (14.89)

where xn is the lattice vector in the x direction; this is perfectly periodic.
The only way it can be possible for an electron to travel in the intuitive
sense, that is, that it starts out one place and moves to another, is for the
electron to be described by a wavepacket. The intensity moves with the
group velocity,

vg(k) =
∂ω(k)

∂k
(14.90)

evaluated at the center (average) value of k. Recall the dispersion rela-
tion, ω(k), for a quantum-mechanical wave:
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E = ~ω (14.91)

we have for a quantum-mechanical group velocity

vg =
1

~

(
∂E(k)

∂k

)
(14.92)

”Effective” mass in terms of the bands The band theory gives an a
quantity analogous to the mass of an electron, assumed in the Drude model
to be equal to the rest mass me. Remember that we defined m∗, which is
the effective mas of an electron propagating in a crystal lattice. We will find
that it is not at all constant.

The differental work dU done on an electron when it moves through a
displacement dx under the influence of a force F is,

dU = F dx (14.93)

If the force is exerted by an applied electric field E, we will have

dU = eE vg dt (14.94)

dU = eE
1

~

(
∂U(k)

∂k

)
dt (14.95)

But, similar to the Drude model (Section 1.3), we can write through a
quantum-mechanical analogy, k = (m∗/~)v(

∂k

∂t

)
=
eE

~
(14.97)

Next, we can write for the force on a classical particle of mass m,

F = m a (14.98)

e E = m

(
∂vg
∂t

)
(14.99)(

∂vg
∂t

)
=

e E

m
(14.100)

and taking the time derivative of Eq 14.92,
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(
∂vg
∂t

)
=

1

~
∂

∂t

(
∂U(k)

∂k

)
(14.101)

=
1

~

(
∂2U(k)

∂k2

)(
∂k

∂t

)
(14.102)

so, substituting in the previous results, we have

e E

m
=

1

~

(
∂2U(k)

∂k2

)
eE

~
(14.103)

switching from energy as U to (more conventionally) as E

m∗ = ~2

(
∂2E(k)

∂k2

)−1

(14.104)

This is the effective mass. An electron in a periodic potential will move
as if it had a mass given by this formula. This means that a single electron,
if it were accelerated continuously to higher and higher k, would not have
a constant velocity at all–indeed, this mass is negative around the zone
boundaries, due to the diffraction experienced there.

However, most of the time, an electron cannot change in k by very much,
since the scattering time is relatively short in any real material. We can
write, for the drift velocity,

vD = µE (14.105)

Converting to wavenumber through m∗vD = ~kD

kD =
m∗

~
eτ

m∗
E (14.106)

kD =
eτ

~
E (14.107)

Substituting numbers, if apply 1 V across 1 mm, and with a relaxation
time for a highly conductive metal of τ = 10 fs, the drift momentum kD =
1.5 × 10−4m−1. Compare this level with k2

F = EF /(~2/2me), for Cu with

EF = 7.0 eV, kF ' 1.4 Å
−1

= 1010m−1: six orders of magnitude separate
the displacement of the Fermi sphere from its radius. The result is that
the electron distribution shifts infinitesimally from the equilibrium under
experimentally attainable applied fields.
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Determining m∗ The fact that kF � kD, where kD is the displacement
of the Fermi sphere to create net conduction, impiles that all conduction
occurs at the Fermi surface. Therefore, we evaluate m∗ through the
band curvature

• at EF in a metal

• in a semiconductor, for electrons, the lowest level of conduction band
EC(k)

• in a semicondutor, for holes, the highest level of the valence band
EV (k)

Further reading

• Ibach and Luth, Solid State Physics, ch. 7.1-7.4

• W.A. Harrison, Elementary Atomic Structure, World Scientific, ch. 1

• S. Froyen and W.A. Harrison, ”Elementary prediction of linear com-
bination of atomic orbitals matrix elements,” Phys. Rev. B 20 2420
(1979)

Exercises

14.1 Plot energy bands for a free-electron system, no potential from the ion
cores, simple cubic with lattice parameter a, k along x, in the reduced
representation.

14.2 Consider a square-well periodic potential in a lattice of periodicity a,
V = 0 for x < a/2, Vo for x > a/2, defined on 0 < x < a. What
are the energy gaps at the first three Brillouin zone boundaries? Hint:
refer to your notes on the Fourier transform.

14.3 Using the python notebook (bloch waves), compare your calculated
values of Eg for a = 0.2nm, with those from the square well potential,
Vo = 2 eV calculations.



Chapter 15

Semiconductor carrier
statistics

Now that we have a basic grasp of the band theory of solids, we can start to
understand how semiconductor materials are engineered. The chief means
of engineering conductivity in semiconductors is through the carrier concen-
tration. Recall (Eq 1.28) that electronic conductivity has two components:

σ = eµn (15.1)

where µ is the mobility, effectively governed by the relaxation time τ .
The mobility, rather than the carrier concentration n, is the dominant
temperature-dependent contribution to the conductivity in metals. How-
ever, in semiconductors, the opposite is true. We will see that semiconduc-
tors have a strongly thermally activated carrier concentration.

In semiconductors, we have direct control over the carrier concentration
n. If we add small concentrations of impurity (dopant) atoms into the semi-
conductor host crystal, a maximum of 0.1%, we can change the conductivity
by orders of magnitude. From the Drude model of conductivity, σ = eµn,
conductivity σ will change over these orders of magnitude as well.

15.1 Electrons and holes

In an absolutely general sense, the number of occupied electrons will always
be the integrated product of occupancy and density of states:

n =

∫ ∞
0

f(E)DE
e (E) dE (15.2)

213
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However. as derived in Section 14.7, completely filled bands do not
contribute to conduction, so we need a way to define these lower-energy
electrons as not ”free,” in the sense that they do not contribute to Drude
conductivity (Section 1.3.) This is the utility of the concept of holes, which
are the absence of electrons in nearly-filled bands.

Assume that there are two bands, a valence band EV at lower energy
and a conduction band EC at higher energy, separated by a minimal gap Eg,
i.e., the gap refers to the smallest separation between the bands.

We situate the reference energy E = 0 at the top of EV , or the valence-
band edge. The minimum of EC , or conduction-band-edge is located at E =
Eg. If the valence band is completely filled, it has no free electrons, because
none of its electrons can be accelerated to higher velocities (wavenumbers
k.) The mobile electrons in EV require empty states in EV . We define a
hole as the absence of an electron in an available state in EV . The hole
concentration p is

p =

∫ 0

−∞
(1− f(E))Dh

√
−E (15.3)

In this picture, a hole is simply the absence of an electron; because
the bands are lower in energy than electron bands, their bandwidth must
be lower, and by equating tight-binding parameters with effective masses
(Section 14.7), holes must have higher effective mass than electrons, m∗h >
m∗e.

In a more physical picture, holes are the absence of an electron in bonds
between (e.g.) Si atoms, and to propagate this absence, electrons have
to redistribute their populations, which might be more sluggish than just
adding a loosely bound electros.

Finally, we might consider a hole to be its own sort of positively charged
electronic particle, like an exotic positron, but in a crystal. The discovery
of positrons, e+, was credited to Carl Anderson in the 1936 Nobel Prize in
Physics. He found that gamma rays created particles which curved in an
opposite sense but equal magnitude compared with electrons accelerated in
the presence of a magnetic field B; see Section 1.2.

15.2 Intrinsic semiconductors

Remember that at zero temperature, semiconductors are insulators: there
are no electrons present in the conduction band, and no holes present in
the valence band. Thermal energy is insufficient to excite any electrons to
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higher energy states where they can carry current: Fermi-Dirac distribution
is zero at T = 0 for E > EF . Even at finite temperature, there are no
any carriers with energies which falling inside the band gap 0 ≤ E ≤ Eg.
Electrons are disallowed there, and the density of states DE(0 ≤ E ≤ Eg)
is zero there.

So for an energy interval dE, we could write the differential number of
carriers added dn as

dn = (probability of occupancy)(electron states / energy) dE (15.4)

dn = f(E)DE
e (E) dE (15.5)

where f(E) is the Fermi-Dirac distribution function,

f(E) =
1

1 + exp (E−µ)
kBT

(15.6)

Summing over the conduction band edge, we then have for the electron
concentration n ([=]cm−3)

n =

∫ ∞
Eg

f(E)DE
e (E) dE (15.7)

And, similarly, for the hole concentration p

p =

∫ 0

−∞
[1− f(E)]DE

h (E) dE (15.8)

To evaluate n, we need only to use DE
e (E) as found previously,

n = De

∫ ∞
Eg

√
E − Eg

1 + exp (E−µ)
kBT

dE (15.9)

This integral cannot be solved in closed form, although it can be inte-
grated numerically without any problem. As shown at the end of the lecture
on statistical mechanics, the F-D distribution can be approximated well by
the Boltzmann tail for E − µ > 2kBT ,

f(E) ' fB(E) = exp [−(E − µ)/kBT ] (15.10)

This domain of approximation is called non-degenerate statistics. The
Fermi level µ needs to be far enough away from the conduction band edge
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(at least 2kBT away) for this approximation to hold. Under non-degenerate
statistics,

n = De

∫ ∞
Eg

e
− (E−µ)

kBT
√
E − Eg dE (15.11)

Through the transformation with dimensionless E
′

= (
E−Eg
kBT

), we can
write the integral as

n = De(kBT )
3
2 e
− (Eg−µ)

kBT

∫ ∞
0

e−E
′√
E′ dE

′
(15.12)

The integral evaluates simply:∫ ∞
0

e−x
√
x dx =

√
π

2
(15.13)

and

n = De

√
π

2
(kBT )

3
2 e
− (Eg−µ)

kBT (15.14)

or

n =
1

4

(
2 kBTm

∗
e

π~2

) 3
2

e
− (Eg−µ)

kBT (15.15)

A similar analysis for holes turns up

p =
1

4

(
2 kBTm

∗
h

π~2

) 3
2

e
−µ
kBT (15.16)

Effective densities of states To simplify the forms in Eq 15.15 and
15.16, we define effective conduction- and valence-band densities of states
NC and NV

n = Nc exp−(E − µ)

kBT
(15.17)

p = Nv exp− µ

kBT
(15.18)

such that at a given temperature, the number of carriers for µ at the
band-edge would be Nc or Nv, with n = Nc for µ = Eg. Equivalently, the
hole concentration for µ = 0 is p = Nv, although this location of µ is slightly
outside the limit of validity of the model (degenerate statistics).

The carrier densities are thermally activated, with the band-gap being
the activation energy. The effective densities of states are
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NC = 0.0449

(
kBT

(~2/2m∗e)

) 3
2

NV = 0.0449

(
kBT

(~2/2m∗h)

) 3
2

(15.19)

Substituting in kBT = 0.02586 eV · (T/300 K), ~2/(2me) = 3.81 eVÅ
2
,.

and defining m∗e,h = m
′
e,hme, where me is the electron rest mass, we can see

that the quantities have the expected units of number density, m−3, with

NC,V = 2.51× 1019cm−3

(
T

300 K
m∗e,h

)3/2

(15.20)

n-p product If we now take product of electron and hole density, the
unknown chemical potential µ drops out of the equation:

np = NCNV e
− Eg
kBT (15.21)

and defining the intrinsic carrier concentration ni, valid for pure semi-
conductors without impurities,

ni =
√
NCNV e

− Eg
2kBT (15.22)

We can see that ni is thermally activated, with activation energy given
by the bandgap, as can be expected. Each electron which is thermally
activated from energy 0 to Eg leaves behind an empty state, or hole. These
electron-hole-pairs provide two mobile charge carriers.

np = n2
i (15.23)

This is a very useful expression. ni, the intrinsic carrier concentration,
is effectively constant at constant temperature. The expression tells us that
if we know the number of electrons, we know the number of holes.

15.3 Semiconductor doping

The conductivity of semiconductors can be increased, and in some cases,
decreased, by many orders of magnitude through the addition of impurities,
or dopants. Single-component semiconductors, such as C (diamond), Si,
and Ge, are from column IV , with a net valence of four. There are two
possibilities for a dopant:
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• Donor (n-type): If an impurity from column V can be substituted
into a lattice site, and the additional valence electron can be dissoci-
ated from its parent atom, the electron becomes free to move through-
out the crystal lattice. This is donor activation, providing one addi-
tional negative carrier (electron) to the lattice. The donor activation
reaction is

D ↔ D+ + e− (15.24)

Such a dopant is known as a donor, or n− type. Examples of n−type
dopants are P and As in Si or Ge.

• Acceptor (p-type): If an impurity from column III is substituted
onto a lattice site, and the missing valence electron is compensated
by one from the electron sea, a hole becomes free to move throughout
the crystal lattice. This acceptor activation provides one additional
positive charge carrier (hole) to the lattice. The reaction here is

A↔ A− + h+ (15.25)

Such a dopant is known as an acceptor, or p−type (positive.) Examples
of p−type dopants are B, Al, Ga, In in Si and Ge.

15.3.1 Hydrogenic model

The donor atom is introduced into the crystal (through e.g. addition into
the Si melt) in order for it to give up its addtional electron for conduction.
At zero temperature, the conduction electron remains bound; it requires
finite thermal energy to dissociate the electron from the donor. An order of
magnitude for the activation energy can be estimated by assuming that the
electron is bound as it is to the nucleus in a (singly charged) hydrogen atom.
Recalling the bonding energy for an electron in a hydrogen atom (Rydberg
constant),

En = − R
n2
,≡ 1

4

(
e2

4πε0

)2( ~2

2me

)−1
1

n2
(15.26)

Recognize here (and it is good to remember) that

e2

4πε0
= 14.4 eV Å (15.27)
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and combined with ~2/(2me) = 3.81 eVÅ
2
, the Rydberg constant in

vacuum is R = 13.6eV. The effect of placing the impurity inside the crystal
host is to increase the dielectric constant by a factor εr, which weakens the
Coulomb attraction by shielding, and to decrease the kinetic energy of the
electron by the renormalization factor of the effective mass, m

′
. Assuming

n = 1, the binding formula then becomes

∆ED = R
m
′
e

ε2r
(15.28)

The same approach is relevant for p-type dopant activation, ∆EA, where
one would subtitute the hole effective mass.

Example: n-type dopants in Si To add representative numbers for Si,
we know εr = 11.7 and m∗e = 0.19. This reduces the binding energy by
a factor 0.0013, with EA ∼ 19meV . This is not too far away from the
actual values for EA of Si:P (45 meV), Si:As (54 meV), and Si:Sb (39 meV).
These are shallow donors, with a small difference between the ionized and
unionized states.

15.3.2 Charge neutrality: complete and incomplete ioniza-
tion

By Gauss’s law, a sample at zero electric field must maintain charge neutral-
ity, with no net charge density. The charge neutrality condition for doped
semiconductors is

n+N−A = p+N+
D (15.29)

Complete ionization The best case for doping is where dopants are avail-
able with small activation energies compared with thermal energy, ∆EA,D/kBT �
1. This is the case for shallow donors such as Sb in Si at room temperature,
or shallow acceptors such as B in Si. Here we can write

N+
D = ND (n-type) N−A = NA (p-type) (15.30)

where the concentrations NA and/or ND are controlled by the concentra-
tion of dopants added. This implies, respectively, for n- and p-type material,

n ' ND (n-type) p ' NA (p-type) (15.31)
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Incomplete ionization We can use the Fermi-Dirac distribution func-
tions to account for incomplete ionization of dopants. Remember that f(E)
gives the probability of occupancy for a given state by an electron. For a
given level Ei, f(Ei) → 0 if µ � Ei, and f(Ei) → 1 if µ � Ei. Again, we
can consider two cases:

• Donor: If the donor level is occupied by an electron, the electron has
not dissociated from the parent atom, and the donor is not ionized.
If the donor level is unoccupied, it is ionized. Ionization is then the
complement of occupancy for the donor energy Eg −∆ED

1

N+
D = ND (1− f(Eg −∆ED)) (15.32)

N+
D = ND

1− 1

exp
(
Eg−∆ED−µ

kBT

)
+ 1

 (15.33)

• Acceptor: If the acceptor level is unoccupied by an electron, the
hole has not dissociated from the parent atom, and the acceptor is
not ionized. If the acceptor level is occupied, it is ionized: an electron
jumps up out of the valence band to sit on the acceptor level, leaving
a mobile hole behind. Ionization is equivalent to occupancy for the
acceptor energy ∆EA:

N−A = NAf(∆EA) (15.34)

N−A = NA
1

exp
(

∆EA−µ
kBT

)
+ 1

(15.35)

Dominant carrier In most cases, it makes sense to assume that the ma-
terial is dominant n− or p−type. This implies that one carrier type can be
neglected, e.g. for p� n,

p ' N−A (15.36)

p ' NA
1

exp
(

∆EA−µ
kBT

)
+ 1

(15.37)

1We are neglecting degeneracy of the dopant occupancy in this expression, but as shown
in Example 13.2, its main effect is to change the value of the activation energy, which can
be renormalized.
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Now, we can substitute in Equation 15.18 for the expression in terms of
the chemical potential,

p ' NA

e∆EA/(kBT )p/NV + 1
(15.38)

p ' NANV e
−∆EA/(kBT )

p+NV e−∆EA/(kBT )
(15.39)

Defining q ≡ e−∆EA/(kBT )

p2 + qNV p− qNANV = 0 (15.40)

p =
qNV

2

(
−1±

√
1− 4NA/(qNV )

)
(15.41)

There are two relevant limits. For low doping, the second term in the
radical is negligible, so we can Taylor expand

p =
qNV

2

(
−1±

√
1− 4NA/(qNV )

)
' qNV

2

(
−1 + 1− 2NA

qNV

)
(15.42)

p ' NA

(
NA � NV e

−∆EA/kBT
)

(15.43)

which is the limit of complete dopant ionization. For high doping, the
NA term under the radical dominates,

p =
qNV

2

(√
4NA/(qNV )

)
'
√
NANV q (15.44)

p '
√
NANV e

−∆EA/(2kBT )
(
NA � NV e

−∆EA/kBT
)

(15.45)

This shows that the effectiveness of doping becomes poor when hole
concentrations beyond p = NV exp (EA/kBT ) are attempted.

Example: GaN The latter limit is highly relevant for the wide-bandgap
semiconductor GaN. For GaN, there is a effective valence band density of
states NV = 4.1×10−19cm−3, but no shallow p-type dopant exists; the best
is Mg, with an activation energy of ∆EA = 210 meV. The ”difficult” doping
level, at room temperature, becomes p ∼ 1.2× 1016cm−3.
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Exercises

15.1 At what energy is the contribution to the electron concentration (dn/dE)
highest in a three-dimensional semiconductor? Express your answer
in terms of kT above the conduction band edge (at E = Eg).

15.2 Describe three representations of holes.

15.3 For what donor concentration Nd is the conductivity of a semiconduc-
tor maximum? Assume full ionization of dopants. Use the ni product
and express your answer in terms of µn and µp.

15.4 Consider Si, Eg=1.1 eV, ni=1011cm−3, µe=1500 cm2/V/S, µh=600
cm2/V/S

(a) Apply the charge-neutrality condition and derive an expression
for the position of EF for intrinsic material.

(b) Calculate, in meV, the deviation of EF from midgap at room
temperature for Si, assuming the mobility differences come from
the effective mass.

(c) What doping level is required for EF to sit 100 meV away from
Ec, the conduction band edge?

(d) Calculate the resistance of a 0.1 x 0.1 x 10 mm bar doped to this
level. (Hint: neglect one carrier type.)

15.5 GaN has a hole mobility µh = 100 cm2/V s. Assuming that p-type
Mg dopants are only 10% ionized, what will be the resistance R for a
bar 10 cm long by 1 cm in diameter, with Mg dopant concentration of
1018cm−3?

15.6 Si has electron and hole mobilities of 1500 and 600 cm2(V s)−1, re-
spectively, in ideal material at room temperature. Assuming that the
relaxation time from scattering with lattice vibrations is the same for
both electrons and holes, calculate the deviation of the Fermi energy
from mid-gap (µ− Eg/2) for intrinsic material.

15.7 Consider p-type doping of GaN:

(a) GaN is a III-V semiconductor; Mg resides in column II. If Mg
acts as a p-type dopant, upon which site do you expect it to sit:
MgGa or MgN?
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(b) Either atomic H, covalently bound with the Mg dopant, or N
vacancies V +

N can act as n-type dopants which compensate p-
type dopants, reducing the hole concentration. Justify this.

(c) Express the concentration of ionized acceptor impurities, NA− ,
as a function of the acceptor impurity concentrationNA, effective
acceptor ionization energy εa′ , temperature, and hole concentra-
tion p. Hint: express first the Fermi level dependence of each
temperature-dependent variable.

(d) Express the charge neutrality condition for acceptor doping only,
assuming p� n, and derive an expression for p as a function of
the valence band effective density of states NV . εa′ , and tem-
perature T .

(e) Mg is the shallowest but nevertheless a deep acceptor dopant
in GaN, with ε

′
a = 160 meV; thus even at room temperature,

its statistics are described by the low-temperature limit, εa
′ �

kBT . Approximate p in this limit and verify, approximately, the
empirical fact that only ∼ 1-4% of Mg dopants are ionized at
room temperature; this is a primary limit on p.

(f) Charged point defects have a formation energy which is Fermi-
level dependent, decreasing with µ if positively charged. Ratio-
nalize the known tendency for GaN to self-compensate, through
the formation of N-vacancies, at high p-type doping (NA ' NV ),
under conditions of equilibrium growth at high temperature.
This is a second limit on p.

(g) If during p-GaN growth at high temperature, atomic H is intro-
duced into the crystal in equal numbers to Mg, will the Fermi
energy depend on the Mg concentration NA? H can subsequently
be removed through a low-temperature N2 anneal. In what sense
has this ”nonequilibrium” doping tricked the crystal into yielding
higher p values than are attainable in equilibrium growth?

15.8 Consider a semiconductor with the following conduction and valence
band dispersions Ec(k) and Ev(k)

EV = ∆E sin (ka+ π/2) + E0
V (15.46)

EC = 2∆E (1− cos ka) + E0
C (15.47)
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Take E0
C = 5 eV, E0

v = 1 eV, ∆E = 1 eV. Assume equal scattering
times.

(a) Sketch the bands. Is the semiconductor direct- or indirect-gap
(i.e. are the maximum in the VB and the minimum in the CB
aligned in k?)

(b) What is the band gap of the semiconductor and would it be
useful in a photoconductive measurement of red light intensity?
Why/why not?

(c) Determine the ratio of electron mobility to hole mobility (abso-
lute value)
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